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PREFATORY NOTE
The original purpose of this work was solely to depict the character

and composition of the Oriskany fauna of Becraft mountain, which of

itself displays many features of interest. In its progress, however, vari-

ous questions have arisen which concern the intrinsic value of the fauna

and its importance in correlation. Yet without an understanding of the

fauna itself it would be impracticable to discuss the latter problems, and

for this reason the title of the paper is restricted to the principal argu.

ment of the work, to which the discussions of somewhat broader scope

are corollaries.



THE ORISKANY FAUNA OF BECRAFT MOUNTAIN,

COLUMBIA COUNTY, NEW YORK

INTRODUCTION
The existence of a fauua in the New York series linking together

in the character of its species that of the calcareous shales and lime-

stones of the Lower Helderberg and that which has been regarded as

pertaining to the normal Oriskany sandstone of Oneida county and

westward sections, was first brought to public notice in 1892, in a

paper published by Prof. Charles E. Beecher and accompanied by a

list of the species prepared by the writer. 1

The interesting bearings of this assemblage of species, its new

forms and new associations and its real importance in the correlation

of the lower Devonian are sufficient reason for presenting
1

its char-

acteristics in detail.

The fauna in its highest development is found at Becraft moun-

tain, about 2 miles east of the Hudson river, near the city of Hud-

son in Columbia county. Strata of the same horizon occur at other

localities in the state and carry some of the characteristic species which

appear in profusion on Becraft mountain. Such outcrops are found in

Ulster and Orange counties on the west side of the Hudson, but they

quickly disappear in the westward extension of the Oriskany formation.

Chapter 1

STRATIGRAPHIC STRUCTURE OF BECRAFT MOUNTAIN
Becraft mountain has been the subject of geologic observation since

the early report of W. W. Mather on the geology of the first district

of New York (1842). A brief account of the succession and structure

of the rock beds will be found on page 351 of that work, and a very

1 Notiee of a new Lower Oriskany fauna in Columbia county, N". Y. by C. E.

Beecher, with an Annotated list of fossils, by J. M. Clarke. Amer. jour. sei. 1892-

41: 410-14.
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generalized section across the mountain from east to west is given on

plate 24, figure 6. The mountain is an outlier of principally early

Devonic strata about 2 miles in north and south extent, and these

rest uneonformably, as shown by Mather, J. D. Dana and W. M. Davis,

on the upturned slates of the Hudson river formation. The most com-

plete and interesting portrayal of the structure of this area is that given

by Davis. 1

Accompanying that paper is a sketch map of the mountain giving

the stratigraphic succession both in plane and in section. It is not my
purpose to enter into great detail with reference to the structure of this

area, but, to point certain of my observations, I have taken the liberty

to represent on a somewhat different scale, the map given by Prof.

Davis, with some emendations of the contacts of the various formations

and the addition of two important divisions not noted by him.

Over the northern portion the mountain is a simple, low syncline ;

and toward the central part it shows a double syncline separated by a

very short fold, at which the layers of the Becraft limestone come to

the surface. Again, farther south the duplicate form of this syncline

is in a measure lost and the structure gradually becomes more compli-

cated, particularly at the southeast edge of the area. This was indi-

cated by Mather, who in one of his sections suggested that the rocks

at this point were overturned. Davis likewise left the structure here

in some doubt. The first strata resting on the upturned Hudson

river slates,
2 are those of the Tentaculite (Manlius

3

) limestone, which

nearly inclose the entire area and on the northeast and southwest boun-

'Amcr. jour. sci. 18S3. 3d ser. 26:381-89.
2At Mount Moreno, just south of the city of Hudson, these slates carry a

fauna with Coenograptus gracilis, Didymograptus Sagittarius,
D. tenuis Hall and other graptolites identical with those of the Normanskill

shales at Kenwood and Glenmont, Albany county. The taxonomy of the great

mass of so-called Hudson river slates in the Albany region which has recently

been studied by ftuedeinann points to the early Trenton age of the Normanbkill

shales and inferentially of these slates lying beneath the Manlius limestone of

Becraft mountain.
s
See footnote, p. 8
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daries are rendered very conspicuous by their strong escarpment. Over

this lies the Pentarnerus (Coeymans
1

) limestone, characteristically devel-

oped, and thereon a well defined mass of Catskill shaly (New Scot-

land 1

) limestone. The latter is overlaid by the Becraft1 limestone. To

these four formations Davis assigned the following thicknesses:

Manlius limestone 20-30 feet

Coeymans limestone 40-50 feet

New Scotland beds 50-60 feet

Becraft limestone 40-50 feet

'The requirements of uniformity in stratigraphic nomenclature are compelling

the relincpiishment of such of the early division names in the New York series as

do not indicate localities of exposure. In order to save to the state of New York

its preeminent title to the names of these divisions and in the farther hope of per-

petuating an equable grouping of the stratigraphic units of the New York series, the

writer, in conjunction with Charles Schuchert, has recently (Science. Dec. 8, 1899,

American geologist. Feb. 1900) proposed the arrangement of the formations given

in the following table. This proposition has been carefully considered and is the

result of mature deliberation.

NEW YORK SERIES

ERA OR SYSTEM PERIOD OR GROUP AGE OR STAGE

Cambric
or

Taconie

Champlainic
1

(Lower Silurian and

Ordovician)

Georgian

Acadian

Potsdamian

Canadian 3

(Paleochamplainic)

Mohawkian 4

(Mesochamplainic)

Cincinnatian 5

(Neochainplainic)

Georgia slates

Potsdam sandstone and limestone

[
Beekmantown limestone 16

I Chazy limestone

f Lowville limestone 16

\ Black river limestone

[
Trenton limestone

Utica shale

Lorraine beds 17

Kichmond beds (Ohio and Indiana)
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new tore series continued

ERA OR SYSTEM PERIOD OR GROUP AGE OR STAGE

Ontario2

or

Siluric

Oswegan
6

(Paleontaric)

Niagaran
7

(Mesontaric)

Cayugan
8

(Neontaric)

f
Oneida conglomerate

-j
Shawangunk grit

[
Medina sandstone

f Clinton beds
I Rochester shale

! Lockport limestone

[ Guelph dolomite

f
Salina beds

{ Kondout waterlime 18

(
Manlius limestone 19

Devonic

"g
[ Heldcrbergian

>

3<

9

Pu

"3
O
>

© '

Oriskanian 10

Ulsterian 1

3 I

£ [Eiian
1^

o

SenecaD J 3

Ciiantauqnan
1 *

f Coeymans limestone 20

i IMew Scotland beds 21

i Becraft limestone 22

[ Kingston beds- 3

Oriskany beds

f Esopus grit
21

Schoharie grit

Onondaga limestone

f Haruellus shale

I Hamilton beds

f Tully limestone

Genesee shale

Portage beds

(Naples beds,
Ithaca beds,
Oneonta beds,

local fades)

f Chemung beds

\ (Catskill sandstone 25

[
local facies)

1 Chainplainic. This most appropriate designation was introduced by the concur-

rence of the four geologists for the formations here assigned to it (exclusive of the

Potsdam sandstone), and it has clear right of way over the later application of the name
to the period of postglacial alluvium. That the later term has become ingrained in
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literature renders it all the more conspicuous as an infraction of the law and of the rights

of the men who first proposed it. In the face of Champlain, 1842, the term Ordovician

has no standing.

2 Ontario. Vanuxem placed the base of the Ontario division at the "gray

sandstone," Hall and Emmons at the Medina, Mather at the Shavvangunk grit.

Vanuxem and Hall terminated the above division with the Niagara, Emmons included

the Salina and waterlime. Growing evidence fully indorses Emmons's view as to the

termination of the group and period with the clearing of the Salina sea.

3 Canadian. This term has the prestige of time and priority.

4 Mohawkian (new). Conrad and Vanuxem made use of the term, Mohawk

limestone, for certain of the calcareous layers beneath the Trenton, but they differed

so widely in their application of the term that in the summation of their results, the

geologists decided to abandon it. The name is here revived with a broader mean-

ing. The valley and watersheds of the Mohawk river afford typical exposures of

all members of the group.

5 Cincinnatian. The formations of the Neochamplainic are not as completely

developed in the state of New York as in Ohio and Indiana. In the latter sections

the Lorraine fauna is represented, but is followed above by the well defined fauna of

the Richmond beds. Probably in no other region is the succession of these faunas

so complete as about Cincinnati, and this fact justifies the recognition of the term

Cincinnatian, which already has historic value. For a full description of the series

by Winchell and Ulrich, see Geol. and nat. hist. sur. of Minn. 1897. v. 3, pt 2,

p. 101-5.

6 Oswegan. This name is appropriate on account of the widespread occurrence

of the Oneida and Medina formations in Oswego county, N. Y. Vanuxem employed

the term, Oswego sandstone, for the formation subsequently and by common consent

called Medina sandstone. In reviving the name, though with a broader meaning

than in its original use, it derives its title from its early date.

7 Niagaran. In the sense suggested by Prof. Dana.

8 Cayugan (new). The divisions of this group are knit together by lithologic

and faunal characters and are distinctly Ontario. The outcrops are typically exposed

about the north end of Cayuga lake, N. Y.

9 Helderbergian. The present state of our knowledge does not permit the use

of the term, Helderberg, in its original scope. The Uelderberg division was

made to' embrace formations now regarded as constituting the lower and part of

the middle Devonic. We propose to restrict the term Helderbergian to the forma-

tions currently known as Lower Helderberg, excluding the Tentaculite limestone.
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10 Oriskanian. The Oriskany formation varies considerably in the chaiacter of

its sediment. Its calcareous facies is highly developed in eastern New York, while

the more silicious sediment excludes all others in the central part of the state. The

fauna of the Oriskany from its lowest beds, as at Camden Tenn., to its highest beds,

as in the province of Ontario, shows progress in differentiation, but it is not yet

practicable to subdivide the New York development of the fauna.

11 Ulsterian (new). From the outcrops of all the members in Ulster county,

N. Y.

12 Eriau. The Erie division comprised the formations from the top of the

Onondaga limestone to the top of the Chemung. We propose to save the term to

the New York nomenclature by reviving it with a restricted meaning.

13 Senecan (new). In Sene2a county and along the shores of Seneca lake are

excellent exposures of these beds.

14 Chautauquan (new). From exposures in Chautauqua county, N. Y.

15 Beekmantown limestone (new). The Calciferous sandrock of Eaton and authors

generally. This formation took its original name from sections in the Mohawk valley,

where the rocks are without fossils. At Beekmantown N. Y., the normal fauna is finely

developed and the rock section essentially complete.

16 Lowville limestone (new); instead of Birdseye limestone of common use.

Lowville is a town in Lewis county, N. Y., where these beds are well exposed.

17 Hudson river beds. It is becoming increasingly evident that the great mass of

shale in the Mohawk and Hudson river valleys which was designated at an early date by

this term is resolvable into horizons extending from the middle Trenton to and including

the Lorraine beds. At present it seems unlikely that, when this determination of horizons

has been carried through the series, any part will remain to which the original term can

be applied by virtue of its distinctive fauna, though it may still serve to designate a

facies of the formations mentioned.

IS Rondout waterlime (new). From the fine development of these beds in the

extensive cement quarries at and near Rondout N. Y.

19 Manlius limestone. Tentaculite limestone of Gebhard, Mather and later writers.

The name here used was introduced by Vanuxetn and is entitled to first consideration.

Manlius is the place of typical exposure in Onondaga county, N. Y.

20 Coeymans limestone (new); and

21 New Scotland beds (new). These terras designate respectively the Lower

Pentamerus (Helderberg and Pentamerus limestones of the New York geologists) and

the C'atskill or Delthyris shaly limestones. Coeymans and New Scotland are adjacent

towns in Albany county, N. Y., through which runs the Helderberg escarpment, affording

the finest exposures of these formations.
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The Becraft limestone, a heavy bedded rock, hard, gray and sub-

crystalline, occupies the position of the Scutella limestone as developed
in the Helderberg and Schoharie sections and probably represents both

the Scutella and Upper Pentamerus limestones of those sections. Over

the summit of the Becraft limestone on the eastern ridge of the moun
tain the surface slopes gradually downward to the west and follows the

dip of the strata.

At the base of this slope is a marshy area draining toward the

south, and in the vicinity of this low region and above it for about

one third the width of the slope is the outcrop of the Oriskany

which was not recognized by Prof. Davis. This is largely concealed

under the soil, and there are no very clearly defined exposures of it

except where the soil has been removed from small areas, in which

case the surfaces rather than the edges of the strata are seen
;

but a

considerable quantity of the rock that has become loose has worked

up through the soil, and is not only found near its proper site but is

scattered abundantly through the stone walls in the immediate vicinity

of the strata themselves, so that the material is to be looked for and

found most abundantly on the westward slope of this syncline and in

the vicinity of the little stream throughout its extent. These strata,

highly silicious, hard, dark limestones, have been most favorably

exposed to decomposition, and in consequence the calcareous matter has

22 Becraft limestone. This name was introduced by N. H. Darton with tbe

sanction of Prof. James Hall, for the beds previously known as the Upper Pentamerus

and Scutella limestones of the Helderberg sections. The present name is derived from

Becraft mountain, Columbia county, N. Y.

23 Kingston beds (new). The "
upper shaly beds " of W. M. Davis, which are

typically exposed and attain a thickness of 250 feet in the vicinity of Kingston N. Y.

24 Esopus grit. Proposed by Darton with the approval of Prof. Hall, for tbe old

term Cauda-galli grit. It has been suggested by Freeh that the Esopus grit should be

regarded as a part of the arenaceous sediments of the Oriskany. The very few fossils

which it contains, however, do not as yet fully indorse this suggestion.

25 Catskill sandstone. This is an approximate expression of the value of this

formation. Catskill sedimentation doubtless began as early as Portage time, its

representation during which is expressed in tbe term, Oneonta beds.
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been largely leached out for a considerable depth on all exposed sur-

faces, only a porous residuum remaining. This light, rusty and firm

rotten stone retains the external and internal casts of the fossil remains

with which it is filled, in exquisite detail and forms excellent material

for study. Only by hastening nature's process with acid can the fossils

be made out from the black and cherty or unchanged calcareous cores

of this rock.

It is not easy to estimate the actual thickness of these strata at

this place, as it would appear that they have been partly eroded, but

there is no evidence above them of the black chert beds which ter-

minate the Oriskany deposits in the Ulster, Albany and Schoharie

county sections, nor of the characteristic white quartz sandstone of the

central sections. These beds rest on an argillaceous limestone, which

seems to be present in only slight force and is almost wholly if not

quite concealed
;

the "
upper shaly

"
or Kingston limestone, blocks of

which are frequently found in close association with the Oriskany and

so closely resemble the latter that considerable care and experience are

requisite to avoid confounding the two. The author has therefore taken

utmost care in making up the list of species of the Oriskany to

eliminate all this "upper shaly" material from consideration. This is

readily done after experience in recognizing the lithologic differences,

aided by the fact that the Kingston limestone contains but very slight

intermixture of Oriskany species. The Helderbergian species here regis-

tered, therefore, occur in Oriskany limestone and in immediate association

with Oriskany fossils.

From the axis of the syncline, specially along the north and south

road crossing the mountain, is a ridge of gray, sandy grit with slaty

cleavage so strongly developed that the original bedding is entirely lost.

This rock covers a large area from the center of the region and constitutes

the high ridges which cap both of the synclinals. Prof. Davis regarded
all of this rock, which in places rises in very sharp escarpments, par-

ticularly on the east of the southern part of the road mentioned, as the

Cauda-galli grit (Esopus slate). I have found however in various places,

specially near the junction of the middle road with a crossroad from

the west starting in at the glue factory, that this rock contains
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fossils wedged in between the cleavage planes and lying with their

surfaces parallel to the true bedding. These are exceedingly diffi-

cult to extract, but among them it has been possible to identify

Dalrnanites anchiops; Phacops, a fragment of a head without

spine on the genal angle, (cf. P. bombifrons); Coelospira (cf.

Camilla); Chonetes, large (cf. arc u at a). These fossils are suffi-

cient to show the presence here of the Schoharie grit. They have not

beeu found throughout the entire thickness of this formation, and are

under all circumstances very rare, but, while we may safely ascribe a

portion of the formation to the Esopus slate, it is necessary to regard at

least that portion represented as such on the accompanying map as

belonging to the Schoharie grit. It is observable that, where these rocks

contain fossils, some calcareous matter is present.

The existence of the Corniferous limestone, the highest and latest of all

the formations, was also determined by Prof. Davis
;
and to this he ascribed a

thickness of 10 to 15 feet, but he speaks of having found no fossils in it and

is somewhat uncertain as to the correctness of his reference to the limestone

of this formation. This rock is a chert-bearing, light colored, almost white

limestone, the chert lying in layers and the entire thickness of the mass being
from 15 to 20 feet. In stratification it is essentially horizontal, or with a very

slight dip east. There can be no question that it is the Onondaga limestone.

The layers are sparsely fossiliferous, showing traces of rugose corals, particu-

larly Zaphrentis and well defined examples of the brachiopod Spirifer
rari cost a. Directly beneath the outcrop of these beds are seen beds with-

out flint which are calcareous and shaly or shaly with calcareous lenses, the

limestone itself being blue and the shale weathering brown or rusty gray.

These beds show conclusive evidence of false bedding, as a vertical slaty

cleavage is highly developed, and in this respect they resemble those seen

near the roads below, which we have already referred to the Schoharie grit.

They thus appear to lie at a high angle beneath the chert-bearing beds, but

are unquestionably conformable to them, as is shown "by the nearly horizontal

position of the fossils they contain. Nevertheless, these fossils, which are so

wedged into the rock that it is difficult to release them, are variously distorted

by pressure and only very compact bodies like solid corals have escaped such

distortion. The following species have been determined from these layers.
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Odontoceplialus selenurus; Spirifer varicosus; Atrypa
reticularis, large and rotund

; Leptaena rhoraboidalis; Strep,

torhynchus pandora; Chonophyllum; Zaphrentis;Favo-
sites, branching ; Stromatopora or F i s t u 1 i p o r a, incrusting.

With the evidence before us then, we have no hesitation in concluding that

the succession of the upper Helderberg beds from the top of the Oriskany
sandstone upward is fairly complete, representing the Esopus slate, the

Schoharie grit, the non-chert-bearing Onondaga limestone and characteristic

" Corniferous "
limestone.

Chapter 2

DESCRIPTION OF THE FAUNA
TRILOBITES

Dalmanites (Synphoria) stemmatus sp. nov.

Plate 1, flg. 6-16 ; plate 2, flg. 1, 2

1892. Dalmanites, sp. nov. A, Clarke, op. cit. p. 412

Species attaining considerable size. Cephalon convex, abruptly slop-

ing to the genal margins. Genal extremities somewhat produced but rela-

tively short and terminating in broad, obtuse angles. Dorsal furrow

deep except at the junction of the glabellar lobes with the palpebral

lobe, where it becomes shallow and very much elevated. Frontal lobe

of glabella large, rounded in front, slightly elongated at the axial

extremity but not projecting beyond the frontal border or facial suture.

First lateral furrows long, deep and oblique, extending nearly three

fourths the diameter of the lobe. Glabellar surface behind the frontal

lobe slightly if at all depressed medially. Second and third lobes

wholly confluent at their extremities, often but a remnant of the second

lateral furrows remaining. Together these coalesced lobes have a sub-

triangular or subclavate outline and are convex and elevated at their

distal extremities, rising above the full hight of the glabella and almost to

the hight of the palpebral lobe. The third lobes are small and narrow,
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making an annular segment, varying but little in width; their extremi-

ties are almost concealed beneath the projecting lobes in front. Occi-

pital furrow deep ; occipital segment long and very much arched
;

no

central spine or tubercle. Cheeks with steep lateral slopes ;
somewhat

concave within the thickened margin. Furrows beneath the eyes deep,

narrow, with elevated margin having a vertical, outward slope. Occi-

pital furrow widening from the dorsal furrows outward and coming to

a rather abrupt termination without meeting the submarginal depression

of the cheek or extending on the genal expansion. Eyes large, ele-

vated, the palpebrum higher than the palpebral lobe.

The thickened border bears a row of crenulations or crescentic orna-

mental processes, which are the most extended at the anterior extrem-

ity ;
here also the anterior three of these processes are somewhat coal-

esced. From this extremity may be counted, on both sides of the ter-

minal process, from 12 to 15 similar processes, becoming uniformly

smaller toward the genal extremities and finally disappearing altogether

at or near the lateral termination of the facial suture. In small speci-

mens the number of these processes may be considerably less.

The surface of the cephalon is ornamented, on the frontal lobe of

the glabella, with coarse pustules of varying size
;

this lobe also bears

the elongate median scar which occurs in many species of the genus.

The coalesced second and third lobes are also pustulose but less strongly.

The cheeks directly beneath the eyes bear traces of low ramifying

grooves similar to those found in Dal. pleuroptyx of the Helder-

bergian fauna and Dal. anchiops of the Schoharie grit.

Thorax not observed.

Pygidium very broadly triangular, the length and width being as 2 to

3. The margin curves slightly outward on each side and terminates behind

in a broad, rounded extremity which is slightly elongated but is not

produced into a spine. The axis bears 10 or 11 arm illations, and the

pleurae 9 or 10. The ribs are undivided by a median groove and are

without coarse tubercles.

Observations. This interesting species shows its immediate affinities

in many of its structural features. The peculiar ornamentation of the
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frontal margin of the cephalon is possessed in less degree and different

cpiality by several antecedent species. Thus as far back as the Dal.
viffilans Hall, and Dal. verrucosus Hall of the later Niagara

(Waldron) fauna there is a pronounced development of a short and simple

spatulate process at the anterior extremity. In the Dal. pleuroptyx
Conrad, of the Helderbergian, this process becomes broadened and divided,

the divisions taking on the character of those in Dal. stemmatns,

though being less numerous and of less extent along the border. In

Dal. anchiops Green, of the Schoharie grit, a similar character is

manifested,
1

extending for a short distance on either side of the extremity.

Dalmanites (Odontocephalus) selenurus Eaton, of the

Onondaga limestone, has the frontal margin developed by perforation into

incisor-like processes, which again extend but a short distance from the

extremity, while in Dal (Corycephalus) regalis Hall, of the

Schoharie grit, the processes are blunt, distant and extend to the ends

of the cheek spines. In the limestone beds at Port Jervis, the "
trilo-

bite beds "
of Barrett, are the species Dal. dentatus Barrett and

Dal. dolphi Clarke, the former with a row of pointed triangular pro-

cesses extending nearly to the extremities of the cheek spines, the latter

with a stronger compound anterior process and two or three sharp lateral

processes on each side. Thus the marginal ornamentation of the head

is seen to be subject to much variation, and from the simple anterior

extension of the frontal border manifested in some of the late Siluric

species, through the Dal. pleuroptyx of the early Devonic into

Dal. stemmatus of the Oriskany, there has been a simple intensi-

fication and extension of the type of crenulate ornament. Here, however,
the line ends, to be replaced and followed by the various phases above

mentioned.

As to the employment of the term S y n p h o r i a
,

which is used

in the title of this species, a few remarks may be made. To some of

the ornamental expressions of Dalmanites referred to, generic or

subgeneric terms have been applied, e. g., Odontocephalus for

Dal. selenurus, Corycephalus for Dal. regalis, etc. It

l See Paleontology of New York. v. 7, pi. 10, fig. 11.
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seems of very doubtful propriety to attempt to carry out such dis-

tinctions in this genus, and it is proper to make this remark here lest

the outstanding ornamental variations not yet included under such sub-

divisions offer a temptation for the erection of parallel divisions. A
much more fundamental character is found to exist in many of these

Devonic Dalmanites, viz, the coalescence' of adjacent members of

the first and second pair of glabellar lobes. This is a difference of

re il significance in the anatomy of the animal, and it distinguishes a

considerable number of forms from the normal Dalmanites in

which the division of the lobes named is complete.

In the species of the early Siluric such coalescence is obscurely

manifested, as in Dal. (P t e ry go m e t op u s) eboraceus Clarke and

Dal. (P t e r y.) intermedins Walcott, but here in association with

other characters which have been found a basis for a subgeneric distinction.

The upper Siluric was a period of full, typical development of Dal-

manites, and we observe that the Helderbergian species of the genus
maintain their typical character in this respect. Dalmanites stem,
mat us is the earliest Devonic form in which coalesence is pronounced
Then follow Dal. anchiops Green and var. sobrinus II. and C,

Dal. regalis Hall, of the Schoharie grit, Dal. selenurus

Eaton, D a 1. m a c r o p s Hall, Dal. diurus Green, Dal. calypso
flail and Dal. m y r m e c o p h o r u s Green of the Onondaga lime-

stone. Within this group of species we find much diversity of mar-

ginal cephalic ornament : in Dal. macrops, Dal. calypso and

Dal. diurus the frontal border is undivided; in Dal. anchiops
it is moderately crenulated

;
in Dal. selenurus it is divided into

incisor-like processes (O d o n t o c e p h a 1 u s) ;
in Dal. regalis the

processes are different and extend over the entire margin (Corycepha-
1 u s) ;

in Dal. m y r m e c o p h o r u s the cephalic margin is not known,
but the pygidial margin is highly modified (Cor on lira).

Turning to the Devonic species of this genus which possess the

typical separation of the first and second lobes, we may enumerate

Dal. pleuroptyx Conrad, Dal. dentatus Barrett, Dal.
d o 1 p h i Clarke, of the Helderbergian, Dal. boothi and var.

calliteles Green, of the Hamilton shales
;

the first three bearing
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cephalic ornament and the others with none, but possessing highly char-

acteristic pygidia (Cryphaeus). It seems therefore very probable

that the term Synphoria, introduced by the writer some years

ago, in its application to the former group of species having coalescent

glabellar lobes, may prove of subgeneric significance in distinguishing such

forms from the typical Dalmanites.

Dalmanites (Synphoria) stemmatus, var. convergens var. nov.

Plate 2, flg. 8-5

1892. Dalmanites sp. nov. A. var. Clarke, op. cit. p. 412

Not infrequent in this fauna are small pygidia of Dalmanites

having the same degree of annidation as Dal. stemmatus but with

a more slender and tapering outline. At the posterior extremity, also,

there is a short but acute termination. A few cranidia of correspond-

ing size show a slight crenulation of the anterior margin.

Dalmanites phacoptyx Hall and Clarke

Plate 2, flg. 10

1888. Dalmanites phacoptyx Hall and Clarke, Paleontology of New York. 1 : 31,

pi. 9a, fig. 23-27

This species was founded on some large but incomplete pygidia

from the Upper Helderberg (Ulsterian) at North Cayuga, Ontario, which

are characterized by their narrow, divided pleural ribs, long, cylindric

tail spine and irregularly tubercled surface, some of the tubercles being

large and having the form of spinules. These spinules occur without

arrangement on the pleural ribs and on some of the segments of the

axis. Lesser tubercles are scattered over the surface and are crowded

on the sides of the axis.

A few specimens representing this species have been found in the

Oriskany.
Dalmanites bisignatus sp. nov.

Plate 2, flg. 6-8

1892. Dalmanites sp. nov. B, Clarke, op. cit. p. 412

Cephalon and thorax not known.

Pygidium elongate triangular, sloping to a sharp angle which may
be extended into a short, flat spine. Axis quite slender and with
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slightly incurving dorsal furrows. Segments transverse and narrow, 12

to 14 in number on internal casts, hearing a double median row of

strong and sharp tubercles with fine and faint pustules at the side.

Pleurae with 12 ribs which are separated by broad, flat grooves; these

ribs are narrow, flattened above and divided by a fine median, linear sul-

cus. Very small tubercles are scattered irregularly over the ribs.

These are pygidia quite closely similar to that of Dal. denta-

t u s Barrett, of the Port Jervis limestone and the Dal. pie u r o p-

t v x Conrad, of the Helderbergian. The differences are these: in

Dal. d e n t a t u s the ribs of the pleurae are fewer in number,

more deeply divided by the sulci and more strongly pustulose ;
on the

axis the median row of tubercles consists of two, three or four Avith

lesser ones at the sides. In Dal. pie u r o p t y x the number of

axial and pleural segments is generally more than here, the outline of

the shield is less sharply triangular and, while the pleural ribs are of

much the same character, the ornamentation of the surface is different,

consisting of a fine granulation extending over all anuulations with but

a slight tendencv to become coarser on the axis.

Phacops correlator sp. nov.

Plate 2, fig. 9

1892. Phacops (Acade) cf. anceps Clarke, op. cit. p. 412

This very interesting fossil I was at one time disposed to regard

as identical with P h a cops a n c e p s of the Upper Helderberg lime-

stone, On comparison with the original specimen, which was described

and figured by the writer in volume 9, Archivos do museu national do

Rio ill Janeiro. 1890. p. 16, pi. 1, fig. 3, a difference appears, which

will not permit the union of the forms, and this is found in the sharper

development of the glabellar Eurrows. In Ph. anceps, the only

known example of which is an internal cast of the cephalon in limestone,

there is no trace of the firs! and second pairs of these furrows, but in

Ph. correlator these Eurrows are quite clearly developed both on

internal casts and impressions of the exterior. There is still a degree
of uncertainty whether all these specimens may not prove to belong
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to the same species ;
for in Ph. braziliensis, of the Maecuru Lower

Devonic, another species very closely similar to Ph. anceps, the

glabellar furrows may be all well displayed on the internal cast.
1

The three species above mentioned are alike in the small size of the

cephalon, having the same dimensions in all specimens observed, in the

rounded genal angles, the firmness of the union of cranidium and cheeks,

separated specimens being very unusual, the peculiar dalmanitiform

aspect of the glabella and its slight median angulation, the small eyes

and smooth surface. Though the other parts of the species are not

known, yet the cephalon indicates the intermediate nature of these

species between the genera Phacops and Dalmanites, and doubt-

less when the rest of the body has been found, it will express similar

relations.

The existence of expressions of this type of structure in the Lower

Devonic of the Amazons (Maecuru), of Cayuga, Ontario, at Becraft

mountain and nowhere else, so far as known, is a fact of significance

in the correlation of these faunas.8

Phacops logani Hall

Plate 1, fig. 1-5

1892. Phaooj>s sj). nov. Clarke, op. cit. p. 412

In the notice above cited I suggested the similarity of the speci-

mens of Phacops here found to Phacops logani of the Hel-

derbergian and P h. p i p a of the Onondaga limestone. Restudy of

the material has convinced me that the fossil is not to be distinguished

from the former. Though the species is of frequent occurrence, the

specimens are generally somewhat distorted cephala and pygidia, and few

entire examples have been observed. Such distortion generally gives a

too pointed, subpentagonal form to the glabella and a too narrow and

elongate form to the pygidium; The characteristic traits of the species

Ph. logani are these: the glabella is relatively narrow and strongly

1 See Archivos do museu nacional do Rio de Janeiro, v. 9, pi. 1, fig. 1, 2.
"
The writer has recently obtained specimens representing the same type of structure

in the Gaspe sandstone at Gaspe Basin Quebec.
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projacent at the front; its surface shows without compression both the

oblique and transverse moieties of the first glabellar furrows and also

the second furrows; the occipital ring is strongly arched and bears a

conspicuous tubercle. On the axis of the thorax just within the* dor-

sal furrows is a row of large tubercles, one at each end of every
axial segment. These are not ornamental, but are more strongly marked

on the internal cast than on the external surface; they become smaller

posteriorly but on the cast show themselves even on the first segment
of the pygidium. The pygidium bears five or six lateral segments, flat

and divided by linear furrows which are generally obscure on the cast.

While these are the diagnostic characters, the species has some

other traits which it shares with but few allies. There is a small

spinule at the extremity of the cheeks, such as occurs in Ph. cris-

ta t a and Ph. p i p a of the Schoharie grit and Onondaga limestone
;

no spinules or conspicuous tubercles occur on the axis, such as are

found in Ph. cristata but are absent in Ph. pi pa. The divis-

ion of the pleural ribs on the pygidium is a feature not displayed in

the later Devonic species of the genus (e. g.,
P h. r a n a).

The specimens from Becraft mountain have for the most part these

characters of Ph. 1 o g a n i. Examples of the thoracic segments of

adult forms have proved rather uncommon, but those seen have the rows

of tubercles along the dorsal furrows well developed, while in smaller

forms these are less conspicuous and may be so far absent as to sug-

gest the possibility of there being a second species; and yet it is to

be noted that these tubercles are less clearly developed in the later seg-

ments of Ph. logani and it may be are obscure in young examples
of the species.

Cordania becraftensis sp. nov.

Plate 2, fig. 19-23

1892. Cordania, sp. nov., Clarke, op. cit. p. 412

Of this species only the cranidia and pygidia are known. The

former have a subcircular, marginal curve, with a round, thickened and

much elevated border which is clearly delimited within and is followed

by a relatively narrow and shallow depressed area passing into the con-
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vexity surrounding the glabella. The latter is ovoid, convex and large

extending two thirds the length of the cephalon. Its anterior extremity

is rather broad and blunt, and at its base are two subtriangular or ovoid

lobes set off from the glabella by deep, oblique furrows. The other

glabellar furrows manifest themselves in the manner characteristic of this

genus, the first pair making a broad indentation just in front of the

middle, very noticeable on the internal cast, and the second pair being

extremely obscure. The ornamentation of the head consists of very fine

pustules with larger ones scattered among them. This character is

maintained over the glabella to the frontal margin, where the coarser

pustules disappear, leaving the surface here with a very fine granulation,

and on the doublure this is replaced in part by punctation.

Pygidium subcircular, axis very convex, incurving toward the

extremity. The annulations are narrow and not direct, but. rise nearly

vertical from the dorsal furrows or with a slight forward inclination,

then, at less than one third of their length, bend forward with a dis-

tinct angulation curving anteriorly over the median line. These annula-

tions are nine, and beyond the last that is well defined may be counted

three more obscurely defined. The interannular grooves are narrow.

The pleurae are broad, convex about the median region, becoming

depressed toward the margin, sometimes defining a narrow border. The

ribs are seven, rather broad, obscurely grooved for most of their length

by a linear sulcus which becomes well marked on the border and gives

the ribs the appearance of being bifurcated. The intervening farrows

are narrow. The ornamentation consists of fine, uniform tubercles on all

annulations, with a single axial row of strong, spinous tubercles directed

posteriorly.

This species, in its general aspect and comparatively large dimen-

sions, approaches Cord, cyclurus H. and C. of the Helderbergian

much more nearly than it does any of the later species, which are uni-

formly smaller and differently ornamented. In Cord, cyclurus the

cephalon has a few coarse tubercles on the border, and over the concave

area between the border and the glabella are fine, inosculating furrows.

The distance between the border and the anterior end of the glabella

is less in Cord, cyclurus than in Cord, becraftensis. In
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the former species also the pygidium has the axial row of tubercles

smaller and duplicate toward the extremity, and lacks the fine granulation
of the entire surface.

The species is not uncommon in this fauna.

Cordania hudsonica sp. nov

Plate 2, flg. 17, 18

A few pygidia show the presence of a quite distinct species of this

genus. They are of small size, broad and cpiite short, the axis covering
about one third the width of the shield, somewhat flattened and not

incurved as in Cord, be craft en sis and Cord, cyclurus. They
bear eight or nine narrow, transverse annulations which show no angu-
lations. The pleural ribs are six, with a trace of a seventh, are quite

narrow, with interannular furrows of equal width. They are divided by

quite deep sulci, and the surface carries a few scattered tubercles.

Cyphaspis minuscula Hall (sp.)

Plate 2, flg. 24, 25

1S88. Cyphaspis minuscula Hall and Clarke, Paleontology of New York. 7 : 140,

pi. 20, tig. 17; 24, tig. 7-12

1892. Cyphatpis sp. nov., Clarke, op. cit. p. 412

Cranidia of this species, distinguished from the closely allied Cyph-
aspis coelebs H. and C. of the Helderbergian by the low median

angulation of the glabella, are not of infrequent occurrence. Pygidia
referable to the species have also been observed.

Cyphaspis minuscula is cpiite widely distributed in the

Onondaga limestone of New York, and our present knowledge leads to

the belief that it may not be easy to fix on a genuine specific difference

between it and the Helderbergian form. The latter is exceedingly rare,

and but two very unsatisfactory specimens have been seen. The feature

above cited is the only one which could now be indicated as distinctive.

Both however are sufficiently unlike the other Devonic species of the

genus, and represent a type characterized by the absence of any peculiar

arrangement of tubercles, spines or punctae on the surface, the exterior

being smooth or very finely granular.
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Proetus conradi Hull

Plate 2, flg. 11-16

1S61. Proetus conradi Hall, Descriptions new species of fossils, p. 69

1892. Proetus sp. nov. ? A ; Proetus, sp. nov. B, Clarke, op. cit. p. 412

Separated cranio! ia and pygidia of a species of this genus are suffi-

ciently common and these vary greatly in size. Though some of them

attain much greater dimensions than any specimens of Proetus
conrad i, yet they all seem to agree in structure among themselves

and with typical examples of that species from the Schoharie grit.

Specific distinctions among such Devonic forms of this genus as express

the old division Gerastos, and are represented in the New York

series by P. a n g u s t i f r o n s, conradi, clarus and r o w i,
are

pretty close and yet dependable. The special traits of Proetus con-

radi are its subovoid or subtriangular and cprite convex glabella, tan-

gent at its extremity to the inner margin of a flat frontal border, and

a pygidium with sloping pleurae bearing three or four rather indistinct

duplicate ribs, the axis having from 8 to 10 annulations which

curve backward along the median line.

But a single entire example of the species has been observed and

this is of medium size, attaining the proportions usual to species of this

type throughout the early Devonic faunas.

Acidaspis tuberculata Conrad

Plate 2, flg. 26

1810. Acidaspis tuberculata Conrad, Ann. repH geol. sur. JV. Y. p. 205

This species, common in certain layers of the New Scotland beds,

is here represented by specimens of various sizes, often attaining con-

siderable dimensions.

Lichas cf. pustulosus Hall

1859. Lichas pustulosus Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3 : 366

There have been found a few fragments of pygidia and other parts

of the test which may prove to belong to this Helclerbergian species.
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Homalonotus sp ?

We have previously recorded the presence of this genus as repre-

sented by a few patches and fragments of the test. Their specific

characters can not be made out. The genus, however, is to be expected

from the fauna, as it is represented by a species of commanding pro-

portions, H. m a
j
o r Whitfield, from the same horizon, near Marbletown,

Ulster county.

CIRRIPEDS

Plumulites sp.

A single plate shows the presence in the fauna of this genus of

cirriped crustaceans.

ANNELIDS

Conodonts

Annelid teeth of this character have been observed but not in

suitable condition for identification.

Autodetus beecheri Clarke

Plate 2, flg. 27-32

1892. Autodetus sp. nov., Clarke, op. cit. p. 411

1894. Autodetus beecheri Clarke, Amer. geol. 13:334, fig. 7-19

This species is quite abundant, and young shells showing the pri-

mary revolutions of the whorls are commonly found attached to the

surfaces of brachiopods and spreading bryozoa. There is some varia-

tion in the aspect of the body at maturity, and though the form

is generally a truncated obcone, sometimes there is little difference

in the diameter of the basal cicatrix and that of the final whorl.

Generally, too, the surface, rough and wrinkled, conceals all trace of the

sutures, but at times these are clearly shown by the annulated exterior

of the shell.

Spirorbis assimilis, sp. nov.

Plate 2, flg. 33-34

1892. Spirorbis sp. Clarke, op. cit. p. 411

Tube small, regularly coiled, not free on final whorl, all coils attached

and by their sinistral surface. Inner whorls nearly concealed; number
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of exposed whorls 2-3. Exterior of outer whorl with a low, revolving

lateral carina, which gives the upper surface a flattened aspect ;
other-

wise the surface is smooth.

This species is distinguished from voting forms of Autodetus
b e e c h e r

i,
in which the Spirorbis condition is completely inclosed

in the later growth of the shell, by the much less depth of its

whorls and the greater transverse diameter of the shell.

Cornulites cingulatus Hall

Plate 2, flsr. 35-38

1888. Cornulites cingulatus Hall, Paleontology of New York. v. 5, pt 2

(= 7, suppl.) p. 20, pi. 116, fig. 29

The original of Corn, cingulatus is from the Helderbergian

(New Scotland beds) of New York, but its precise locality is not recorded.

It occurs occasionally in the Oriskany, where it presents a rapidly

expanding tube with coarsely and rather irregularly rugose surface, the

wrinkles being crossed by fine but sharp vertical striae. On the internal

cast the annulations have the aspect of insheathed cones and are not

unlike such casts of large Tentaculites, though of much less regu-

lar arrangement.
Tentaculites elongatus Hall

Plate 3, fig. 8-12

1859. Tentaculites elongatus Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3 : 136, pi. 6,

fig. 16-21

1892. Tentaculites cf. elongatus and Tentaculites sj). nov., Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

The specimens of this species, described from the Helderbergian (New

Scotland) limestone of the Schoharie section, are not infrequent throughout

the Oriskany. Many of them show finely the sharp, filiform, concentric

striae which cover annulations and depressions alike. Approaching the

apex of the shells, the surface gradually loses its annulations but retains

the concentric striae
;

for some distance the apical region is quite free

of any trace of annulations and where this part is found by itself

it presents the aspect of a quite distinct species. The internal cast of

the species was well characterized by Hall as resembling a series of

truncated obcones one above the other; thus these casts are altogether

unlike the exterior of the species.
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Tentaculites ? acus, sp. nov.
Plate 3, flg. 1-7

1892. Coleolus sp.1 Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

Shells having as large size as those of Teutac. elongatus but

with the exterior surface smooth or with very faint, distant, broad, con-

centric depressions and fine, indistinct and somewhat irregular growth striae.

The internal cast is similar to that of Tentac. elongatus but has

the constrictions less deep. Specimens of this species are not uncommon.

The wall of this species is thick and cellular, and a transverse

section gives two or more concentric circles at any plane, showing the

insheathment of the funnel-like divisions of the interior. This structure

is much more pronounced than in any species of Tentaculites
observed by the writer and, though more regular than in Cornulites,
may prove to be of the same nature.

PTEROPODS (?)

Conularia of. desiderata Hall

1S57. Conularia desiderata Hall, Paleontology of Hew Yorh. 3:4S0, pi. 72a

tig. 4

A single fragment of medium size, bearing a clearly exposed

septum, approaches this species, described from the Oriskany elsewhere

in New York. Its surface characters are sufficiently preserved to demon-

strate the broad sulci at the angles and the absence of median furrows

on the four sides, but the detailed sculpture of the concentric lines is

not clearly retained.
GASTROPODS

Bellerophon sp. ?

A single specimen shows the inner whorls of a broad backed species.

Cyrtolites expansus Hall
Plate 3, flg. 30-23

1859. Cyrtolites? expansus Hall, Paleontology of New Yorh 3:479, pi. 104,

fig. 4, 5

1892. Cyrtolites expansus Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

The original figures and description of this shell from the Oriskany
sandstone of New York were evidently based on internal casts, and
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were, hence, not altogether satisfactory for identification. Specimens of

this genus in the fauna under consideration are of not inconsiderable

size and seem to represent but a single species, characterized : 1 by

the sharp, concentric lamellae of the surface; 2 by the broadly expanded

aperture; 3 by the well defined median ridge on the earlier parts of

the shell, on which the striae have a pronounced retral bend, the ridge

becoming obsolete at the margin. The specimens have the proportions

and curvature of Cyr. expansus, and two of the figures cited (4a,b)

show evidence of the concentric markings and the definition of the

median ridge. Squeezes from casts of the exterior show a very fine

radial striation between the concentric lines. The apertural slope beneath

the coil bears a broad median sinus bounded by low, divergent ridges

which modify the peristome.

The species is not uncommon.

Pleurotomaria sp.

A single specimen of this genus has served as the surface of attach-

ment for a large colony of Fistulipora, and before this coral

began its growth the shell had become more or less covered with

Spirorbis and Hederella. Thus, while its form is preserved with-

out distortion and the slit-band is clearly shown, the character of its

ornament can not be made out, and it is unwise to attempt a definition

of the specific characters.

Diaphorostoma desmatum, sp. nov.

Plate 3, flff. 13-19

1892. Diaphorostoma sp. nov., Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

Prof. Hall embraced within the species D i a p h . v e n t r i c o s um a

series of small shells which are associated with the large, normal form

of that species, regarding them as young stages. Similar shells are found

very abundantly in the Becraft mountain Oriskany, and we find from a

careful examination of the best external casts obtainable that there is a

difference in the two in respect to superficial characters
; for, while in

the large and ventricose shells the lineation consists of crowded, con-

centric growth lines which become wrinkles on the last whorl and seem
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to be to a large degree the cause of the irregularities in contour often

displayed by full-grown shells, the smaller form has these concentric

growth lines more sharply defined and elevated, and these are covered

by equally fine and sharp interrupted revolving striae, which together

produce an effect similar to that exhibited by the common Hamilton

species, D . lineatum Conrad. These revolving lines seldom cancellate

the concentric erect lines, but profoundly modify their interspaces.

In general form these shells do not widely differ from the early

whorls of D. ventricosum, but their abundance and uniformity of

size in addition to the characters indicated seem to establish a specific

difference.

Diaphorostoma ventricosum Conrad

Plate 3. flg. 25-28

1892. Diaphorostoma ventricosum Clarke, op. cit. p. 412

For other figures see Paleontology of New York. v. 3, pi. 112, fig.

1-10; 113, fig. 7, 8; 115, fig. 8

This species is the most abundant of all the gastropods and attains

normal size and proportions, though usually the large ventricose body
whorl has been crushed.

Strophostylus expansus Conrad

Plate 3, flg. 24

1892. Stroplwstyhis expansus Clarke, op. cit. p. 412

For other figures see Paleontology of New York. v. 3, pi. 114, fig. 2, 3a, b

A single well defined example of this shell has been observed.

Orthonychia tortuosa Hall

1S92. Platyceras iortuosum Clarke, op. cit. p. 412

For figures see Paleontology of New York. 3 : 472, pi. 113, fig. 1-5

This species is not common, and no well-preserved examples have

been seen.

Platyceras cf. gebhardi Hall

Plate 3, flg. 29

Platyceras gebhardi
1 was described from the Oriskany of

'Paleontology of New York. 3 : 474, pi. 117, fig. 1-10.
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Cumberland Md. A single specimen having similar characters has

been observed in the Onskany of Becraft mountain, and this shows a

slight departure from the type in the flattening of the outer surface of

the body-whorl.

Platyceras nodosum Conrad

1892. Platyceras nodosum Clarke, op. cit. p. 412

For figures see Paleontology of New York. v. 3, pi. 115, fig. 1-G
;

116, fig. 1-4

This species, common in the Oriskany sandstone of Albany and

Schoharie counties, is occasionally represented in the Becraft mountain

fauna.
IiAMELLIBRANCHS

Pterinea sp. ?

(Cf. Megambonia lamellosa Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3 : 467, pi. 109,

fig. 5,6)

Large but incomplete left valves indicate the presence of a

species without radii but with a smooth surface showing only concen-

tric growth lines. One of these exposes a part of the right valve,

which has a depressed convex and similarly smooth surface. The out-

line of these shells can not be clearly made out, but they present the

proportions and to some degree the aspect of the species cited.

Pterinopecten subequilateralis Hall

PlatB 4, flg. 14

1859. Amcula subequilateralis Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3 : 281, pi. 49,

fig. 6

Prof. Hall described this species from a single valve from the Pent-

amerus (Coeymans) limestone in Schoharie county. The form is peculiar

and interesting from its subsemicircular, nearly equilateral form and its

smooth exterior. The original referred to was regarded as a left valve,

but our specimens seem to demonstrate that it is the opposite valve.

This right valve is convex with a long, straight hinge which makes
'

the greatest diameter of the shell. The anterior and posterior wings
are not distinctly set off from the body of the shell, but the former

is the larger and is defined by a deeper concavity of the surface. The
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notable convexity of this right valve and the absence of byssal sinus

beneath the anterior wing are features which suggest the subgenus
V e r t u m n i a Hall.

The surface is without any trace of radial marking, but bears fre-

quent though rather obscure concentric lines of growth. The species

is rare, and the left valve has not been observed.

Pterinopecten proteus, sp. nov.

Plate 4, fig. 4-8

Shell of medium or large size, subcircular in outline with anterior

and posterior wings well developed. Left valve normally convex, right

valve slightly convex or depressed. Hinge-line straight and making the

greatest width of the shell.

Surface marked by an ornamentation quite variable in its expression.

A few stout ribs depart from the beak and maintain their individuality

to the margin, becoming broader and somewhat flattened as they extend

outward. The intervals between these ribs are broad and in occasional

instances are but rarely divided by minor ribs. As a rule, however,
these interspaces carry one, rarely two secondary ribs, Avhich are

implanted and not produced by dichotomy, and these lesser ribs maintain

their minor character throughout, very seldom attaining the size on the

margin, of the primary ribs. The mode of increase of these ribs is

such that no tendency to their fasciculation is manifested. The variable

size and number of the intermediary ribs, however, give each specimen
an appearance in this respect unlike all others. The radii are crossed

by fine, elevated lamellae, which are moderately and equally distant over

the upper and median parts of the shell, but become closely crowded

near the margins. These eancellate all radii. On the right valve there

is notable variations in the size of the primary ribs, but no ribs which

are distinctly intercalary except over the anterior slope. Concentric lines

are also present, and these may become lamellae over the peripheral

regions, in which case they may obscure the ribs and produce an

approximately smooth surface. Specimens of both valves have been

observed on which the predominance of the concentric lines almost

obliterates the radii, specially on internal casts. This, however, is not
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complete, the casts generally showing obscure nodes on the radii where

these have been crossed.

Prof. Hall describes as A v i c u 1 a recticosta a single right

valve from the Oriskany sandstone of Albany county, characterized by
its strong ribs, which are said to proceed in pairs from the umbo and

to dichotomize; in these respects that shell is unlike those with which

we are here dealing.

This is the most abundant of the larnellibranchs of this fauna. In

its general features it may be brought into comparison with several of

the Ulsterian and Hamilton species, but its specific traits are distinct

and pronounced.
Pterinopecten signatus, sp. nov.

Plate 4, flg. 3

Shell of medium size, obliquely suboval. Hinge-line straight and

long, not exceeding the greatest diameter of the valves. Anterior ear

strongly developed and nasute; posterior of moderate size not sharply

set off from the body of the shell. On the left valve the byssal

depression is strong, the surface normally convex. The ornament of

this valve consists of narrow, filiform subequidistant radii, increasing

by implantation, the first of the minor series generally attaining on the

margin the full size of the primary series. The interspaces are broad,

free and subequal on the margins. These radii cross both wings, but

are obscure on the anterior. Fine, erect concentric lines cross all radial

lines; toward the edges these become crowded, lamellose and overlap
each other. The right valve is depressed convex or flattened and bears

radial striae, but the concentric lines are obscure or wanting except on

the wings.

This rare species is readily distinguished from Pt. proteus by
its fine, regular and uniform radii. It resembles the Onondaga species

Pt. terminalis, but not closely. Pterinopecten bellulus
of the Helderbergian is unlike it in having dichotomous and fascicu-

late radii.

Pterinopecten pumilus, sp. nov.

Plate 4, flg.

The sole example observed of this species is a right valve of very
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small size and quite considerable convexity. The beak is subcentral, the

outline and contour slightly oblique and the wings not distinctly

separated from the body of the valve. The surface bears from 40 to

50 fine radii, the majority of which arise by dichotomy over the

median parts of the valve, but all have about the same size and are

equidistant on the margin. These are crossed by extremely fine, con-

centric lines and a few obscure undulations.

The convexity of this valve shows the relation of the species to

those later Devonic shells which have been referred by Hall to the

subgenus Vertumnia.

Aviculopecten sp.?

A small right valve of orbicular outline has deeply concave wings

and a depressed surface with extremely faint and fine radii.

Lyriopecten sp. ?

An imperfectly retained right valve has very obscurely defined

wings, the anterior wing not interrupting in any way the convexity of

the shell. The surface is cancellated by fine radii in several series,

crossed by concentric, erect lines.

Actinopteria communis Hall

Plate 4, flg. 1, 2

1859. Avieula communis Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3 : 286, pi. 51,

fig. 1-7; 53, fig. 4, 6

To this species is referred a shell which attains the size of average

specimens of Actinopt. communis and is ornamented by radii of

alternate or unequal size, crossed by low, concentric erect lamellae. On
the antenor surface of the left valve these striae produce a sharp can-

cellation and on the large and flat posterior wing radial and concentric

lines are of about the same size. On the right valve the wing is can-

cellated but on the body of the shell the concentric lines are absent,

and the radii are distant and not alternate. This rare shell in the

< )riskany seems to agree with the characters of Actinopt. com-
m u n i s of the Helderbergian, though it also approaches the Actin-

opt. textilis Hall of the same fauna.
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Actinopteria insignis sp. nov.

Plate 4, flg. 10-13

In form and proportions this shell resembles a young Actinopt.
communis, but its habit is always small and its exterior profoundly

cancellated. It is oblique, with large and much depressed posterior

wing and small but nasute anterior wing, separated from the body of

the shell by a broad sulcus distinctly extending to the umbo. The

principal radial striae are strong and rounded, each interspace bearing

from one to three very much smaller ones, making a more marked con-

trast in the size of the radii than is exhibited by the species Actin-

opt. communis. These lines are crossed by close concentric lam-

ellae cancellating the entire surface, though both series of lines are quite

obscure on the posterior wing. To a certain degree this shell presents

in miniature the characters of the species Actinopt. textilis,

which is mainly distinguished from its associate, Actinopt. com-

munis, in the stronger cancellation and interruption of the radii.

The species is not uncommon;

Goniophora sp. ?

This genus is represented by an incomplete valve showing a pretty

strong posterior carination and quite regular concentric plications which

become broader posteriorly.

Megambonia crenistriata, sp. nov.

Plate 4, fig. 15-17

1892. Megambonia bellistriata Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

Megambonia bellistriata Hall, of the Helderbergian, and

M. cardiiformis Hall, of the Onondaga limestone are shells in which

with present knowledge it is difficult to find a specific difference. The

Megambonia occurring in the Oriskany of Becraft mountain approxi-

mates this specific type, but is distinguished therefrom in the follow-

ing features : it is a persistently smaller shell, none of the observed

specimens approaching the dimensions normal to those forms
; again,

it is shorter and lacks the strongly ovoid contour of the others, a

feature specially marked in early stages, where the form was decidedly
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transverse; the byssal groove is profound from the umbo down, and

the auricle sharply convex.

The entire surface is covered with fine, elevated radial striae of

subequal size and separated by grooves of the same width. Over the

auricle and adjoining surface the striae are coarser and are crossed by

strongly cancellating concentric lines, which produce projecting processes

on the radii, in places taking the form of small spinules. Low varices

of growth occur at irregular intervals.

Cypricardinia indenta Conrad

Plate 4, flg. 18-20

1892. Cypricardinia cf. lamellosa Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

For figures of C. lamellosa see Paleontology of New York. v. 3,

pi. 49a, fig. 50 a-c; of G. planulata and C. indenta, op. cit. v. 5, pt 1,

pi. 79, fig. 1-23

The specific type of Cypricardinia lamellosa Hall, described

from small specimens from the shaly (New Scotland) limestone, is con-

tinued upward into the Onondaga and Hamilton faunas. The figured

examples of the C. p 1 a n u 1 a t a of the Schoharie grit show a shell

of very large size, possessing the characteristic lamellate surface, but

associated with it is a small shell of rather different outline, which it

will be difficult to separate from C. lamellosa. Cypricardinia
indenta occurs both in the Onondaga limestone and Hamilton shales.

Internal casts of these shells, the usual condition in which they are

found, show some slight difference in the character of the broad, con-

centric ridges of the surface; but, when the exterior is retained, it

appears to be in all cases without material variation in the form,

contour and size of the shell (C. planulata excepted). The shells

occurring in the Becraft mountain Oriskany are of this persistent type,
of medium size, with strong posterior ridge and postcardinal depression,

with six to eight concentric lamellae, which are broad and free at the

edges and have their surface sculptured by fine lines, radial on the

postcardinal slope but en chevron over the umbonal ridge, again becomino-

radial toward the middle of the shell.

The species is represented in our collections by about a dozen specimens.
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Conocardium inceptum Hall (?)

Plate 4, fig. 21-33

1857. Conocardium inceptum Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3 : 491

Shell small, obliquely triangular, anterior slope abrupt, posterior

surface moderately extended. The heart-shaped anterior surface is some-

what convex at first but becomes depressed nearer the margin. The

median portion of the valves is prominent, somewhat oblique anteriorly,

and its crest is ridged by the remnant of the anterior expansion. The

posterior is concave medially, the extremities of the Valves being turned

upward.
External surface marked by fine, sharply elevated radial plications

in a primary and secondary series, the members of each being of about

equal size. These are crossed by finer, concentric erect lamellae making
a deep cancelation of the exterior. On internal casts the surface appears

to bear ribs of which five or six in the posterior region are broad and

separated by narrow furrows; over the middle of the valves the ribs are

much narrower, eight or 10 in number, and the intervening furrows are

broad, sometimes showing traces of intercalary ribs in each. On the

posterior slope the ribs become broader again.

The original description was based on very incomplete material,

unaccompanied by figures. So far as can be ascertained the Oriskany

shell is identical with this Helderbergian species. The aspect of

the plication in internal casts is not unlike that of some of the small

examples of Conocar. cuneus var. n a s u t u m Hall, of the

Schoharie grit
1 and particularly that of Conocar. concinnum Hall

of the Hamilton shales2 to which it corresponds in size, but we are

not yet fully acquainted with the exterior of these shells. Average

length and width of shell, 10 mm.

xSee Paleontology of New York. v. 5, pt 1, pi. 67, fig. 13.

aPl. 68, fig. 26, 27.
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BRACHIOPODS

Oriskania sinuata, sp. nov.
Plate 5, flg. 9-12

1892. Cenlronella sp. nov., Clarke, op. cit. p. 414

Shell of comparatively large size, elongate ovate in outline. Lateral

commissure sigmoid. Pedicle-valve convex, strongly ridged medially, with

sharply sloping sides. Beak prominent, arched and so incurved as largely

to conceal the deltidial plates. Brachial valve flat in the umbonal

region. A low median sinus begins at about the center of the valve,

becomes wider and deeper over the pallial region and makes a strong

linguate depression on the anterior margin. On the interior the brachial

valve bears the strong cardinal plate and process peculiar to this genus,

and shows deep adductor impressions and pronounced vascular sinuses

over the pallial region.

This shell, which sometimes attains the proportions of Oriskania
navicella Hall and Clarke of the Oriskany sandstone at Rondout

and Knox, differs from that species in its deeply sinuate brachial valve.

Cryptonella (?) fausta, sp. nov.
Plate 5, flg. 1-8

1892. Cryptonella, sp. nov., Clarke, op. cit. p. 414

Shell of medium size, elongate oval, commissure nonsinuate. Valves

inequiconvex or subequiconvex. Beak of pedicle-valve generally erect

and prominent, with well developed cardinal slopes, sometimes arched,

partially concealing the deltidial plates. Surface of the pedicle-valve

convex, sometimes with a broad median prominence which adds to the

convexity; sides gradually sloping; anterior margin nonsinuate. Brachial

valve somewhat less convex, slightly depressed in the pallial region •

in some specimens ridged medially in the umbonal region.

Interior of the pedicle-valve with muscular scars, obscure vascular

sinuses and dental plates developed into a short spondylium.
Surface generally smooth; sometimes with traces of obscure plica,

tions about the margins.

The shells included under this name may with more material be found to

embrace two distinct forms, those having nearly equiconvex valves and those

in which the pedicle-valve is the deeper and distinctly ridged medially. The
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latter have the expression of Centronella more pronounced, while the

former suggest the genus Cryptonella. The former also have the beak

of the pedicle-valve the more erect. These two expressions, however, seem to

grade one into the other. One of the equiconvex shells retains a portion of

the interior of the brachial valve and shows the principal part of the loop.

There is an elongate hinge-plate which is perforate, and from its

anterior edge descend parallel or slightly divergent loop branches which

are reflected and upturned at their extremities as though to form an

ascending curve, but if this upward branch existed it has been broken

off, as frequently happens in Cryptonella. The aspect of the

apparatus is like that of the genus mentioned, save in this respect,

that the descending branches are cemented for their entire length to

the apparent floor of the valve. Both replaced shell and loop are

retained in silica and it seems probable that this attachment is wholly

due to excessive deposition of this substance. The species is not of

infrequent occurrence. There is an undescribed shell of very similar

character to this in the New Scotland limestone.

Cryptonella, sp. nov.

This species is represented by two imperfect specimens of a large,

convex pedicle-valve whose width is equal to or greater than its length.

The surface is somewhat elevated medially in the unbonal region of

one of the specimens, while in the other the valve is full and rounded.

Umbones depressed ;
beak not conspicuous, erect. Surface highly punc-

tate with very low and fine radial plications. On the interior the

dental lamellae unite to make a short but slightly elevated spondyliuin,

in front of which is a short median septal plate. Length of the valve

17 mm; width 21 mm.
Rensselaeria ovoides Eaton

Plate 5, flg. 17-19

1892. Rensselaeria ovoides Clarke, op. cit. p. 414

For other figures see Paleontology of New York. v. 3, pi. 104, 105 ; v.

8, pt 2, pi. 75

Typical examples of this characteristic Oriskany species are quite

common in these beds.
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Megalanteris ovalis Hall

Plate 5, fig. 1S-16

1892. Rensselaeria suessana ? and R. ovalis Clarke, op. cit. p. 414

For other figures see Paleontology of New York. v. 3, pi. 106
;

v. 8,

pt 2, pi. 77, fig. 12-22

Specimens are commonly found showing considerable variation in

outline, but well characterized in all specific details.

Eatonia medialis Vanuxem

1892. Eatonia medialis Clarke, op. cit. p. 414

For figures see Paleontology of New York. v. 3. pi. 37, fig. 50,

a-y; v. 8, pt 2, pi. 61, fig. 29-35

A few incomplete specimens indicate the presence of this Helder-

bergian species in the Becraft mountain Oriskany.

Eatonia peculiaris Conrad

1892. Eatonia peculiaris Clarke, op. cit. p. 414

For figures see Paleontology of New York. v. 3, pi. 38, fig. 21-26;

101, fig. 2; v. 8, pt 2, pi. 61, fig. 17-26

Normal examples of this species are occasionally found. It is a

well known species of both the Helderbergian and Oriskany faunas.

Camarotoechia barrandii Hall

1892. Rhynchonella barrandii Clarke, op. cit. p. 414

For figures see Paleontology of New York. v. 3, pi. 103, fig. 3-8

Specimens of the Rhynchonellas observed in these beds have proved
to be very iinsatisfactory for study and for the most part, for identifi-

cation. A part of a large interior of the pedicle-valve, attaining the

full proportions of the figures of the species given in the work cited,

is safely referred to this species ;
and a few other specimens with less

security.

(?)
Camarotoechia fitchana Hall

For figures see Paleontology of New York. v. 3, pi. 101, fig. 1, a, b

A large but imperfect brachial valve bearing about 75 obliquely

angular ribs is referred with reserve to this species.
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Camarotoechia oblata Hall

Plate 5, flg. 22

For figures see Paleontology of New York. v. 3, pi. 102, fig. 1, 2

A number of large shells possess the numerous sharp, simple ribs

of this species, with its low fold and shallow sinus bearing 10 to 14

of the plications. The distinction between C. oblata and C. p 1 i o-

pleura Conrad is not well marked in these shells.

Camarotoechia dryope Billings (sp.)

Plate 5, flg. 20, 21

1874. Iihynchonella dryope Billings, Geol. sur. Canada; Paleozoic fossils,

v. 2, pt 1, p. 37, pi. 3, fig. 1, a-c

A well preserved shell, silicified without distortion, has a sharply-

elevated median fold and sinus and angular plications, of which there

are four on the fold, three on the sinus and five or six on each lateral

slope. The general aspect of the exterior is shown in the figures on

plate 5.

On comparison of this species with the figures of Rhynchonella
dryope given by Billings there seems excellent reason for regarding the

forms as identical. The Canadian shell is from Gaspe, limestone no.

8, to the character of whose fauna special reference is made on a

subsequent page.
Camarotoechia, sp?

This shell, of which several distorted specimens have been observed,

is of about the same dimensions as the preceding species, but its fold

and sinus are less prominent and not angular in front. The ribs are

more numerous and not angular but rounded, there being five or six

on the fold and sinus and seven or eight on the lateral slopes.

Anastrophia, sp. nov.

The collections contain a single crushed internal cast of an

Anastrophia, unlike described species in the very fine plication of

the surface. It bears eight ribs on the median fold and 16 on each

lateral slope. The genus has not before been recorded from horizons

above the Helderbergian.
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Coelospira concava Hall

Plate 5, flg. 23-26

1392. Coelospira sj>., Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

For figures see Paleontology of New York. v. 3, pi. 38, fig. 1-7;

v. 8, pt 2, pi. 53, fig. 20-23

This little shell agrees in size and contour with the common

Helderbergian species, but seems never to bear more than 12 plications,

while in normal examples of the species the number may vary from

10 to 16.

The interior of the pedicle-valve bears a short median septum

dividing two posterior muscular scars: at the middle of the valve it

bifurcates and seems to inclose the impression of an anterior muscular

pair, an arrangement similar to that seen in C o e 1. Camilla of the

Onondaga limestone.

This species is less common than Coel. dichotoma.

Coelospira dichotoma Hall

Plate 5, flg. 27-32

For other figures see Paleontology of New York. y. 3, pi. 103, fig. 3 a-c

Very abundant, occurring in large, well defined examples through-

out the beds. This species is readily recognized both by its

size, which at maturity is the largest attained by species of this genus,

and by the duplication of its plications. The interior of the pedicle-

valve shows a median septum extending for more than one half the

length of the shell and dividing an elongate muscular area.

Leptocoelia flabellites Conrad

Plate 5, flg. 33-36

1892. Leptocoelia flabellites Clarke, op. cit. p. 415

For other figures see Paleontology of New York. v. 3, pi. 103b, fig.

la-g; 106, fig. la-f; v. 8, pt 2, pi. 53, fig. 40-46, 53

The specimens of this species are in pretty close agreement with

typical examples from the arenaceous Oriskany. A difference which is

observable in all examples is a slight convexity of the brachial valve,

specially pronounced on the anterior region by a deflection of that valve.
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There is, farther, a notable breadth to many of the specimens, which

is not so marked in normal individuals. Many of the examples empha-

size the close approximation of this species to the Lept. acutipli-

cata Conrad, of the Onondaga limestone. This resemblance is particu-

larly noticeable in the pedicle-valves, but the broader and more sharply

angular plications of the latter species and the more depressed brachial

valve constitute reliable differences. Prof. Hall, in 1867, pointed out

the similarity of Lept. flabellites and L. ac u tiplica t a, sug-

gesting that the two might prove to be identical.

Trematospira multistriata Hall

Plate 6, flg. 1-4

1859. Trematospira multistriata Hall. Paleontology of New York. 3 : 209, pi. 24,

fig. 3a-t
; 28, fig. 5a-f

1892. Trematospira multistriata Clarke, op. cit. p. 414

(?) 1857. Spirifer perforatus Hall, Descriptions of new species of fossils, p. 60

1859. Trematospira perforata Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3:208, pi. 28,

fig. 3 a-i; 8, pt 2, pi. 49, fig. 5, 6

According to the original descriptions, the distinguishing feature in

the species above cited is the stronger fasciculation of the plications in

T. perforata. It is noted also that in T. multistriata re-

peated duplication of the plications may occur. The specimens of

Trematospira from the Oriskany agree in general features with

the above species, though none have been seen which attain the size

often reached by T . multistriata. The plications are sharply

angular, with a broader, outer slope, specially near the median fold and

sinus. These are sometimes simple throughout their course, but gener-

ally are duplicated at irregular intervals, the result of which is a strong

fasciculation of the surface, the few early ribs which start at the urn-

bones maintaining their prominence over the shell. This fasciculate

effect is probably more pronounced in the majority of cases than is

usual in normal specimens of Tremat. multistriata, but it would

be impracticable to divide the Oriskany specimens on the basis of this

character. On the other hand, their variation in surface characters

serves to indicate the probable unity of those two Helderbergian species.

The surface is finely granulose and punctate.
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Meristella lentiformis, sp. nov.

Plate 6, flg. 5-11

1892. Meristella, sp. nov., Clarke, op. cit. p. 414

Meristella lenta Hall, is a diminutive species, which has

been reported only from the Oriskany sandstone at Cayuga and De

Cewville Ont. 1 It is of peculiar form, having the pedicle-valve

broadly concave in the pallial region and the brachial valve highly con-

vex medially, the sides sloping from this median prominence with a

gently concave surface. In respect to this form, which is an extreme

expression of a tendency frequently exhibited among the more equicon-

vex Meristellas, the species approaches the Meristella (Pen-

tagonia) unisulcata Conrad, of the Onondaga and Hamilton

beds. In the structure of the brachidium both of these shells have proved to

be genuine Meristellas. The most abundant representative of this

genus in the Becraft mountain Oriskany is a shell which nearly

approaches M e r. lenta in contour, with some noteworthy differences,

not the least being its considerable size. We may characterize the

species as follows : shell unequally convex
;

outline transversely oval
;

pedicle-valve with short incurved beak and narrow cardinal slopes

bordered by obtuse cardinal ridges diverging from the beak. Umbo

slightly convex or flat, the surface sloping to the sides very gradually. A
median sinus starts at the umbo and rapidly broadens, producing a general

depression in the pallial region, which is rather sharply deflected. The

sinus is produced into a linguate extension at the anterior margin.

The general flatness of this valve is more marked in young shells, the

anterior deflection becoming prominent with the increase of age. The

brachial valve has a full beak curved into the delthyrium of the oppo-

site valve, and is elevated medially into a broad ridgelike concavity

terminating in a fold on the anterior margin. The lateral slopes are

gently concave. The surface of both valves is smooth or bears only

concentric growth lines.

On the interior the apophyses and impressions are those characteriz-

'For figures of this species see the original description, Paleontology of New York,

4:420, pi. 63, fig. 19-22 and also v. 8, pt 2, pi. 44, fig. 15-1S.
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ing the genus. Particularly well developed is the broad, flabellate

muscular scar of the pedicle-valve and the median septum of the bra

chial valve, extending for more than half the length of the shell.

The brachial valve resembles in its less extreme conditions that of

the associated specimens of M. lata, but the shell taken in its entirety

can not be confounded with any other species.

Meristella lata Hall

1859. Meristella lata Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3:431, pi. 101, fig.

3, a-in

1892. Meristella cf. laevis Clarke, op. cit. p, 414

The specimens which represent this species are of veiy much smaller

size than the forms of this Oriskany shell which have been described,

but they show no wide departure therefrom in other respects.

Meristella (?) vascularia, sp. nov

Plate 6, flg. 12-14

Among these fossils are frequently found internal casts of large

pedicle-valves of an elongate Meristella- like form with broad median

sinus developed over the anterior region. Notwithstanding that these

specimens are not uncommon, I have not been satisfied of the charac-

ter of the brachial valve to be referred to them, nor has it been

possible to get a very clear conception of the exterior of the shells.

These interior casts differ from that usual to Meristella in the

following respects. Very prominent dental lamellae are developed by

convergence and union into a strong spoon-shaped process, which fills

the umbonal region and rests on the bottom of the valve, its anterior

edge being free. The corresponding structure found in the Meris-

tellas is of diminutive size compared with this. In front of this

process lies the elongate, often obscure central muscular scar, which in

Meristella is much more strongly developed and constitutes the

most conspicuous feature of the interior. From the margins of the

spondylium, even traversing the central scar, diverge strong radial gi-ooves

which cover the umbonal and median regions of the valve, disappearing
about the margins. These features are uniform in all specimens, though
the vascular lines are less conspicuous in young shells.
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The exterior of the shell, preserved in part on one silicified speci-

men, bears low and distant radial striae, which are crossed by very fine

and crowded concentric lines. Even with our present imperfect knowl-

edge the species is clearly distinguished from all known Meristellas,

but it is still far from certain that the shell is to be referrrd to this

genus.

Spirifer arenosus Conrad

1892. Spirifer arenosus Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

For figures see Paleontology of New York. v. 3, pi. 98, 99, 100;
v. 8, pt. 2, pi. 29, fig. 1-4; 30, fig. 3-7

Specimens of this characteristic Oriskany shell are not at all

uncommon here and attain the considerable size and transverse form of

the species as it occurs in the higher beds of this state. At Cum-

berland Md., and at Cayuga Out., the species is generally much
shorter on the hinge and more elongate medially, but this expression

has not been observed among the specimens from Becraft mountain.

No complete account has ever been given of the nature of the

surface configuration of this shell, and some of the fine external molds

from the decomposed silicious limestone show the characters with exac-

titude. The plications are broad and distinctly flattened above, with

very narrow interspaces, and the grooves bear the finest radial striations

which are not interrupted by concentric lines. This is such a char-

acter as is seen on many of the upper Siluric Spirifers, but is not

usual among the Ape rtu rati till after the close of the Devonic.

Spirifer murchisoni Castelnau

Plate 6, flg. 26-SO

1843. Spirifer murchisoni Castelnau. Essai syst. silur. de VAmer. septentr.

p. 41, Pl. 12, fig. 1,2

1859. Spirifer arrectus Hall. Paleontology of New York. 3 : 422, pi. 97, fig.

1,2
1892. Spirifer arrectus Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

Characteristic specimens are very abundant throughout these beds.

External molds display very perfectly the nature of the surface, which

has never been quite accurately given. The broad, subangular ribs are
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crossed by regularly concentric fimbriae of short spinules, and between

these rows the surface is studded with granules so regularly arranged

that they seem to have been produced by the breaking up of radial

lines by intersections.

Very recently Dr H. Scupin has discussed the variations of this

specific type occurring in the two Americas and South Africa1 restrict-

ing the term S p. arrectus to the forms figured by Hall in the work

cited, excluding figures le and If on plate 97. From a consideration

of these figures only it might seem that there is a varietal difference

in the specimens here referred to, the one form having five or six lateral

plications and a more prominent median fold, while the latter (fig.
le

and If) has seven or eight lateral plications, an apparently lower

median fold, and seems to be a shell of larger habit. It would be a

difficult matter to separate the specimens of this species occurring in

the Oriskany sandstone on the basis of these features. The degree of

plication is variable within the limits specified, and the prominence of

the median fold as well as the apparent size of the shell dependent
on the mode of retention. Determinations based on none too good
illustrations and fortified mainly by the study of internal casts will not

prove of practical usefulness in this case. Among the forms of this

shell found in the Oriskany fauna the transitions from one expression to

the other are so frequent as to make it practically certain that these

differences are altogether fugitive.

I adopt without hesitation Castelnau's early term, Sp. murchi-
s o n i for this species, following Mr Schuchert's suggestion ;

for though
the figures given by Castelnau are for the most part extremely obscure,

no doubt can attach to his intentions and demonstration in this case.

In accordance with his determination, Dr Scupin proposes to restrict

the term arrectus to shells represented in Paleontology of New
York as cited, exclusive of le and If, and regards these identical with

Sp. antarctic us Morris and Sharpe, a shell collected by Darwin in

the Falkland islands. These he would term Sp. arrectus var.

'Ueber exotische, znr gruppe des Spirifer primaevus gehorige Formen ;
Zeitschr.

der Deutsch. geol. Gesselsch, 1899. 50 : 462.
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antarcticus, including therewith Sp. chuquisaca Ulrich (Bol-

ivia), S p . o r b i g n y i Morris and Sharpe (Falkland Islands) and S p.

capensis v. Bueh (South Africa). In view of the characters and

variability of 8 p. murchisoni in its typical localities it seems

probable to the writer that a knowledge of all these lower Devonic

shells (including S p . h a w k i n s i Morris and Sharpe, Falkland islands)

which is not so fully based on the characters of the internal cast,

will prove them to belong for the most part to Sp. murchisoni.

Spirifer saffordi Hall

Plate 6. fig. 23-25

1859. Spirifer sqfordi Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3:203, pi. 28, fig.

2, a-b

1892. Spirifer cf. fimbriatus Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

This is less common than either of the other species of Spirifer.

Squeezes show that the low, sparse ribs are crossed by distant, con-

centric rows of greatly elongated, vertical spine-bases. These are produced
both above and below the actual attachment of the spinules, the open-

ings of the latter being seen at about the middle of each supporting

ridge. From the position and direction of these hollow bases, it would

seem that the spinules were either erect or inclined backward.

Metaplasia pyxidata Hall

1859. Spirifer pyxidatus Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3 : 428, pi. 100,

fig. 9-12

1892. Spirifer pyxidatus Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

For figures see Paleontology of New York. v. 8, pt 2, pi. 39, fig. 19-22

This peculiar shell, which is common in the Oriskany at certain other

localities, specially at Cayuga Out., and is found also in the Onon-

daga limestone, is not of infrequent occurrence at Becraft mountain,
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Cyrtina varia
gp. nov.

Plato 6, fig. 15-82

1892. Cyrtina rostrata and G. cf. dalmani Clarke, op. cit. p. 414

The specimens of Cyrtina in this fauna are quite variable in

size and proportions. There is a small, tetrahedral form with high,

slightly concave and relatively short cardinal area, which suggests Cyr.
dalmani Hall of the Helderbergian fauna, but is of larger size

with narrower plications (5 or 6 on each lateral slope) and broader

intervals. This form passes into one with very elongate cardinal

area, like some of the forms from the Oriskany sandstone which have

been regarded as young of Cyr. rostrata Hall. 1 There is again

a large shell which sometimes attains the full size of Cyr. rostrata,
with slightly arched, cardinal area and rather short hinge-line. These

shells bear from 5 to 8 plications on the lateral slopes, have

the median fold depressed or slightly furrowed on top, with a simi-

larly flattened median sinus. The surface in all is finely pustulose

and crossed by sharp, concentric lines. As there is at present no

satisfactory basis for separating these various shells, and as they can

not all be referred to any of the described species, they are here

considered as individual expressions of the same species.

Chonetes hudsonica
sp. nov.

Plate 7, flg. 1-6

1892. Chonetes sp. n., Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

This is the only normally convex Chonetes found in this fauna.

The shell is of medium or small size, transverse in outline
; hinge-line

marking the greatest width of the shell; lateral margins subparallel

for a short distance and rounding rather abruptly to a nearly trans-

verse anterior margin. Surface of the pedicle-valve quite uniformly

convex, with a faint median sinus seen only over the anterior

portion of the valve. The surface striae are fine, round and close

together, with very narrow interspaces. They increase rapidly and

irregularly by bifurcation and implantation. Very fine, concentric

1 See Paleontology of New York. v. 3, pi. 96, fig. 1, a and b.
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lines are sometimes visible with favorable preservation. The cardinal

spines are two or three in number on each side of the beak and are

directed outward.

On the brachial valve a fold to correspond to the obscure median

sinus of the pedicle-valve is not always to be seen. So far as ob-

served, the multiplication of the striae of this valve seems to be

wholly by bifurcation. With respect to their interior characters, both

valves present normal structure with a considerable development of the

median septum in the pedicle-valve.

This species is cpiite common and is identical with or closely

allied to a shell known to occur in the New Scotland limestone of

the Helderbergian in Albany county.

The comparison of these shells with specimens of C h . in e 1 o n i c a

from limestone no. 8 of the Gaspe series, at Grand Greve on the bay
of Gaspe, Quebec, shows that the latter is a larger shell with a charac-

teristic parabolic outline and a more profuse striation.

C h . hudsonica however occurs in the Gaspe sandstones associ-

ated with Spirifer gaspensis, Leptostrophia blainvillii

Billings, etc.

Chonostrophia complanata Hall

(=Chonetes dawsoni Billings, Geol. sur. Canada; Paleozoic fossils, 2:18. 1874)

Plate 7, flg. 1-13

1859. Choneles complanatus Hall, Paleontology of New Ywk. 3 : 418,

pi. 93, fig. 1, a-d

1892. Chonostrophia sp. n. Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

This shell seems never to attain the size of the normal Oriskany

form, but it has in general the same outline and seems to present no

stable features ou which a distinction from this species can be based.

The striation of the surface is extremely fine and when well preserved

is distinctly fasciculate, particularly about the beaks. Usually however

this is more or less obscured over the body of the shell, the striae

becoming subequal and often very faint. At times a still finer con-

centric striation is apparent. The reversed convexity is quite strongly
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developed, perhaps more so than is usual with the upper Oriskany

shell.

It is difficult to find any differences between this shell, specially

in its smaller form and the Chonetes dawsoni Billings from the

Gaspe sandstones. Both forms are but slight departures from the normal

large expression of the shell depicted in the original illustration of

C . complanata.
Between this species and the Chonostr. helderbergia Hall

and Clarke of the Helderbergian, there seems but little difference ex-

cept in the more uniform striation of the latter and its slighter con-

vexity, but in the Chonostr. re versa Whitfield, of the Onondaga
the differentials are the distinctly fasciculate striation, the elongate

rather than transverse form and the diminutive size.

Anoplia nucleata Hall

Plate 7, fig. 14

1859. Leptaenaf nucleata Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3:419, pi. 94,

fig. 1 a-d

1892. Anoplia nucleata Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

For other figures see Paleontology of New York. v. 8, pt 1, pi. 15,

fig. 17,18 and pi. 20, fig. 14-17.

This little species is far more abundant here than in the arenace-

ous Oriskany of New York. It occurs also in some abundance in

rocks referred to the Oriskany in Jones county, Illinois.

Orthothetes becraftensis sp. nov.

Plate 7, flg. 15-28

Shell small, suborbicular or elongate in outline. Pedicle-valve

erect at the beak, umbonal region generally sloping directly or with

low convexity to the peripheral margins ;
sometimes slightly depressed

about the umbo. Brachial valve depressed at and about the beak,

becoming convex over the median and anterior regions.

Surface of both valves covered with strong, rounded striae in-

creasing by implantation, new striae generally appearing in successive

cycles. The surface also bears exceedingly fine, concentric lines which
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are visible in the interspaces but seldom cross the radial striae. Con-

centric varices of growth are also frequent, specially near the margins.

The cardinal area of the pedicle-valve is triangular, broad and

erect, seldom showing distortion. In but a single instance has attach-

ment been observed and that is the young shell figured on plate 7,

which adheres by its entire outer surface to a valve of Meristella
and is associated with Autodetus, Hederella and some other

parasitic growths. The deltidium is pronounced. On the interior the

markings are those characteristic of the genus ;
the brachial valve

bears an erect, continuous cardinal process, divided into two lobes,

each grooved on its outer face. The lateral walls of this process are

continued inward to form the strong dental sockets.

This very common species has no close ally in the Devonic faunas

of the neighboring region. The Orth. woolworthana and

Orth. deformis of the Helderbergian are large shells with a much

finer surface striation, and perhaps the nearest approach is found in

the Orth. a r c t o s t r i a t a of the Hamilton shales, from which a

difference will be found in outline and character of surface. Most

closely allied also to O. becrafbensis is an undescribed species in

the Gaspe sandstone.

Hipparionyx proximus Vanuxem

1842. Hipparionyx proximus Vanuxem, Geology of New York; rep't on third

dist. p. 124, fig. 29, no. 4

1892. Hipparionyx proximus Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

The specimens of this well known Oriskany species which have

been obtained are of large size and characteristic in all details.

Stropheotionta lincklaeni Hall
Plate 7, flK- 37

1859. Slrophodonta lincklaeni Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3 : 415,

pi. 93, fig. 2, 3

1892. Stropheodonta lincklaeni Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

This species was not originally very clearly defined on account of

the imperfection of the material, but the name has been generally

applied to plane or slightly convexo-concave stropheodontids with a very
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finely radiate surface. Indeed the exterior appears at first view to be

almost smooth and shows numerous concentric growth-lines, but fine

striae are invariably present, so fine and numerous as to produce a

striated effect without a very clear definition of individual lines. The

aspect of the species is sufficiently peculiar to distinguish it readily

from other forms.

Strop heodonta lincklaeni was described from the Oriskany

sandstone of Albany and Schoharie counties. The species is not com-

mon at Becraft mountain.

Leptostrophia magnifica Hall

Plate 7, flg. 36

1859. Slrophodonta magnifica Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3 : 414,

pi. 93, fig.
4

; 94, fig. 2a-d
; 95, fig. 8

1892. Leptostrophia magnifica Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

A few specimens which apparently represent this Oriskany species

have been observed, though none of these attain the normal propor-

tions; yet they are large, perplane shells, surpassing the dimensions

of Lept. becki and conforming in external and internal features

with Lept. magnifica, to which they are provisionally referred.

Leptostrophia oriskania, sp. nov.

Plate 7, flg. 29-35

1892. Leptostrophia cf. becki, and L. perplana Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

The most abundant fossil in these rocks is a species of Lepto-
strophia of uniformly small size and somewhat variable in the

aspect of the exterior. In the work above cited I was disposed to

regard some specimens of this, in which the concentric corrugations of

the surface are most pronounced, as representing the Helderbergian

species Lept. becki, though their uniformly smaller size was

recognized; others, having the surface almost or wholly devoid of cor-

rugations, were referred to the middle Devonic species L. perplana
Conrad. On a review of the material it has become evident that all

have features common to both of those mentioned and represent but

a single species. It might be looked on as a small variety of L e p t .
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b e c k i
,

were it not for the great variability of the exterior, and

perhaps in all respects its structural affiliations are closest with that

shell; but it never attains the size of that species, while its persistent

small size forms one of its most stable characters.

Shell of medium size, very gently concavo-convex. Hinge-line

straight, attaining the greatest width of the shell
;

at full growth very

slightly produced at the cardinal extremities, but in young stages with

quite decided extensions. Cardinal area narrow and mainly confined

to the pedicle-valve; striated horizontally and crossed vertically by

ridges which make themselves apparent on the hinge-line as denticula-

tions. The area is crossed by a narrow delthyrium which is generally

covered. Surface of the pedicle-valve covered with fine, rounded striae

which increase rapidly by intercalation. At intervals on the surface,

usually distant, are sharply defined concentric varices or growth-
lines. Accompanying these are concentric corrugations, sometimes

so pronounced and regular that the surface suggests that of Lep-
taena rhomboidalis, but generally finer and irregular. These

may extend over the entire surface or be best developed in the urn-

bonal and median parts of the shell; or they may be very obscure

and often, when the concentric varices are frequent and strong, may
be altogether indistinct. Along the hinge-line the wrinkles are ob-

lique, being parallel to the extended extremities of early growth stages.

On the brachial valve the ornament is of quite the same charac-

ter. The apophyses and scars of the interior are those prevailing in

this genus. The cardinal process is bifurcated, and the posterior face

of each division is concave. From the base of this process diverge

short, lateral ridges which are highly pustolose, between them lying a

shorter median ridge. In both valves the muscular scars are indistinct.

Dimensions. Full grown shells seldom exceed a length of 20 mm
and a width of 25 mm.

Brachyprion majus, sp. nov.
Plate 8, flg. 8-13

1892. Stropheodonta, sp. n. A. Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

There are two species of this genus, Brachyprion, in this

fauna, and both present some similarities to the species of the Helder-
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bergian Stropheodonta varistriata (Conrad) Hall. While both

complete all the stages of growth represented by that species, they

alike pass beyond those and attain adult characters not exemplified in

species of earlier date. Br achy prion varistriatum is a com-

mon species in the Manlius limestone, and, though usually of small size

in the former, sometimes assumes considerable dimensions. Prof. Hall

has described as a variety of this species, Stroph. varistriata,
var. a rat a, from "a crystalline band of the shaly limestone of the

lower Helderberg group ;
Becraft's mountain, Hudson", its differential

being found in the strong, sharp, subequal striae. The ornament of

the species, Brach. varistriatum, specially in its smaller forms, is

that of the well known Rafinesquina alternata of the Trenton

limestone and many coeval and later shells; that is, it consists of

coarser, filiform striae alternating with a group of subequal, finer ones.

This character is well expressed on specimens of Brach. m a
j
u s

through early stages and till the maximum of convexity is attained

and the pronounced deflection to the anterior margin begins. Thence

forward this character becomes modified. In the other species, Brach.

schuchertanum, however, early stages do not exhibit this arrange-

ment of the ornament, but start with the surface characters of the

var. aratum Hall, retain it for a brief period only, the resultant orna-

ment being distinct from that in any of the allied shells. No stronger

argument on behalf of the specific distinction of the var. arata could

be adduced.

With regard to the peculiar structure of the hinge which charac-

terizes the genus Brachyprion, both of these Oriskany shells have

it well developed; the delthyrium is open and the denticulations of

the hinge-line are small and extend only about half way to the

cardinal angles.

Shell of quite large size at maturity. Hinge straight and having

the full width of the shell
; marginal outline elongate lunate. Surface

of the pedicle-valve gently convex but strongly sloping in the umbonal

region, the greatest elevation and convexity of the valve being attained

in front of the center and following a line parallel to the margin.
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Thence forward the slope is much more abrupt. The brachial valve

conforms in contour with its opposite.

The cardinal area Is narrow, the denticulations on the pedicle-valve

quite small.

The ornamentation of the valves is, as we have just observed, a

series of alternating filiform striae with a group of two to six smaller

striae in the intervals. These striae multiply rapidly by bifurcation

and intercalation, and the fascicles become increased with considerable

irregularity. Immature shells of the species may show only these

characters and in this condition represent the normal state of Brach.

vari striatum, but at maturity the high convexity and abrupt an

terior slope is added, and on this anterior surface the striation is

modified by the rapid increase in number of the larger striae

and diminution in size and number of the intervening striae.

Thus the aspect of the striation becomes much more uniform on these

later parts of the shell. It is to be observed, however, that this

modification does not always set in at the same period of shell growth,

and we may therefore have shells of incomplete growth showing these

adult characters outside of the umbonal region and, on the other hand,

large shells with adult convexity, retaining the fasciculate striation of

early stages. We observe in the species Brach. schuchertanum
the presence of an indistinct and irregular median fold and sinus on

pedicle and brachial valves, and some trace of a like feature is to be

occasionally seen on old shells of this species. The striae are crossed

by very fine, elevated, concentric lines which distinctly cancellate the

surface.

Brae hy prion ma jus is not an uncommon member of this

fauna.

Brachyprion schuchertanum, sp. nov.

Plate 8, ng. 1-7

1892. Stropheodonta cf. radiata Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

Shells at full size as large or larger than in Brach. ma jus.
Convexo-concave, rising from the umbones regularly to the middle or

antemedian portion of the pedicle-valve and sloping thence with uni-
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fortuity. The great convexity and abrupt slope of Brach. ma jus
are absent. Along the middle the brachial valve is depressed by a

longitudinal sinus widening anteriorly, seldom well defined at its edges.

This is well marked on the interior of the valves and shows itself

on the exterior of the pedicle-valve as a broad median ridge passing

without definition into the lateral slopes. Hinge-line straight and as

long as the width of the shell. Umbo of the pedicle-valve convex

and prominent.

The surface of early growth stages is marked by a few coarse,

strong, subangular ribs with a few secondary striae. These rapidly

increase by division and implantation, so that eventually but little

trace of fasciculate arrangement is left, and the surface becomes

equally, coarsely and closely striated. These striae are crossed

by fine concentric lines, which are sharper than those in Brach.
ma jus, and present a different aspect, on account of the absence of

the finer radiating striae which they cancellate in that species. Cardinal

and internal characters as in Brach. m a
j
u s

,
the row of cardinal

denticulations being somewhat larger than in that species.

Early stages of this species are, as observed, suggestive of

Brach. a r a t u m Hall, and in some cases recall specimens of S t r o -

pheodonta demissa Conrad, from the Hamilton shales.

Leptaena rhomboidalis Wilckens

1892. Leptaena rhomboidalis Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

The shells of this species are common and conform to the type
of this shell occurring in the Helderbergian and Ulsterian rather than

to the large and ventricose form of the Oriskany which has been

described by Hall as S t r o p h o m e n a r u g o s a
,

var. ventricosa.

Dalmanella perelegans Hall

1859. Orthis perelegans Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3 : 171, pi. 13,

fig. 4-12

1892. Orthis perelegans Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

Shells which can be ascribed to this species have usually under-

gone some compression which obscures in some degree their specific
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characters and at times produces a resemblance to the allied shell,

Dalm. subcarinata. Satisfactory evidence of the presence of the

latter, is however, still wanting. Both are characteristic brachiopods
of the New Scotland beds.

Rhipidomella oblata Hall

Plate 8, flg. 14, 15

1857. Orthis oblata Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3:162, pi. 10

1892. Orthis ef. oblata Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

This Helderbergian species is represented by specimens of rather

small size and of not very frequent occurrence.

Crania pulchella Hall and Clarke

Plate 8, flg. 16-18

1892. Crania pulchella Hall and Clarke, Paleontology of New York.

v. 8, pt 1, p. 180, pi. 4, fig. 3

1892. Crania sp. n., Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

The specimens of this species from Becraft mountain are frequently
of large size and have the radial plications very sharply developed.
These are more numerous than in the typical specimens of the species,

but, as they rapidly increase with additions to the diameter of the

shell, there is no reason for not regarding both forms as of the same

specific type.

The original of Cr. pulchella is from the New Scotland

limestone, near Clarksville N. Y.

Crania cf. bella Billings
Plate 8, flg. 19, 20

1874. Crania bella Billings, Geol. sur. Canada ; Paleozoic fossils. v. 2,

pt 1, p. 15, tig. 5

1892. Crania ap. n. Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

This is a generally small shell with smooth surface, upper valve

more or less convex, generally concave on the posterior slope, with

apex directed slightly backward; sometimes with the posterior margin
transverse. It approaches very closely to the species cited, from the
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Gaspe limestone no. 5, termed by Billings
"
Passage beds " from the

"
Upper Silurian

"
(Lower Helderberg) to the " Lower Devonian "

(fauna mainly of Oriskany species). The shell is less common in the

Becraft mountain fauna than C. pulchella.

Pholidops terminalis Hall
Plate 8, fig. 23-25

1859. Pholidops terminalis Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3:490,

pi. 103b, fig. 8a-d

1867. Pholidops arenaria Hall. Idem., 4:413, pi. 3, fig. 24

1892. Pholidops terminalis Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

Sharply defined impressions of this species are very common.

The original of Ph. terminalis was from the Oriskany sand-

stone of Cumberland Md., and that of Ph. arenaria from the same

formation at Knox N. Y.
Pholidops sp.?

Plate 8, flg. 21, 22

1892. Pholidops sp. n., Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

A few specimens have been seen of a very small Pholidops,
unlike Ph. terminalis and the group of species to which it belongs,

with terminal beaks, but representing the more common expression of

the genus with subcentral beaks, represented by species which range

through the Paleozoic rocks from the lower Siluric into the Carbonic.

Lingula cf. rectilatera Hall

1859. Lingula rectilatera Hall, Paleontology of New York. 3: 156, pi. 9, fig.

6, 8

1892. Lingula sp., Clarke, op. cit. p. 413

A single incomplete example retains the parallel sides and trans-

verse anterior margin of this species described from the New Scotland

limestone.
BRYOZOA

Rhombipora rhombifera Hall

See Paleontology of New York. 6:18, pi. 11, fig. 15,17-20; pi. 23, fig. 11,12

A few twigs of a Rhombipora which agree in size and struc-

ture with this Helderbergian species have been observed.
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Stictopora sp ?

A few specimens of this genus have been observed, but none

have the exterior well enough preserved to justify an attempt at their

identification, though in general aspect as well as in the character of

the cells so far as ascertainable the species is very closely allied to

St. granulata Hall of the Helderbergian.

Unitrypa lata Hall

1887. Fenestella ( Unitrypa) lata Hall, Paleontology of New York. 6 : 136,

pi. 53, fig. 1-10

This species was described from the Onondaga limestone of Wal-

pole Out. It is not uncommon in the Oriskany of Becraft mountain.

Unitrypa acclivis Hall

1887. Fenestella (Unitryj)a) acclivis Hall, Paleontology of New York. 6:138,

pi. 52, fig. 16-23.

Not common. The originals were from the Onondaga limestone of

Walpole Out.

Lichenalia cf. crassa Hall

For figures of L. crassa, see Paleontology of New York. v. 6, pi. 11,

fig. 21, 22

Specimens which seem to agree Avith this Helderbergian species

are occasionally found.

Polypora separata Hall (?)

See Paleontology of New York. 6 : 166, pi. 39, fig. 10, 11

Specimens very similar to this species but having larger fenest-

rules are common. Polypora separata was described from the

Onondaga limestone of Walpole Ont.

Polypora, sp. indes.

Polyporella cf. compressa Hall

Of the Helderbergian.
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Isotrypa, sp. indes.

Reteporina, sp. indes.

Fenestella biseriata Hall (?)

See Paleontology of New York, 6:113, pi. 42, fig. 16-18

Fronds having the characters of this species are occasionally found

The originals of the species were from the Onondaga limestone at

Cherry Valley N. Y.
Hemitrypa columellata Hall

1887. Fenestella (Hemitrypa) columellata Hall. Paleontology of New York.

6:146

This species, described from the Onondaga limestone of Walpole

Ont, is occasionally found in the Becraft mountain Oriskany.

Hederella magna Hall and Simpson
Plate 9, fig. 10

1887. Hederella magna Hall and Simpson, Paleontology of New York.

6 : 280, pi. 65, fig. 15

To this species is referred a Hederella characterized by its

short, stout, strongly rugose and somewhat irregular cells, erect at their

extremities, growing in a double series which proceed from a central

stock generally in part concealed by overgrowth. The cells are larger

than in any of the other species here found.

The original of this species was from the Hamilton shales of

York N. Y.
Hederella arachnoidea, sp. nov.

Plate 9, Hg. 11

This is the smallest of the species here observed, the zoarium

being very fine, creeping in an irregular manner over the surface of

attachment, generally showing the biserial stock, but this is often obscured

by frequent and irregular branching. The cells are narrow, often flat-

tened, branching taking place at cpiite distant intervals but alternately

on opposite sides. The species may be distinguished from H e d .

g r a c i 1 i o r by its finer, more elongate cells, its more distant branch-

ing and much more diffuse and irregular zoarium.
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Hederella ramea, sp. nov.

Plate 9, flg. 9

A very graceful zoarium consisting of a primitive stock from which

branches arise on either side at distant and highly irregular intervals,

the secondary branching arising from the principal branches in such a

way as to produce a palmate frond. The cells are subcylindric, smooth

and procumbent at their extremities.

Hederella gracilior, sp. nov.

Plato 9, flg. 10

In this species the zoarium attains about the size of that inHed.
filiform is Hall and Simpson of the Hamilton shales, but the form

of the colony is less diffuse, the double series of cells retaining a

compact form and the entire zoarium being a miniature of H e d .

m a g n a . To the difference in size of the cells in these two species

are added as distinguishing characters the flattened and less rugose
condition of the cells and their more slender and regular form.

CRINOIDEA

Edriocrinus becraftensis, sp. nov.
Plate 9, flg. 13, 18

The calyxes of this species may be distinguished from those of

Edr. sacculus Hall from the Oriskany sandstone of Cumberland

Md. in their elongate, much more slender and very gradually enlarging

form, and generally quite small size. They are blunt but not broad at

the base and enlarge upward with gently incurving sides. In one in-

stance only has the upper edge of the calyx been observed, and ex-

cept for this edge no specimen shows traces of the component plates.

The casts of the calyx are not infrequent.

ANTHOZOA

Zaphrentis sp.

These fossils occur as casts of the calyx. Two forms are evident

one, the smaller, conforming to the characters of Zaphrentis, the

larger differing from this structure in the presence of double series

of tubercles in the lamellar interspaces.
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(?) Ptychonema helderbergiae Hall

See Paleontology of New York. 6 : 15, pi. 9, fig. 16, 17

Several specimens have been found which have a ramose stock

and attain the proportions of this species both in size of stock and

cell apertures.

Vermipora streptocoelia, sp. nov.

Plate 9, flg. 7, 8

Ramose twigs of from 8 to 12 mm diameter are bundles of tubes

like those of Vermipora, but, instead of having a direct course out-

ward from their point of growth, as in the known species of the genus,

these tubes are exceedingly irregular, wandering about in serpentine

courses a,s they approach the termination, but appearing to be straighter

within the substance of the stock. The material illustrating this

peculiar form is not very favorably preserved, and the species will be an

interesting subject for farther study.

Vermipora serpuloides Hall, var.

See Paleontology of New York. 6 : 5, pi. 2, fig. 24-31

Vermipora serpuloides of the Helderbergian differs from this

species in the smaller size and greater number of its tubules. The

colony is slender and branching. With better material it is probable

that this form would prove a distinct species.

Cladopora smicra, sp. nov.

Plate 9, flg. 3-6

Small and sparsely branching colonies with stems from 3 to 5 mm in

diameter, bearing small, very oblicpie cells in 6 to 8 vertical rows. The

apertures of these cells are much compressed, the upper surface being

broadly arched and the under surface being more or less excavated in

the substance of the stock. On the older parts of the stem the cells

are reduced in form to scales covering circular pits. The species is

distinguished from Clad, styphelia by its slender form and much

less conspicuous cells. The species exists also in the Onondaga limestone

of western New York.
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Cladopora styphelia, sp. nov.

Plate 9, flg. 1, 2

There are found occasionally twigs of Cladopora of considerable

size, bearing very large oblique cells which are arranged more or less

irregularly in 8 to 10 vertical, alternating rows. These steins have a

diameter of 6 to 8 mm and the apertural diameter of the cells is from

•J to 4 nun. The species is readily recognized by the size of the cells and

their angular projection at their apertures, which gives the colony a

very rough exterior.

Aulopora cf. schoharie Hall

See Paleontology of New York. 6:3, pi. 2. tig. 1-6

The few specimens of Aulopora observed are very closely allied

to this Helderbergnan species, but appear to be persistently of larger size.

Monotrypella arbusculus Hall and Simpson

1887. Chaetetes (Monolryptlla) arbusculus Hall and Simpson, Paleontology

of New York. 6:12, pi. 9, tig. 1-8

Of this Helderbergian species a few very characteristic examples

have been observed.

HYDROZOA

Dictyonema cf. splendens Billings

1874. Dictyonema splendens Billings, Oeol. sur. Canada; Paleozoic fossils.

v. 2, pt 1, 'p. 12, fig. 2, 2a

Mr Billings described his species from the lowest of the (raspe

series of limestones (no. 1) which, according to his determinations, con-

tains a fauna with notable Helderbergian affiliations. This species does

not agree closely with the species known from the New Scotland lime-

stone (D. eras sum Girty), but is comparable to a form observed only

in some fragments from the calcareous Oriskany.
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VERTICAL RANGE OF THE SPECIES OF THE ORISKANY FAUNA AT
BECRAFT MOUNTAIN

1 Dalmanites (Synphoria) stemmatus C.

2 D. (S.) stemmatus var. convergens V.

3 D. phacoptyx II. A C.

4 L). bisignatus C
5 Phacops correlator C
6 P. logani II

7 Cordania becraftensis C
8 C. hudsonica C.

9 Cyphaspis minuscula H
10 Proetus conradi II

11 Acidaspis tubereulata Conrad
12 Lichas cf. pustulosiis H
13 Homalonotus sp. ?

14 Beyrichia sp/i . . . .

15 Plumulites
16 Annelid teeth

17 Autodetus beecheri C.

18 Spirorbis assimilis C
19 Cornulites cingulatus II
20 Tentaculites elongatus H ...

R..

21 T. (?) acus C. . .

22 Conularia sp. .

23 Bellerophon sp.
24 Cyrtolites expansus
25 Pleurotomaria sp
26 Diaphorostoma desmatum C. . . .

27 D. ventricosum Conrad
28 Strophostylus expansus Conrad
29 Orthonychia tortuosa H
30 Platyceras cf. gebbardi H
31 P. nodosum Conrad
32 Pterinea sp. ?

33 Pterin opecten subequilatera H. .

34 P. proteus C
35 P. signatus C
36 P. pumilus C
37 Aviculopecten sp
38 Lyriopecten sp
39 Actinopteria communis H
40 A. insignis C
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41 Goniophora $p
d' Megambonia crenistriata C...
43 Cypricardinia lameHosa Conrad
44 Conoeardium inceptuin II. (?)..

45 Oriskania simiata C
It; Ciyptdnella (?) fausta C
47 0. sp. ?iov

4s Rensselaeria ovoides Eaton ...

49 Megalanteris ovalis //. .......
.'in Eatonia medialis Van
51 E. peculiaris Conrad
52 Catnardtoechia barrandii II... ..

53 Cfitchana //.
(?)

54 ('. oblata //.

55 C. drvope Billings
56 C. sp\
57 An astropin a sp
5S Cdflnspira concava II.

59 C. dichotoma //

60 Leptocoelia tialiellites Conrad. .

61 Trematospira multistriata //. , .

62 Meristella lentifornris C
63 M. lata //

64 M. (?) vascnlaria C
65 Spirifer arenosus Conrad-

66 S. murchisoni Castelnau

67 S. saffordi II

6S Metaplasia pyxidata II

69 Cyrtina varia C
70 Chonetes hudsonica C.

71 Chonostrophia complanata //. . .

72 Anoplia nucleata II

73 < (rtbothetes becraftensis C. . . . .

74 Ilipjiaridiivx pnximus Va/nux. .

75 Stropheodonta lincklaeni II....

76 Leptostrophia magnifica II.....

77 L. oriskania C.

"s Brachyprion sehuchertanuia C.

79 B. ina'jus C.

50 Leptaena rhomboidalie Wilck..
si I (aliiianella pi rcle^ans //

82 Rhipidomella oblata II.
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83 Crania pulchella H. & C
84 C. cf. bella Billings
85 Pholidops terminalis H
86 P. sp
87 Lingula cf. rectilatera H.
88 Rfaotnbipora rbombifera H.
89 Stictopora sp
90 Unitrypa lata H
91 U. acclivis II
92 Lichenalia cf. erassa II.

93 Polypora separata II. (?)

94 P. sp
95 Poly porella cf. compressa H.
96 Fenestella biseriata //. (?)

97 Hemitrypa columellata II.

98 Isotry pa sp.
99 Reteporina sp

100 Edriocrinus becraftensis G
101 Zaphrentis
102 Ptychonema belderbergiae II. (?)

. .

103 Vermipora streptocoelia C
104 V. serpuloides II. var
105 Cladopora smicra C
106 C. styphelia C
107 Aulopora cf. schoharie H
108 Monotrvpella arbusculus H. & S. . .

109 Hedere'Ua magna II. & S
110 H. arachnoidea 0.

111 H. ramea O.

112 H. graciliora C
113 Dictyonema cf. splendens Billings

Total

1
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introduction of Oriskany sedimentation, having been first described from

the fauna of the Helderbergian. In the arenaceous beds of the Oris-

kany 23 occur; 10 range upward into the faunas of the Upper Hel-

derberg (Ulsterian), but a part of these are restricted to the sandy,

lower beds of this formation (Schoharie grit), and others have been

noted only in the chert beds of Ontario, Canada, where the intermixture

of Oriskany and Onondaga species is well marked and has been re-

corded by Schuchert. The fauna contains 35 species which so far as

known are peculiar to it. On farther analysis of the foregoing table,

it is evident in some cases that species which range down and upward
are restricted to particular groups. Thus the alien trilobites are from

the Helderbergian ;
the gastropods are exclusively Oriskany ;

while the

alien lamellibranchs are mostly Helderbergian. But the leading factor

of the fauna, the brachiopod, has its derivation as freely from below

as in the Oriskany invasion.

FAUNAL VALUES OF THE SPECIES

The following is a statement of the fauna] values of these species

or their closest affiliations with species of other faunas.

Dalmanites (Synphoria) stemraatus C.—D. (Syn.) Maeeurua C, Maecurii sandstone,

Amazonas
" var. convergens C

D. phacoptyx II. cfe C.— idem, Onondaga limestone, Ontario

D. bisignatus C.—D. dentatus Barrett, Helderbergian, Port Jervis

D. pleuroptyx Conrad, Helderbergian and Ulsterian, N. Y.

I'hacops correlator C.—Ph. anceps C, Onondaga limestone, Ontario

Ph. braziliensis €., Maeeiiru sandstone, Amazonas
Ph. logani H.— idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Cordania becraftensis C.—Cord, cyclurus II. & C, Helderbergian, IS". Y.
Cord, midsonica C.

Cyphaspis minuscula H.—idem. Ulsterian, N. Y.

Proetus conradi //.—idem, Schoharie grit, N. Y.

Acidaspis tuberculata Conrad—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Lichas cf. pustulosua II—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Homalonotiis sp.

Antndctiis beecheri C.
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Spirorbis assimilis C.

Cornulites cingulatus II.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Tentaculites elongatus H.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

T. (?) acus C.

Bellerophon sp.

Cyrtolites expausus II.—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y. and Pa.

Pleurotomaria sp.

Diaphorostoma desmatum C.—D. ventricosum Conrad, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y.

D. ventricosnm Conrad—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y.

Strophostylus expansus Conrad—idem, Oriskany, Md.

Orthonychia tortuosa H.—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y.

Platyceras cf. gebbardi II.—idem, Oriskany, Md.

P. nodosum Conrad—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y.

Pterinea ?—Megambonia lamellosa II., arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y.

Pterinopecten subequilatera H.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Pterinopecten proteus C.

Pt. signatus C.— Pt. terminalis H., Ulsterian, N. Y.

Pt. bellulus //., Helderbergian, N. Y.

Pt. pumilus C.—Vertumnia, Mesodevonic

Aviculopecten sp.

Lyriopecten sj>.

Actiuopteria communis H.—idem and A. textilis II, Helderbergian, N. Y.

A. insignis C.—A. communis H., Helderbergian, N. Y.

Goniophora sp.

Megambonia crenistriata C.—M. bellistriata II, Helderbergian, N. Y.

M. cardiiformis H., Onondaga limestone, N. Y.

Cypricardinia indenta Conrad—idem, Onondaga limestone and Hamilton, N. Y.

C. lamellosa II, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Conocardium inceptum H.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Oriskania sinuata C.— O. navicella H. dk C, Oriskany, N. Y.

Cryptonella fausta C.—idem (?), Helderbergian, N. Y.

Rensselaeria ovoides Eaton—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y. and Md.

Megalanteris ovalis H.— idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y.

Eatonia rnedialis Van.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

E. peculiaris Conrad—idem, Helderbergian and arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y.

Camarotoecbia barrandii H.—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y.

C. litcliana H. (?)
—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y.

C. oblata H.—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y.
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C. dryope Bill.—idem, Gaspe limestone no. 8

C. gp.

Anastrophia sp.

Coelospira concava H.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

C. dichotoma II—idem, arenaceous Oriskany

Leptocoelia flabellites Conrad—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y., Gaspe (lime-

stone no. 8 and sandstone), Brazil, Falkland

islands, S. Africa

Trematospira multistriata II.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Meristella lentiformis C.—M. lenta H., Oriskany, Ontario

M. lata II—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y.

M (?)
vascularia C.

Spirifer arenosus Conrad—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y. and Md.

S. murchisoni Castelnau—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y.

S. saffordi H.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y. and Tenn.

Metaplasia pyxidata II.—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y.; Onondaga limestone,

Ontario

Cyrtina varia C.—C. rostrata, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y.

C. dalmani, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Chonctes lmdsonica C.—idem Helderbergian, N. Y. (?), Gaspe" sandstone

Chonostropbia complanata II.—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y.

Cb. belderbergia H. cfc C, Helderbergian,

N. Y.

Anoplia nucleata H.—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y., Edmund's bill, Aroos-

took co. Me.

Ortbotbetes becraftensis C. sp. indes. Gaspe sandstone

Hipparionyx proximus Van.—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y., Gaspe limestone

no. 8

Stropbeodonta lincklaeni II.—idem, Oriskany, N. Y.

Leptostropbia oriskania—L. becki H., Helderbergian, N. Y.

L. perplana Conrad. Upper Helderberg and Hamil-

ton, N. Y.

L. raagnifica H.—idem, arenaceous Oriskany, N. Y.

Bracbyprion schucliertanum C.—B. aratum II., Helderbergian, N. Y.

Stropbeodonta demissa Conrad, Hamilton

B. majus C.—B. varistriatum Conrad, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Leptaena rbomboidalis Wilck.—idem, Helderbergian and Ulsterian, N. Y.

Dalmanclla perelegans II.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

D. subcarinata H.—Helderbergian, N. Y.
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Rhipidomella oblata H.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Crania pulchella H. & C.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

C. cf. bella Bill.—idem, Gaspe limestone no. 5.

Pholidops terminalis H.— idem, ? Oriskany, Md. N. Y.

Ph. sp%

Lingula cf. rectilatera II.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

llhombipora rhonibifera II.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y,

Stictopora sj).

Unitrypa lata II.—idem, Onondaga limestone, Ontario

U. acclivis II.—idem, Onondaga limestone, Ontario

Lichenalia cf. crassa II.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Polypora separata //. (?)
—idem, Onondaga limestone, Ontario

Polypora

Polypora of. compressa //.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Fenestella biseriata II. (?)
—idem, Onondaga limestone, Ontario

Hemitrypa columellata II.—idem, Onondaga limestone, Ontario

Isotrypa

Reteporina

Edriocrinus l)ecraftensis C.—E. saeculus II, Oriskany, Md
Ptyehonema heklerbergiae II

(?).
—

idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Vermipora streptocoelia C.

Vermipora serpuloides //. var idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Cladopora smicra 6".— idem, Onondaga limestone, N. Y.

C. styphelia C.

Anlopora cf. schoharie II.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Monotrypella arbuscnlus II. db S.—idem, Helderbergian, N. Y.

Hederella magna II.—idem, Hamilton shales, N. Y.

H. arachnoides C. •

H. ramea U.

H. gracilior C.

We may briefly summarize this tabulation as follows. Of the 94

clearly defined species of this fauna, 38 represent expressions of species

which began their existence in Helderbergian times; on the other

hand, but 18 of the species of the fauna continued their existence or

appear to be represented by closely allied forms beyond the close of

the Oriskany sedimentation. 29 are represented in the earlier known
fauna of the arenaceous beds of the Oriskany.
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Chapter 3

NATURE AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE ORISKANY FAUNA

IN NEW YORK

The fauna of the calcareous Oriskany is in no sense a mixed

assemblage, or an intermingling of faunas of adjacent provinces. The

sequence of life has continued without apparent interruption from the

Helderbergian (Kingston beds) into the sediments of the Oriskany

and the Onondaga limestone.

It is extremely probable that important variations from the fauna

of the Catskill shaly (New Scotland) limestone had already made their

appearance in the Becraft limestone, and that we first become acquainted

with some of these in the study of the calcareous Oriskany. No

proof therefore could be adduced more emphatically confirmatory of

the intimate faunal relations of the Helderbergian with the Oriskany

fauna and its successors than the facts brought forward in this paper.

The fauna discussed in the foregoing pages is that of the cal-

careous fades of the Oriskany formation. The sedimentary deposits of

this and neighboring sections were essentially limestones notwithstanding

the silicious content, whether diffused through the mass or segregated as

cherty secondary product. In the earlier presentation of this fauna it

was regarded as of lower Oriskany horizon, on account of the presence

of many Helderbergian species, but we believe it will be more correctly

construed as the representative of the proper and normal Oriskany

fauna, the true fauna of this time unit inclosed in the sediments of

its proper habitat.

distribution of the calcareous facies of the oriskany IN NEW YORK

Ulster county. A complete section of the strata from the Coeymans
limestone through to the summit or almost to the summit of the Oriskany
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formation is exposed near Kingston, along the West Shore railroad

one half mile southeast of Rondout creek.
1

On the Becraft limestone, which is 60 feet thick, lies a very

considerable thickness (222 feet) of impure schistose limestones, the

"
upper shaly

"
limestone of W. M. Davis, and the Kingston beds of

this paper. In the reported section these beds have been subdivided

with every variation in the sediment, which is in places a compact blue

limestone carrying silicious matter, in others a gray, shaly and argilla-

ceous limestone. The fossils of all its layers are those of the true

New Scotland limestone faunas, the contents of the higher layers

varying little from those of the lower.

I have identified the following species. (In making this section Mr
Van Ingen and Dr Ruedemann divided these beds into 18 subdivisions,

numbered from lowest to highest, 4-21. These minor divisions were

based solely on slight changes in the character of the sediment. In

the list of fossds I quote these subdivisions by number in order

to show the range of the species.)

Dalmanites pleuroptyx, 4, 12, 21

Phacops logani, 12, 15, 16, 10, 21

Hoinalonotus vanuxemi, 8, 9, 12, 19

Acidaspis tubcrculata, 12, 16

Tentaeulites elongatus, 16, 19, 21

Cypricardinia lamellosa, 16

Camarotoechia cf. campbellana, 4

C. mutabilis, 8

Eatonia peculiaris, 4, 6, 14

E. medialis, 9, 19

Spirifer cyclopterus, 4, 5, 12

S. perlamellosns, 4, 5

S. modestus, 12, 16

Coelospira concava, 4, 20, 21

Atrypa reticularis, 4

Meristella cf. laevis, 4, 5

Leptaena rhotnboidalis, 4, 6

Stroplieodonta becki, 4, 20, 21

Strophonella puuctulifera, 4

Rhipidomella oblata, 4, 5, 6, 21

Dalmanella subcarinata, 5, 9

D. planoconvexa, 12, 14, 15

Pholidops ovata, 16, 19, 20, 21

Zapbrentis roemeri, 5

Duncanella rudis, 9, 12, 14, 16, 20

Pleurodictyum lenticulare, 9, 21

Hindia fibrosa, 6

'For the detailed succession here I have largely relied on observations made at

my request by Mr Gilbert Van Ingen, who, aided by Dr Rudolf Ituedemann, has

carefully collected from all the strata.
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Immediately above these beds appear 11 feet, 3 inches of chert

beds, followed by 18 feet, 7 inches of a fine quartz pebble conglom-

erate (=29 feet, 10 inches). Then comes in a silicious and quite fossil-

iferous limestone 5 feet, 6 inches in thickness (no. 29 of the section)

and over it about 3(3 feet of chert bands containing a few fossils.

The entire thickness of the deposits from the top of the Kingston

beds to the base of the Esopus shale is about 60 feet.

The fauna of this part of the section is essentially contained in

the calcareous layer, and is the following:

Dalmanitts cf. stemmatus Camarotoechia barrandii

Phacops logani Eatonia peculiaris

Proetus conradi Meristella lcntiformis

Tentaculites elongatus Spirifer murchisoni

Diaphorostoma ventricosum Leptocoelia flabellites

D. desmatum Chonetes hudsonica

Cyrtolites sp. ? Cbonostropbia complanata

Platyceras tortuosum Leptostrophia oriskaijia

Cryptonella fausta Edriocrinus sacculus

Megalauteris ovalis Cladopora smicra

Camarotoechia pliopleura

All of these species with the exception of Edriocrinus sac-

cuius are observed in the Becraft mountain Oriskany fauna. No

species occur in the chert bands which are not represented here.

At Ghmerie, 7 miles north of Kingston, the same calcareous beds

of the Oriskany are finely fossiliferous, probably affording a more

complete representation of this fauna. The following are among the

species identified :

Dalmanites cf. stemmatus Meristella lentiformis

Phacops logani Spirifer arenosus

Tentaculites elongatus S. murchisoni

Diaphorostoma ventricosum Trematospira up. n.

D. desmatum Anoplia micleata

Cyrtolites sp. n. Leptaena rbomboidalis, var. ventricosa

Platyceras gebliardi Leptostrophia niagintica

P. reflexum L. oriskania
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Oriskania sinuata Orthothetes becraftensis

Megalanteris ovalis O. large sp. n.

Caniarotoechia oblata' Brachy prion schuchertanum

C. pliopleura Hipparionyx proximus

Leptocoslia flabellites Chonetes hudsonica

Coelospira dichotoma Edriocrinus sacculus

Meri&tella lata

This association has some peculiarities, e.g. the presence of some

of the Cumberland Md., species which have not before been observed

in the Oriskany of New York (P 1 a t y c e r a s g e b h a r d i and P .

reflexu m) and several forms of novel aspect.

Orange county. In the southern extension of these beds a similar

fauna accompanies the calcareous strata. In Orange county true silicious

sandstones are absent but the pebble beds and cherts are well defined.

These features have been clearly brought out by the work of Dr
Heinrich Ries in his special report on the geology of this county,

published in the 15th animal report of the New York state geologist,

1898, p. 402, 433, etc. He says:

The two belts of Oriskany which occur in this county present

widely different characters. The western belt forms the western part
of the Helderberg ridge, which extends up the Neversink valley from
Port Jervis. It consists of fine-grained, shaly sandstones and impure
limestones, the latter often containing many fossils. The limestones

weather to a soft, red rock, from which the fossils may often be dug
with a knife. The beds dip to the westward under the Esopus slates

and Pleistocene deposits of the Neversink valley, but the bedding is

almost everywhere obscured and there is present a pronounced cleavage
which causes the rock to split into very thin layers. The cleavage
generally dips steeply to the east. There are also present cherty bands

containing fossils. The Oriskany forms narrow ridges and the thick-

ness of the formation is about 125 feet [in the vicinity of Port Jervis].
The second Oriskany area is along the western side of Bell vale

and Skunnemunk mountains, where it affords a fine-grained red or gray
(juartzite which changes locally into a conglomerate.

Fossils occur very sparingly In the silicious beds of the western

area, Ries recording there Anoplia nucleata, Leptocoelia
flabellites and Leptaena rh ombo idal i s . But on the west
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ern Hue of arenaceous limestones from Cuddebackville to Port Jervis

the species are those characteristic of these calcareous beds in the

localities already considered, to wit (Ries) :

Platyostoma depressum Meristella lata

Teiitaculites elongatus Leptocoelia flabellites

Orbicnloidea grandis Coelospira dichotoma

Chonostrophia complanata Eatonia peculiaris

Spirifer inurchisoni Edriocrinus sacculua

The difference in the lithologic character of these beds on the

eastern and the western flanks of the eroded Appalachian ridge is

striking and may be construed as evincing the nearer approach of the

easterly silicious and pebbly beds to the ancient shore line.

At Port Jervis the sections exposed at the Nearpass, Buckley and

Bennett quarries have been given by Dr S. T. Barrett. 1 Here are 150

feet of the upper shaly (Kingston) beds lying above the Becraft lime-

stone, and these are followed by the calcareous strata (5-10 feet) termed

by Mather and Horton the Trilobite beds, which are specially characterized

by the presence of Dalmanites dentatus Barrett.

Dr Barrett gives the following species as occurring in this stratum :

Homalonotus vanuxemi Strophonella cavumbona

Dalmanites pleuroptyx S. leavenworthana

D. nasutus Stropheodonta becki

D. deutatus Brachyprion varistriatum

[D. dolphi] Chonostrophia complanata

Hyolithes centennialis Bensselaeria njutabilis

Tentaculites elongatus Orthis subcarinata

Holopea antiqua O. multistriata

Loxonema fitchana Spirifer inurchisoni

Pterinea textilis Cyrtina rostrata

Leptaena rhomboidalis Orbicnloidea discus

Strophonella conradi O. conradi

Stropheodonta planulata Schizocrania
(?) superincreta

'Amer. jour. sci. 1877. 13:386.
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I liave not had opportunity to verify all of these identifications, but

the list as it stands shows a predominance of Helderbergian species.

In fact, its Oriskany representation seems to me largely dependent on

the identity of the specimens here regarded as S pi rife r arrectus

(= S. m u r chiso ni). I am satisfied that the C h o n o s t rophia is

the form (C . h e 1 d e r b e r g i a e) of the New Scotland beds, and at

all events the character of the rock shows the fossils to be an ag.

glomerated mass of remains brought together by wave wash. Present

evidence indicates that this is not an Oriskany nor indeed a transition

fauna but a proper part of the Kingston limestone beds.

Albany and Schoharie counties. To the north and west of the

Kingston sections, through the Helderberg mountains the Oriskany
formation becomes thinner and gradually loses its calcareous character.

On the Oniskethau creek near Clarksville it is represented by a foot

or two of dark compact chert. It is a gray, quartzitic sandstone

about two feet thick at Countryman hill, near New Salem. At the top

of the hill south of the Indian Ladder it has much the same character

and thickness and abounds in Spirifer a r e n o s u s, S p . murchi-

soni, Meristella lata, etc. South of High point, near Alta-

mont, the rock becomes slightly calcareous.

At Knox it is finely exposed as a compact quartz sandstone

though not more than 2 to 3 feet thick.

On West mountain, Schoharie, at the house of George Acker

(Murphy farm), above the Becraft limestone rest about 10 feet of a

gray, schistose, arenaceous limestone, which terminates above in a hard

quartzite. The calcareous content of the rock is considerably less than

the silicious. Fossils are abundant :

Rensselaeria ovoides Spirifer murchisoni

Stropheodonta magniventra Pholidops terminalis

Spirifer arenosus Meristella lata, etc.

In none of these sections can the Oriskany strata be properly
termed sandstone, in the sense in which that term was originally applied
to it in 1837.
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THE ORIGINAL ORISKANY SANDSTONE

The name Oriskany sandstone was applied by Vanuxem to white

or yellowish, often friable and crumbling quartz sandstone exposed at

Oriskany Falls, Oneida co., where it has a thickness of 20 feet.

All calcareous beds are here wanting and the transition from the un-

derlying Manlius limestone is abrupt, but fossils are found in abund-

ance though not in great variety, the species being for the most part,

Spirifer arenosus, S. murchisoni, Rensselaer ia ovoides,
Hipparionyx proximus, Chonostrophia complanata and

Meristella lata. This quality of rock does not occur in any of the

eastward exposures of the Oriskany from Albany county to the New Jer-

sey line except as an occasional thin streak without fossils. From

Oriskany Falls westward no calcareous beds appear except toward the top
of the deposit as the sedimentation grades into that of the Onondaga
limestone above. Through Onondaga county into Cayuga, the white,

often granular, sandstone is frequently exposed, perhaps nowhere better

than at its extreme western appearance at Yawger's woods just north

of Union Springs. Vanuxem observed that at no other outcrop of this

sandstone are the fossils so finely preserved.

The character of the Oriskany deposit in New York from Schoharie

county westward may be regarded in a general way as a series of arena-

ceous lenses (in strike section) connected by thin sheets of quartzitic

sandstone. The outcrops at Oriskany Falls and Yawger's woods are

such lenticular masses. Others occur in the sections at Jamesville and
Skaneateles Falls and the last that is well marked in the westernmost

extension of the formation occurs at Phelps, Ontario co. Between that

point and Buffalo the rock may be traced as an undulated sheet a

few inches thick composed of angular pieces of the underlying water-

lime cemented by dark quartz sand.

At the horizon of the formation in the deep salt shaft put
down at Livonia, Livingston co., was a 4A- foot layer at a

depth of 1000 feet. This layer was a hard, compact quartz

sand, almost a quartzite, which in its lower part contained frag-

ments of the hydraulic limestone on which it rests, cemented
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together in the mass. The few traces of fossils in this rock indicated

for the most part Ulsterian species, Pentagonia unisulcata,
Pentamerella allied to P . a r a t a

,
but also a Spirifer, prob-

ably S . a r e n o s u s . In the Buffalo cement co.'s quarries at Buffalo,

the Oriskany sandstone is found to lie in small masses which have

been washed into the cavities of the corroded surface of the Manlius

waterlimes and in vertical fissures filled with white quartz sand which

traverse the Manlius limestone and the Eurypterus-bearing cement beds

beneath. Fuller reference to this occurrence is made on a subsequent

page.

This variation in thickness in different meridional sections results

in what appears" at present an actual absence of the formation from

the rock series in certain places. It has thus not been detected in

the region about Cedarville, Herkimer co. Again it makes an abrupt

appearance at Splitrock near Syracuse. In Seneca county it does not

manifest itself at all, but turns up in Ontario county at the village

of Phelps, as just noted. Other evidences of this interrupted depo-

sition occur between Ontario county and Lake Erie.

Such discontinuity of the sand deposits of the Oriskany are indi-

cations of an exposed and broken coast line, in the western part of

the state, the sand feebly encroaching on areas of entirely different

deposition.

The great brachiopods, Spirifer arenosus, Rensselaer ia

o v o i d e s
,
H i p p a r i o n y x proximus and Meristella lata

with T e n t a c u 1 i t e s elongatus, which are the species goner

ally present in these arenaceous lenses, could not have had their

habitat on such a deposit and in a sea whose depth favored such deposi-

tion. We shall not be wrong in regarding these accumulations of

remains in the true Oriskany sandstone as agglomerations, swept out

of their facies and away from the more calcareous, deeper water

deposits of the time. To regard them as species of the sandy facies

of Oriskany time would, I believe, be altogether erroneous. They

appertain truly to the calcareous facies and the normal fauna of the

Oriskanv formation.
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KAUNA OF THE GASPE LIMESTONES

In connection with this Oriskany fauna that of the limestones of the

Gaspe peninsula, province of Quebec, requires brief consideration. This

remarkable series of 2000 feet of limestones was first exploited by Sir

"William Logan in 1844 1 who separated them into eight divisions 3
,
num-

bering from bottom to top. The organic contents of the entire series

are principally known from the description of the species by Billings
3

.

This author however makes no reference to the considerable number

of forms mentioned by Logan in his characterization of his subdivisions

of the group. The record of species has been somewhat augmented in

recent years by the lists given by Ells in his report on the geology
of the Gaspe peninsula, the new identifications of which are largely

ascribed to Dr H. M. Ami. This entire series of limestones was orijri-

nally regarded of Siluric age; Billings afterward demonstrated and Logan
conceded the similarities between the fauna of division no. 8 and that of

the Oriskany of New York, while Ells and Ami are not disposed to

assign to the Siluric any other part than divisions 1 and 2. This

great section of limestone deposits doubtless presents the most gradual

of known transitions from beds (no. 1 and 2) carrying a fauna cor-

relating with Helderbergian time and composition, through a great thick-

ness of sparsely fossiliferous calcareous and magnesian beds (no. ;5, 4,

5, 6) into a profuse limestone fauna with most pronounced Oriskany
traits (no. 7 and 8). It is not practicable to here present faunal lists

resulting from the writer's recent studies of the series though these

would serve to indicate the close similarity of complexion in the lower

beds, 1 and 2, and the beds at Stewart's cove, Dalhousie and in the

Chapman plantation, Aroostook county, Maine. In the upper beds, no.

7 and 8, the fauna carries Rensselaeria ovoides, (a small and

slender variety) Megalanteris oval is, Hipparionyx proxi-
mus, I) a 1 ni anites, very close to D. stem mat us, Strop heo-
donta magniventra, Camarotoechia p 1 i o pleura, C.

1 1st annual report geol. sur. of Canada.

'Geology of Canada. 18G3 ch. 16.

•Geol. sur. Canada. 1874, vol. 2, pt 1.
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dryope, Eatonia peculiaris, Leptocoelia flabellites,
etc., all of which pertain to the fauna of the calcareous Oriskany
of New York. With these strong Oriskany traits the fauna

carries certain species which indicate the continuance of a still

earlier assemblage. Billings assigned to it some species of the

Helderbergian and though the majority of these identifications re-

•quire careful reconsideration there is in the organic content of

limestone no. 8 a notable constituent of Helderbergian origiu. It is

interesting to note that certain of the lower beds of division no.

8 specially at the exposure at Ship Head, Cape Gaspe, are com-

posed of a greenish sandy limestone, extending through a thick-

ness of not less than 150 feet. They evince thus, as do the

Oriskany beds of eastern New York a considerable siliceous

content though still to be regarded as calcareous deposits. Logan's
subdivision of the limestone series was given with lucidity and

exactitude but seems hardly to clothe this unique succession with the

dignity and importance it merits. Dr Ami has suggested that the upper

beds, 7 and 8, be termed the Grand Oreve limestones, from the little

village on the peninsula where these strata are best exposed and most

readily accessible. To Mr Charles Schuchert and the writer, who have

recently spent some time in this region, this name seems happily chosen

and we have thought that with equal propriety the lower beds, 1

and 2, exposed in the base of Mt St Alban along the shore of

Cape Rosier cove on the gulf of St Lawrence, may be called the

St Alban limestones, while the passage beds of Billings (no. 3, 4, 5, 6)

which are displayed in the fine 700 foot vertical escarpment at Cape
Bon Ami, west of Cape Gaspe, may receive the name of Cape Bon

Ami limestones.

Logan and Dawson in referring to the interesting outcrop of "
Silu-

rian
"

or " Lower Helderberg
"

rocks on the coast one half mile south

of Dalhousie, N. B., speak of it as "Cape Bon Ami." I have also ob-

served the locality thus given on specimens from there exhibited in the

fine museum of McGill university. Lest confusion arise from the dupli-

cation of this name, I may note that the little headland in question
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at Dalhousie is locally known as the "Bon Ami rocks." It is more-

over, a mass of eruptive, the extremity of one of the parallel apophyses

extending eastward from the great massive of Dalhousie mountain. The

fossiliferous rocks are exposed for the most part in Stewart's cove, some

distance south of this point.

Chapter 4

THE DEVONIC AGE OF THE HELDERBERGIAN FAUNA AND

THE BASE OF THE DEVONIC SYSTEM IN NEW YORK

The fact of the presence of numerous Helderbergian species in the

fauna of the Oriskany of Becrafc mountain, as an integral part of that

lamia, not a casual intermixture, is sufficient demonstration that the

fauna of the Helderberinan became modified in its continued existence

by the departure or extinction of certain of its species only. A fail-

percentage kept the field up to the time of and pending the incursion

of species of the early Oriskany. In this way the former became a

true and proper part of this new fauna with whose indicial species it

coexisted throughout the remainder of its duration. A modification

so gradual as to permit such an uninterrupted existence can not sever

the close relation of the one fauna in its entirety to the other. It is

therefore a natural corollary from the account given of the Oriskany

fauna, to consider briefly the relation of the organic assemblage con-

stituting the typical and normal Helderbergian to the Devonic type of

organic life, and that formation in its relation to the Devonic system.

We may postulate this proposition: the sections on which the term,

Lower Helderberg group, was based are in Albany and Schoharie coun-

ties N. Y.
;

it is here that the formation attains its greatest and most

differentiated sedimentation as well as its highest profusion of organ-

isms; it is therefore to these sections and their organic contents that

every argument in analysis and correlation of the fauna and its con-

taining sediments must be eventually referred.
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i THE ARGUMENT FROM CORRELATION

Since the proposition of Beyrich in 1867 to correlate the Helder-

bergian faunas of New York with strata in the Hartz mountains

which he believed to be of lowest Devonic age, the most careful

study of the lower Devonic has resulted in a like conclusion. Prob-

ably the detailed investigations following Beyrich's suggestion, by that

highly accomplished student of the Devonic, Prof. E. Kayser of Marburg,
effected the widespread acceptance of this correlation of the Helderbergian
with the lowest Devonic, specially among European students, with whom
little question of its propriety and exactitude has found expression

during the last decade. The history of the earlier stages of the dis-

cussion concerning the age of these and other beds which had been

at first regarded as of upper Siluric age, was given by the writer

with some fulness 10 years ago,
1 and has again' been presented

in a recent paper by Charles Schuchert. To these the reader

is referred. It is not germane to the purpose of this paper to bring

forward again the history of labors which have so far as evidence

from correlation goes, firmly established the Devonic age of this fauna.

To enumerate the names of those who have entered into this problem

is to give the full tale of the most experienced students of these

faunas, Kayser, Tschernyschew, Freeh, Barrois, Novak, Oehlert and

others. It is, however, quite unnecessary to seek in extra-limital

correlates the evidence of such Devonic age.

2 THE ARGUMENT FROM THE INTRINSIC CHARACTER OF THE FAUNA

With whatever emphasis extra-limital correlates bespeak the

Devonic age of this fauna, the strongest demonstration of its Devonic

affinities is intrinsic. In the work above cited the writer brought for-

ward in a tentative way a summation of such evidence, and since that

time has taken opportunity on several occasions to refer to the increas-

ing and convincing evidence of the proposition. No American geolo-

gist has since then given attention to the subject of the predominant

1 8th ann. rep't N. Y. state geologist. 1889. p. 62-91.
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fauna! traits of the Helderbergian, with the exception of Charles

Schuchert, of Washington, who, after expressing his conviction of their

Devonic character, resulting from protracted study of the brachiopods

of the fauna1 has entered into the subject in much detail and with

great force.
2

George H. Girty has discussed the characters of the

sponges and coelentrates of this fauna in a valuable paper published

in the Uih ann mil report of the New York state geologist, 1805, but

without entering widely into the consideration of the faunal bearing of

the species discussed. For the rest, stratigraphers, cartographers, writers

of textbooks and others who have had no occasion to consider the subject

on its merits and perhaps no adecpiate appreciation of the merits of

the question, have till lately been content still to accept the view

promulgated largely by the influence of Murchison, that the fauna

constitutes a terminal member of the upper Siluric section in New York.

No full analysis of the constituents of the typical Helderbergian

fauna can be presented here, nor is it essential. A review of the

species of the entire fauna with the incorporation of the very consid-

erable number of undescribed forms known to occur in it would be

necessary to set the matter forth with its full force. It will suffice

here to restate briefly the leading features of the association which must

be relied on to determine its age. Let this statement, however, pre-

face the present discussion. Jhe Helderbergian fauna is that contained

by tin strata, all ami several, lying betiveen the top of the Tentaculite

(M<i n1ins) Umt stone below, and the top of the Kingston beds above.

The Helderbergian fauna

Siluric characters

Positive elements

IrUobites. There are no features presented by the trilobites which

indicate Siluric age.

Cephalqpods. In the Helderbergian, representatives of the cephalo-

pods are most rare. The species of the genera Orthoceras, and

1 See Bull. U.S. geol. sur. 1897. no. 87.

2 Bull. geol. soc. America 1900. 11 : 241-332.
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Cyrtoceras are very imperfectly known. The little known species

of Cyrtoceras are not diagnostic.

Pteropods. The species of Conularia and Tentacnlites

present no diagnostic characters.

Gastropods. Holopea, Diaphorostorna, Strophostylus
are diffused throughout Siluric and Devonic horizons. Of all these

genera H o 1 o p e a alone is near its Siluric culmination.

Lamellibranehs. Cypricardinia is freely represented in the

Niagaran, but its culmination is of Devonic age. Actinopteria
pccurs occasionally in the Niagaran, but its paucity there is in marked

contrast to its abundance in the Helderbergian. There are no indub-

itably predevonic types in this element of the fauna.

Brachiopods. The only species of this extensive group known to

be common to the Helderbergian and Niagaran faunas are the cosmo-

politan brachiopods, Leptaena rhomboidalis and A try pa
reticularis. The prevalence of species of Dalmanella is sug-

gestive of Siluric affinities. The genus is typically expressed in the

species D. elegant u la and D. arcuaria of the Niagaran, but attains

its culmination in the Helderbergian. (I), planoconvex a, D. per-
e 1 e g a n

s, D. c o n c i n n a, D. quadrans). In successive faunas this

means no more than the progressive development of a generic group.

In time subsequent to the Helderbergian the genus is continued to

the close of the Devonic.

Bilobites varica is foreshadowed in the B. b i 1 o b a and B.

acutiloba of the Niagaran. The genus is not of subsequent date.

Orthostrophia ( O. s t r o p h o me n o i d e s and O. H a 1 1 i ) rep-

resents a short-lived genus, doubtfully anticipated by the O r t h i s

f a s c i a t a of the Niagaran.
S c e n i d i u m is a genus Avhich appeared in the Trenton, attained

its maximum in the Niagaran, declined and disappeared in American

faunas with the Sc. in sign e of the Helderbergian. In Europe the

genus continued into the middle Devonic (Sc. areola Kays.).

Of the genus Spirifer the species S. m a c r o p 1 e u r a Con. is a

final expression of a group (Hadiati pauciplicati H. <&0. )

which culminated in the Niagaran.
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Anastrophia, the upper Siluric representative of the earlier

Parastro p h i a, is represented .in the Helderbergian, but it was also

present in the calcareous Oriskany.

Sieberella attains its highest development in the Siluric and

its species (S . galeata and S. pseudogaleata) are of frequent

occurrence in the Helderbergian. The type, however, does not end here,

but is continued upward into the Mesodevonic, even the species S .

galeata being commonly identified from these horizons by European
writers.

Bryozoans. But few Siluric affinities are expressed in this group.

Rhinidictya presents its latest species. Diamesopora and C a 1 -

1 o p o r a range from lower Siluric upward into the Onondaga limestone.

Crinoids. None of the crinoids are of distinctively Siluric char-

acter.

Cyst ids. The presence of Anomalocystites (though this genus
occurs in the Oriskany), Lepadocrinus, Sphaerocystites, is

suggestive of waning Siluric traits. The cystids are not absent from

succeeding faunas, but are of rare occurrence.

Corals. Duncanella r u d i s of the Helderbergian is anticipated

by D . borealis of the Niagaran and succeeded by D . truncata of

the Onondaga.
E n t e r o 1 a s m a (E . strictum) is the last representative of a

genus which makes its other appearance in the Niagaran.

Graptolites. Girty has described Monograptus beecheri from

the Helderbergian. Before this interesting discovery we had no knowl-

edge of the continuation of the rhabdophorous graptolites beyond
the Niagaran fauna except in the case of Dictyonema, which is not

uncommon in the Mesodevonic. There are several structural features,

indicated by Mr Girty's description and figure, which indicate that M.
beecheri Avill not prove a representative of the Monograptus type

of the Siluric. Freeh has expressed the view that such forms are

probably Retiolites.
Negative elements

The absence of the Devonic types, Cryphaous and G o n i a t i t e
s,

is noteworthy.
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Devonic characters

Positive elements

Trilobites. This element is, for the purposes of a diagnosis, of the

first importance. The trilobitic genera present are Homalonotus,
Bronte us, Dalmanites, Phacops, Acidaspis, Lichas, Pro-

etus, Cordania and Cyphaspis.
The single species of Homalonotus (H. v a n u x e m i ) possesses

the strongly annulated pygidium characterizing the earlier representatives

of the genus (e. g. II. d e 1 ph i n ocep h a 1 us of the Niagaran, H.

major of the Oriskany) and in this respect is in strung contrast to

the latest members of the genus, with obsolete pygidial ribs. On the

other hand, the species presents the smooth, unlobed glabella of the

prevalent H. dekayi of the Hamilton, and therein indicates a pro-

gress from the Siluric type of Triinerus to the Devonic I) i pleurae.
Br on tens barrandii is a species with comparatively small

pygidium, having a simple, unbifurcated median rib
; representing a

group prevailing in the lower Devonic faunas of Europe.

Dalmanites. The typical expression and phyletic normal of this

genus (Odonto chile) is represented by a series of Siluric and

Devonic forms in which the glabellar lobation is without coalescence

and the pygidium more or less caudate. This type is foreshadowed

in the lower Siluric (D. achates Billings), and the Niagaran species, D.

1 im u 1 u r u s
,
D. v i g i 1 a n s and D. verrucosus, express the struc-

ture without modification. The outburst of dermal extravagances which

characterizes many Devonic trilobitic genera is foreshadowed in this

group in the snouted D. bicornis of the Niagaran, a tendency per-

petuated and carried to extreme in D. t r i d e n s and D. nasutus of

the Helderbergian. A different style of ornament is evinced in D.

pleurotopyx of the Helderbergian (a species which continued its

existence into the Onondaga limestone). Here the frontal margin

becomes crenulated, and this tendency is more highly elaborated

in the D. d o 1 p h i and D. d e n t a t u s of the calcareous Oris-

kany. This style of ornament associated with simple glabellar

lobation disappeared with the disappearance of D. pleuroptyx in
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the Onondaga. In Cryphaeus of the Mesodevonic the lobation

is retained, but the marginal ornament has disappeared from the cepha-

lon and appears on the pygidium. The cephalic ornamentation in the

species, D. stemmatus, Oriskany, D. r e g a 1 i s
,
and D. anchiops

Schoharie grit,
and D. selenurus, etc. of the Onondaga limestone is

associated with lobal coalescence and may be looked on as an instance

of morphic equivalence.

P h a c o p s is represented by P. 1 o g a n i (P. hudsonicus).
The species mentioned are typical Phacopes, forms in which the

glabellar lobes are almost or quite coalesced, the glabella ventricose and

the pygidium short. Such typical forms are not known in any

earlier American fauna. In general this genus divides itself

into two groups, in one of which the glabellar furrows are

represented by faint, linear impressions, and the pleura of the pygidium

are duplicate; in the other the furrows are obsolete and the pygidial

pleura simple. The latter is believed to be limited to Mesodevonic

faunas (P. ran a, Hamilton, P. latifrons, Eifelian), while the former

is widely disseminated as a characteristic Paleodevonic group. To

this belong the Helderbergian species.

Of Acidaspis we have two species ;
A. tuberculata is re-

lated to the Onondaga A. callicera. The remarkable A. h a m a t a

(genus Dicranurus) with long, recurved cervical horns, finds its only

known analogue and almost specific identity in the A. m o n s t r o s a
,

Barrande, of the etage Gr (Paleodevonic).

L i c h a s is represented by L. pustulosus, the most abundant

species, which seems to indicate a type of subgeneric structure not

elsewhere presented. L. consanguineus belongs to the subgenus

A r g e s and has species both in the Siluric and Devonic.

The single species of Proetus (P. protuberans) in the

Helderbergian of New York is of rare occurrence. In type of struc-

ture it conforms throughout to the series P. conradi, Oriskany, P.

angustifrons, Schoharie grit, P. c 1 a r u s
, Onondaga limestone and

P. r o w i of the Hamilton group.

Cordania makes its earliest appearance in the Helderbergian,
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and is represented in the Oriskany, Schoharie grit, Onondaga and

Hamilton faunas.

Cyphaspis coelebs ( the only species ) is closely allied to C.

minusculus of the Oriskany and Onondaga.

Gastropods. This group is characterized by an immense develop-

ment of the genus Platyceras, which has been but sparingly rep-

resented in the Siluric faunas, but attains its numeric climax in species

here and in the Onondaga and Hamilton. The prevalence of these

forms is one of the most striking characters of "
Hercynian

"
faunas,

and Barrois has suggested that they may with propriety be designated

by the name Capulian. The type Or th onychia attains its culmina-

tion in the Helderbergian and Ulsterian
;

the nodose species, which

become abundant in the Oriskany and Onondaga, are represented ;

while the lamellose species and the ventricose, platystomoid forms are

predominant. The spinose group, prevailing in the Onondaga and

Hamilton, has not been observed here.

The genera S t r o p h o s t y 1 u s and Platystoma have both

more abundant representation in earlier and later faunas, and are not

diagnostic.

Larnellibranchs. The prolific development of pterinaeoids stands

in sharp contrast to their comparative paucity in the Niagaran
while it is in harmony with their abundance in the Devonic

(A vicula textilis, A. communis, A. obliquata, A. manti
cula, A. securiformis, A. pauciradiata, etc.). Aviculo

p e c t e n has a well developed representation (A. tenuilamellata
A. spin u lifer a, A. schoharie, A. umbonata, A. bellula)

Mytilarcas of large size and gibbous form, belonging to the

Devonic subgenus Plethomytilus, are abundant in individuals

(M. ovata, M. cordiformis).
Conocardium has but a meager representation in the single,

rare species, C. inceptum. This genus is but sparingly known in

Siluric faunas.

A large species of Modiomorpha (M. o b 1 o n g a) ;
undescribed

species of the genera Grammysia, Goniophora, Paracylas
are also known.
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Braclnopods. Rhipidornella, which culminates iu the Meso-

devonie, is largely represented. But a few doubtful representatives

are known in the Siluric.

Schizophoria, eminently characteristic of the higher Devonic,

is clearly denned in the Helderbergian. The only earlier species of

the genus is genericady inchoate. Orthothetes is in the line of

progress from its elementary forms in the Niagara to its abundant

development in the middle and upper Devonic. It is represented by
two species, O. deformis and O. w ool w orth ana.

L e p t o s t r o p h i a
, beginning its development here becomes a

large and characteristic Devonic group.
Brae hy prion, well advanced in structure toward the type of

Strop heodonta, is represented by two species. Progress along the

same line continues in the Oriskany and thereafter the type seems to

lose itself in the latter genus.
S t r op h o n e 11a, starting in the Siluric, attains its culmination

in the Helderbergian (S. h e a d 1 e y a n a H., S. 1 e a v e n w o r t h a n a

II., etc., and gradually declines to the close of the Devonic.

Leptaenisca is not known elsewhere in American faunas.

Chonostrophia is known only in the Helderbergian, Oriskany
and Onondaga.

S p i r i f e r . The lamellose septati, represented by S p . perlamel-
losus, become culminant in later Devonic faunas.

The same is true of the Fimbriati unicispinei, (S. s a f f o r d
i,

S. cyclop terns, S. octocostatus) which are preceded by an

inceptive representation in the Niagara and followed by several species

in the Devonic.

Of the Aperturati the only species is S. concinnus, the

earliest representative of the S. orestes subtype. This entire group
becomes culminant in the Devonic and lower Carbonic.

The genus M e r i s t a is known in America only in the Helder-

bergian and Oriskany faunas.

Meristella has a remarkable development in this fauna and its

existence is continued through the Mesodevonic. It is not known in

the Siluric.
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A similar outburst of species is afforded by the genus Tremato-

spira (T. multi striata, T. costata, T. perforata, T. sim-

plex). The genus is here culminant, the small T. camura of the

Niagara being the only preexisting species.

Parazyga is known only here and in the Mesodevonic.

Nucleospira is here near its culmination with a considerable

subsequent development into the Mesodevonic.

Stenoschisma is not elsewhere known.

Uncinulus attains its culmination here (U. mutabilis, U.

abrupta, U. vellicata, U. nucleolata).
E a t o n i a is known only in the Helderbergian and Oriskany

faunas.

Sieberella (S. galeatus and S. pseudogaleatus) occurs

widespread in the upper Siluric, and a common middle and upper

Devonic shell is referred by European paleontologists to S. galeatus.
Rensselaer ia (R. mutabilis, R aequiradiata, R. ellip-

tica, etc.) makes its first appearance here and disappears with the close

of the Oriskany.

T r i g e r i a is known in America only in the Helderbergian (T.

portlaudica Square lake Me.) and Oriskany (T. gaudryi Oehlert,

Cumberland Md.) faunas.

Cryptonella begins its existence in the Helderbergian (C. e x -

i m i a ) and is continued into the lower Carbonic.

Bryozoam. The sum of the characters of this element points

strongly toward the Devonic. Rhombipora, Diamesopora,
Coelocaulis, Callotrypa, Fistulipora, Lichenalia, have

a few representatives in the Siluric, but are here much progressed

toward or to their culmination. Paleschara, Stictopora, C r a -

n i o p o r a
,

abound in later faunas. The feuestelloids (Fenes-
tella, Unitrypa, Hemitrypa, Polypora) are relatively few

in the Siluric, greatly abound in the Helderbergian, but attain their

culmination in the Mesodevonic. The genus Thamniscus makes its

first appearance here.

Grinoids. Edriocrin us occurs only here and in the Oriskany.
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Mariacrinus, a subgeneric expression of Melocrinus, attains its

culmination in this fauna. C or on oc ri n u s, C o r d y 1 o c ri n us, Cam-
arocrinus, Brachiocrinus and Aspidocrinus are not known

elsewhere.

Corals. The development of explanate Favosites is notable

and in direct accord with their progress toward culmination in the

Onondaga limestone.

Striatopora and A u 1 o p o r a attain their culmination in the

Devonic.

Pleurodictyuni here makes its first appearance.

Zaphrentis has a meager representation ( Z. roemeri); its

culmination is in the Onondaga limestone. The same is true of

Cladopora and Vermipora.
Of the stromatoporoids, Girty has described five species of

Syringostroma, a genus not known in earlier faunas but occurr-

ing in the middle Devonic.

Sponges. Hindiafibrosa, though occurring in the Siluric,

is here at its most profuse development, and its existence is carried

upward into the Onondaga limestone (Onondaga county).

Negative elements

Trilobites. The Siluric genera Bumastus, Calymniene;
Staurocephalus, Encrinurus, Sphaerexochus, Platy-
notus, Crotalocephalus, are absent.

Cephalopoda. The group is but very sparsely represented. There are

no representatives of the genera Ascoceras, Actinoceras,
Oncoceras, Hormoceras, Cyrtoceras (of Siluric type )

Pentacoceras, Hexacoceras, or any characteristic Siluric types.

LamelUbranclis. Ambonychia, Anomalodonta, Telli-

nomya, Clidophorus and Modiolopsis are wanting.

Brachiopods. The entire family of the T r i m e r e 1 1 i d a e

(Triraerella, D i n o b o 1 u s , Monomer ella, R h i n o b o 1 u s
,
L i n -

gulops, Lingulasma), which was so profusely represented in the

late Siluric, is absent.

O r t h i s ( s. s. ) disappears in the Niagaran ; probably also, P 1 e c t -
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o r t h i s and Hebertella. The upper Siluric genera M i m u 1 u s and

Streptis are absent.

Strophomena has not been perpetuated beyond the Siluric.

Plectambonites disappears in the Niagaran-.

Of the genus Spirifer, we have no representative of the S .

n o b i 1 i s type (Radiati duplieati).
The genera Whitfieldella, Hyattella, Dayia, Hindella,

Meristina, Glassia, Zygospira are absent.

Rhynchotreta and Parastrophia disappear with the

Niagaran.

Conchidium, Pentamerus, BarrandeJla and Strick-
land i n i a are not present.

No terebratuloid genus is known in the upper Siluric.

Eichwaldia disappears with the Niagaran.

These genera of Crinoids disappear with the Niagaran fauna :

Eucalyptocrinus, Glyptaster, Thysanocrinus, Marsupio-
crinus, Lyriocrinus, Lamp t erocrin u s, L ecanocrinu s,

Pisocrinus, Allocrinus, Coccocrinus, Dendrocrinus,
Ampheristocrinus. None of the following Niagaran genera of Cys-
toids continue beyond that fauna : Caryocrinus, Callocystites,
Lysocystites, Gomphocystitcs, Allocystites, Halocys-
tites, Hemicosmites, Apiocystites, Heterocystites.

This statement of the affinities of the various generic elements of

the Helderbergian fauna is more graphically represented as below.

The direction of the dashes indicates either (forward) Devonic or

(backward) Siluric affinity.

Trilobites

Dalmanites (Synphoria)
— Lichas—

Phacops— Proetus—
—Homalonotus Cordania—

Bronteus— Cyphaspis
—

Acidaspis
—

Ceplialopods—Orthoceras— —
Cyrtoceras

—
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—Tentaculites—

Platyceras
—

Ovthonychia
—

—
Strophostylus

—

Actinopteria
—

Aviculopecten
—

Mytilarca
—

Conocardium—
Modioraorpha

—
—Dalraanella—

Rhipidomella—
Schizophoria

—
—Bilobites

—
Orthostrophia—Scenidram

Orthothetes—
Brachyprion

—
Leptostropbia

—
Strophonella

—
Christiania

Leptaenisca

Chonostrophia
—

—
Spirifer

—

—
Rhinidictya—
Diamesapora—
Callopora

—
Rhombipora—
Coelocaulis—
Callotrypa

—
Fistulipora

—
—Lichenalia

Pteropods

Gastropods

Lamellibranchs

Brachiopods

Bryozoa

—Conularia—

—
Diaphorostoma——Holopea

Cypricardiuia
—

Grammysia—
Goniophora

—
Paracyclas

—

Merista—
Meristella—
Trematospira

—
Parazyga

—
—

Nucleospira
—

Stenoschisma

Lissopleura

Uncinulus

Eaton ia—
—Sieberella—
—

Anastrophia
—

Rensselaeria—
Trigeria

Cryptonella
—

Thamuiscus—
Paleschara—
Stictopora

—
Fenestella—
Unitrypa

—-

Hemitrypa—
Polypora

—-
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hydraulic, found between the base of the Onondaga or of the Oris-

kany sandstone when present, and the Rondout waterlimes lying

above the gypsum beds. These beds are the stratigraphic equivalent

of the Tentaculite limestone, for they contain species which charac-

terize this horizon in eastern New York, though Tentaculites itself

is rarely seen in the western exposures.

At the quarries of the Buffalo cement co. at Buffalo, is a section

of unusual interest to which brief reference has been made. Above

the Rondout waterlimes the strata which bear the fauna of the Manlius

limestone are continuous to the base of the Onondaga limestone.

The quarrymen divide this portion of the section into " cement

rock
" below and " bullhead "

above, and, though the lower passes

gradually into the upper, it is in the former (Rondout) that the species of

eurypterid crustaceans prevail, while in the latter fossils are not com-

mon, though the horizon is pretty well denned by an undescribed

species of Cyathophyllum with representatives of Whitfieldella
sulcata and Spirifer c f . vanuxemi (S . e r i e n s i s Grabau).

This " bullhead
" waterlime occupies the position of and is coextensive with

the Manlius limestone and is the Manlius horizon. The upper surface of

this deposit is extremely uneven, and seldom conforms with the approxi-

mately parallel sedimentation lines of the rock itself. In parts of the

quarry, where this surface has been exposed on a large scale by the

stripping of the Onondaga limestone above, the contour is extremely

irregular, and the depressions in some cases take on the aspect of

crooked channels running into one another, the effect being just that

which would result from the probable cause, erosion before the deposi-

tion of the Onondaga limestone commenced.

The horizon of the Oriskany sandstone is indicated only by a thin

seam of fine, bituminous matter, containing no sand except in a few

of the depressions mentioned, where small characteristic nodules of black

sand are found.

In certain parts of this section the upper hydraulic or " bullhead "

strata show very positive evidence of disturbance and folding and at cer-

tain places the crest of these folds is seen to be partially removed,
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while the Onondaga limestone beds lie horizontally on them. All

these evidences are indicative of an interval of unrepresented time

between the deposition of the Manlius limestone and the commencement

of Onondaga sedimentation. These evidences are distinctly corroborated

by the following accessory phenomena.
The same quarry shows several nearly vertical fissures which have

been filled with white, compact quartz sand. The most clearly developed

of the three such fissures here observed is shown in the accompanying

plate and diagram. This is an irregular fissure transecting the strata

nearly vertically, with horizontal apophyses running out along the sedi-

t
L—r-L-r-^H^rrb^^- Onondaga limestone

"bullhead"

_ — — — t -
Top ofcement rocl{

F'OOT of
Cjl/ciTTU

Diagram showing the largest of the sand dikes (A) in the quarries of the Buffalo cement co. ( at Buffalo N. Y. The
floor of the quarry is the lowest layer used for burning cement and while the dike seems to enter this stratum it does

not penetrate It. The figure shows the irregular character of the fissure wails, and the lateral apophyses in the lower

part which are essentially parallel to the bedding. At the top is a slight displacement of the " bull-head " or Manlius

waterllme on one side of the dike. B shows a second dike, the filling of a very narrow fissure. Others are evident

elsewhere in this quarry. The Onondaga limestone lies horizontally over them all and is not penetrated by them.

mentation planes and across them at various angles. It is filled with

firmly cemented quartz sand having the aspect and quality of typical

Oriskany sandstone. The top of this fissure is in the Oriskauy horizon

and the overlying Onondaga limestones are undisturbed. It extends

downward across the entire series of waterlimes to and perhaps below

the base of the quarry. This disturbance and fracture of the strata,

which has possibly been extended by solution and accompanied by a slight

displacement on one side, must have taken place after the consolidation of

the Manlius limestone and before the deposition of the undisturbed Onon-
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daga limestone. This event, belonged to the interval of the Helderbergian
and Oriskany deposition elsewhere in New York, and the filling of the

fissure is, doubtless, veritable Oriskany sediment.

We have already observed that at various localities throughout western

and central New York the thin, cherty deposit of the Oriskany con-

tains fragments of the hydraulic limestone from beneath. This con-

dition was particularly noticeable in the remarkable section afforded by
the salt shaft put down at Livonia, Livingston co. Such organic re-

mains as occurred in this deposit were found entirely in the cement and

were not well preserved, but showed indications of having been worn

and broken by the waves. Evidence of this kind sufficiently demonstrates

an interval between the Manlius and Onondaga limestones unrecorded

in these sections, and shows the continuity of the rocks carrying the

fauna of the former with the sedimentation immediately preceding and

their discontinuity with the sedimentation of the true Helderbergian

period.
1

FAUNA OF THE MANLIUS LIMESTONE

The species of the so-called "Tentaculite limestone", so far as

noticed, have been principally described in volume 3 of the Paleon-

tology of New York, and the citations given in that work are of

occurrences located mainly in the eastern and eastern-central parts of

the state. Even where the limestone is in immediate contact with

and conformable to the overlying deposits of the Helderbergian, there

are few evidences of the continuation of any well established species
above the " Tentaculite limestone

"
itself. In eastern-central New York

a repetition of the Manlius fauna may appear after a brief preliminary
invasion of the later and displacing fauna but in these oscillations be-

'After writing this account of the physical disturbances in the strata at Buffalo,

based on observations made in 1899, I learned that the phenomena had

also been studied by Dr A. W. Grabau, who has published the result of

his detailed investigations in a recent bulletin of the Geological society

of America (2 : 347-76, 1900. Siluro-Devonie contact in Erie county, N.Y.)
Grabau concludes that these fissures were formed by violent rupture of the

waterlimes before the incoming of the sandy sediment subsequently washed in

from above.
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tween the retreating and invading faunas there is seldom evidence of

a commingling of species. In the Helderberg section the commonly

occurring fossils are Tentaculites gyracanthus Eaton, S p i r i f e r

vanuxemi H., Brachyprion varistriatum H, Megambonia?
aviculoides H., Modiolopsis? dubia H., Beyrichia notata
H. and B. trisulcataH.

The number of forms which were assigned by Prof. Hall to this

horizon is 22, but some of them, particularly species of Holopea,
Euomphalus, Oncoceras and Cyrtoceras, are of quite uncer-

tain character. It has been remarked in a foregoing paragraph that

the Tentaculites which are so abundant in eastern New York appear only

with extreme rarity in the westward extension of the formation. At Union

Springs, Cayuga co., the Manlius limestone has a more prolific fauna

than has been observed elsewhere west of Herkimer county. Atten-

tion was specially directed to this occurrence by Prof. S. G. Williams

in a paper read before the American association for the advancement

of science in 1885 and an article entitled "Note on the Lower

Helderberg rocks of Cayuga lake", which appeared in the report of

the New York state geologist for 1896, p. 10-12. Prof. Williams

here gave a list of 26 species which he had identified from localities

in this vicinity.

The most favorable spot for the examination of this fauna is in

the rocks exposed on Frontenac island, just off the village of Union

Springs. These are blue gray hard limestones from 8 to 10 feet in

thickness, lying over the Bondout waterlimes, which are about 25

feet thick and carry Eurypterus remipes. Above the blue

limestones waterlimes again appear, and for a while the fauna of

the Frontenac island beds retreats, but reappears in the hydraulic

strata lying below the Oriskany sandstone at Yawger's woods, 2 miles

north of the village. My identifications of the species do not in all

respects agree with those made by Prof. Williams, and our differences

concern almost entirely such species as he recorded as found in the

eastern subdivisions of the. Helderbergian.

The limestone layers are characterized by two distinct beds of a

Stromatopora or Stromatocerium, and it is between these that
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the more productive fossiliferous beds occur. In part these beds are

made up of masses of the lamellibranch 1 1 i o n i a s i n u a t a
,
a species

described by Hall as Anatina? sinuata, from Herkirner county.

It is by far the most abundant of all the species here present.

1 1 i o n i a is a generic type of strong Siluric cast, represented by
the well-known and highly characteristic Luci n a p r i s c a of Wahlen-

berg, from the upper beds on the island of Oesel. Other species are a

form of Hormocer as, a strong Siluric type, and a C y r t o c e r a s or

Gryroceras making more than one revolution, a small form of Onco-
c e r a s

, perhaps that identified by Williams as O . ovoides Hall, but

which appears to me different in several respects. This genus, Onco-
c e r a s again indicates the Siluric affinity of the fauna. There are

species of O r t h o c e r a s both smooth and annulated, which have not

yet been satisfactorily identified. Among the gastropods are some species

of H o 1 o p e a which are hardly identifiable. Also an Euomphalus,
which may be compared with the E. sinuatus Hall of this horizon.

Spirifer vanuxemi and B r a c h y p r i o n varistriatum, which

occur throughout the extent of the limestone east and west, are here

quite abundant. Also the Atrypa sulcata Vanuxem, which proves

to belong to the genus Whitfieldel la, and a large unidentified form

of the genus Chonetes. I look on the discovery in this fauna of

Halysites eaten ulat us as of much significance. Though not

abundant, the species is thoroughly characteristic. Another coral is

present, doubtless that referred to by Prof. Williams as Zaphrentis sp.,

Which I find to have the characters of the new genus Charactophyl-
1 um ,

and to be most closely allied to the C . (C y a t h o p h y 1 1 u m) r a d i -

c u 1 u m Rominger, of the Niagaran fauna. A few other species have

been observed but not in condition for satisfactory identification.

It is perfectly clear without farther argument that the types expressed

in the foregoing list are very positively indicative of Siluric age, and,

furthermore, that they have nothing in common with the true Helderbergian

fauna. No single species of the list and none of the generic forms here

cited, such as Hormocer as, Oncoceras, Ilionia (or Platy-

merniis), Whitfieldella, Halysites and Charactophyllum,
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pass over into later faunas. No additional evidence is required to

establish the individuality of the fauna of the Manlius limestone and its

affiliation with the Siluric. As the names of several species appear on

Prof. Williams's list which belong to the Helderbergian, I feel it necessary
to add that of the following I have found no trace: Ling u la recti-

latera, Orthostrophia strophomenoides, Nucleospira
ventricosa, Holopea danai. 1

1 Dr Grabau's study of the organic remains of the Manlius limestone of

Erie county {op. cit.) which was to some extent based on collections from this

horizon in the N. Y. state museum have resulted in the identification of a considerable

number of species. As this work has issued since the foregoing matter was in

type his results are briefly presented. Following are the species :

Nematophytum crassum Penhallow

Cy athophy 11 u m hydraulicum Simpson (MSS.). This species is every-
where abundant throughout the western extent of the Manlius waterlimes.

Orthothetes hydraulica Whitfield. Originally described from Bellville

and Greenfield O.

Spirifer eriensis Grabau. This species has commonly passed under

the name of S. vanuxemi which, as noted by Whitfield and others, is hardly

distinguishable from S. crispua as it occurs in the Coralline limestone at

Schoharie.

Whitfieldella sulcata Vanuxem
Whitfield ell a cf. ro tun data Whitfield

Whitfieldella cf. laevis Whitfield

Loxonema ? sp.

Pleurotomaria ? sp.

Trochoceras gebhardi Hall

Leperditia scalaris Jones

The most striking feature of this little fauna is its similarity to that of the

Coralline limestone of eastern New York, the representative of the Niagaran
formation in that region. This is seen in the similarity of Spirifer eriensis
to the S. crispus as identified by Hall from that formation, of Whit-
fieldella cf. rotundata with W. nucleolata of the same formation.

The presence of Trochoceras gebhardi in both and the close relationship
of Leperditia scalaris Jones with L. jonesi Hall of the Coralline

limestone. Dr Grabau's conclusion from the study of this fauna as well as of

the tectonic relations of the strata in Erie county emphasizes the strongly Siluric

character of the Manlius limestone.
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Flo.

PLATE 1

Phacops logani Hall

Page 21

1, 2 Superior and profile views of a ceplialon, showing the

minute genal spinule and faint glabellar furrows

3, -i Portions of other cephala in which the eye is retained

5 A pygidium, showing the duplication of the lateral ribs.

x3

Dalmanites (Synphoria) stemrnatus sp. nov.

(See Plate 2)

Page 15

G An incomplete internal cast of the cephalon, showing the

frontal ornament and the fused glabellar lobes

7, 8 More complete specimens of the cephalon, showing

general form and structure

9 A front view of the latter, showing the elevation of the

shield and eyes

10 A part of the head taken from a mold of the exterior

and showing the marginal ornament in detail

11, 12 Hypostomas of two individuals

13 A small and unsymmetrical pygidium
14 The internal cast of a large pygidium, its apparent width

greatly increased by the loss of the posterior border

15, 16 Two pygidia of normal outline and structure
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PLATE 2

Dalmanites (Synphoria) stemmatus
sp. nov.

(See Plate 1)

Page 15

1, 2 The frontal doublure of two cephala showing the marginal
ornament

Dalmanites (Synphoria) stemmatus.

var. convergens var. nov.

Page 19

3 An incomplete and somewhat distorted cranidium

4 A pygidium of usual size and proportions
5 Another pygidium more obtuse at the extremity

Dalmanites bisignatus sp. nov.

Page 19

6-8 Pygidia of this species, showing the form and character

of ornament

Phacops correlator
sp. nov.

Page 20

9 A cephalon restored in outline, showing the dalmanitiform

character of the glabella and the rounded cheeks. x3

Dalmanites phacoptyx Hall & Clarke

Page 19

10 A portion the very characteristic pygidium of this species

Proetus conradi Hall

Page 25

11—13 Portions of the cephalon, more or less flattened

14 An uncompressed glabella with traces of the lateral furrows

15 The pygidium
16 Internal cast of an essentially entire individual
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Cordania hudsonica
sp. nov.

Fio. Page 24

17 An internal cast of the pygidium. x2

18 A pygiclium with portion of the exterior showing the orna-

ment. x3

Cordania becraftensis
sp. nov.

Page 22

19, 20 Two pygidia, showing surface markings. x3

21, 22 Two cranidia, natural size

23 A portion of the cranidium, enlarged to show the character

of the ornament. x2

Cyphaspis minuscula Hall (sp.)

Page 24

24, 25 Two cranidia x3

Acidaspis tuberculata Conrad

Page 25

26 The cranidium. x3

Autodetus beecheri Clarke

Page 26

27 The internal cast of the spiral tube lying in the natural

mold of the fossil. x3

28 A specimen showing the cast spiral tube and a part of

the exterior wall

29 The exterior of the species with a Fistulipora grow-

ing: on the surface

30 The interior wall of the shell with the casts of the spiral

tubes removed except that of the initial volution which

lies on the surface of attachment. x3

31 The initial form of the shell, attached to the surface of a

brachippod. This is a highly convex bulb, which is not

overlapped by the early part of the first volution. x5

32 A somewhat more progressed condition with more of the

spiral tube remaining. x5
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Spirorbis assimilis sp. nov.

Fio. Page 26

33 A group of these tubes on the internal surface of a valve

of Meristella
34 The upper surface of a specimen. xlO

Cornulites cingulatus Hall

Page 27

35 A small tube attached to the edge of a valve of Ortho-

thetes. x3

36 A larger example. x3

37 A large tube, showing surface of attachment to a Fistu-

1 i p o r a . x3

38 Internal cast of another specimen. x3
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PLATE 3

Tentaculites (?) acus sp. nov.

Page 28

Tio.

1 A specimen which shows the smooth exterior and the

annulated or insheathed cast of the interior. x8

2 The exterior, showing low annular depressions

3 The internal cast. x3

4-7 Specimens of natural size, showing the generally smooth or

slightly corrugated exterior

Tentaculites elongatus Hall

Page 27

8 The initial end of a specimen, showing its smooth exterior

and the character of the internal cast. x5

9 External and internal casts. x2

10 Enlargement of the apical portion of the tube, showing

the smooth area and gradual development of annulations

and concentric lines. xlO

11 The character of the surface at maturity. x5

12 A portion of the exterior, natural size

Diaphorostoma desmatum sp. nov.

Page 29

13-15 Three views of an average specimen

16, 17 Views of other specimens

18 The upper surface of a larger shell, showing the lineation

19 An enlargement of the surface characters. x6

Cyrtolites expansus Hall

Page 28

20 Upper view of a slightly distorted specimen, for the most

part an internal cast
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FlO.

21 Posterior view of the same specimen showing the sub-

apical groove

22 An enlargement of the external ornament. x6

23 A smaller example with more strongly developed median

carina

Strophostylus expansus Hall

Page 30

24 An upper view of a characteristic specimen

Diaphorostoma ventricosum Hall

Page 30

25-28 Views of various specimens showing the general aspect of

the shell in this fauna

Platyceras cf. gebhardi sp. nov.

Page 80

29 Lateral view of" an internal cast of this species
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PLATE 4

Actinopteria communis Hall

Page 34

Pio.

1, 2 Right and left valves of the same shell, showing the char-

acter of the surface

Pterinopecten signatus sp. nov.

Page 33

3 A left valve showing the form and external ornament

Pterinopecten proteus sp. nov.

Page 32

4-7 Right and left valves of this species, which show the wide

variation in external characters

8 An enlargement of the surface characters of one of these

shells. x2

Pterinopecten pumilus sp. nov.

Page 33

9 The right valve of this species. x3

Actinopteria insignis sp. nov.

Page 35

10, 11 Two left valves showing the form and external characters

of the species

12, 13 Enlargement of the surface characters from different parts

of the same shell. x5

Pterinopecten subequilateralis Hall (emend.).

Page 31

14 An external cast of the surface of a right valve, showing

the absence of radial ornament
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Megambonia crenistriata
sp. nov.

Page 35

15, 16 Two left valves, showing the outline, contour and ornament
17 Enlargement of the surface. x5

Cypricardinia indenta Hall

Page 36

18 A nearly complete right valve. x2
19 Another valve, natural size

20 Enlargement of a portion of the surface. x5

Conocardium inceptum Hall (?)

Page ,7

21 A specimen, natural size

22 Another shell enlarged, showing the character of the sur-

face. x3

23 The opposite valve from a larger specimen. x3
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PLATE 5

Cryptonella (?) fausta sp. nov.

Page 38

Flo.

1-3 Dorsal, profile and ventral views of a typical example

4-6 Similar views of another shell showing the depressed con-

vexity of the brachial valve

7, 8 Ventral and profile views of another example

Oriskania sinuata sp. nov.

Page 38

9, 10 Dorsal and profile views of a specimen which show the

convexity of the brachial valve

11 Another example showing the same characters

12 An example showing the muscular and vascular scars on

a cast of the brachial valve

Megalanteris ovalis Hall

Page 40

13,14 Dorsal and profile views of a characteristic example

15 An enlargement of the surface showing the imperforate

exterior layer and the perforate inner layer of the shell

16 An internal cast of the pedicle valve showing the muscular

and vascular scars

Rensselaeria ovoides Eaton

Page 39

17, 18 Profile and dorsal views

19 Internal cast of a pedicle-valve showing the muscular

impressions

Camarotoechia sp. cf. dryope Billings

20, 21 Profile and ventral views of an imperfect specimen

Camarotoechia oblata Hall

22 An internal cast of a pedicle-valve
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Coelospira concava Hall

Page 42
Fio.

23 Dorsal view. x3

24 Ventral view. x2

25 The interior of the brachial valve. x2

26 The interior of the pedicle-valve showing the muscular

impressions. x3

Coelospira dichotoma Hall
Page 42

27 Dorsal view of the exterior. x3

28 Ventral view of the exterior of the same specimen. x3

29 Internal cast of the pedicle-valve showing the muscular

scars. x3

30 View of the interior of the brachial valve. x2

31, 32 Dorsal and ventral views of the exterior. x2

Leptocoelia flabellites Conrad

Page 42

33, 34 Dorsal and ventral views of an average specimen

35, 36 Dorsal and ventral views of the specimen in which the

fold and sinus are not so pronounced
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PLATE 6

Trematospira multistriata Hall
Page 43

Flo.

1, 2 Dorsal views showing the character of the exterior

3 Dorsal view of a smaller shell with strongly duplicate

plications

4 Enlargement of the surface of the shell. x5

Meristella lentiformis
sp. nov.

Page 44

5, 6 Dorsal and profile views of a characteristic specimen
V Dorsal view of an internal cast showing the existence

of a strong median septum in the brachial valve

8-10 Dorsal, profile and ventral views showing the character-

istic contour of the species

11 Internal cast of the pedicle-valve showing the strong
muscular scar

Meristella ? vascularia
sp. nov.

Page 45

12-14 Internal casts of the pedicle-valve showing strong dental

lamellae, pedicle cavity and muscular impressions and

the radiating sinuses over the vascular region

Cyrtina varia
sp. nov.

Page 49

15 Enlargement of the surface showing its pustulose character

16-18 Anterior, posterior and profile views of an average

specimen
19 Anterior view of a larger specimen with convex pedicle-

valve

20-22 Three views of a smaller specimen
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Spirifer saffbrdi Hall

Page 48

23, 24 Exteriors of pedicle-valves showing the fimbriate surface.

In
fig.

23 the rows of these fimbriae are more num-
erous and closely crowded than in the other. x2

25 A portion of the surface enlarged showing the character

of the spine bases on the concentric growth lines.

xlO

Spirifer murchisoni Castelnau

Page 46

26 An incomplete brachial valve

27 A ventral valve of large size showing the fimbriate

surface

28 A specimen showing the brachial valve with the internal

cast of the ventral muscular impressions
29 An enlargement of the surface showing the concentric

rows of short hollow spinules. xlO

30 A similar enlargement in which only the bases of the

spinules are shown. xlO
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PLATE 7

Chonetes hudsonica sp. nov.

Page 49

Fio.

1 The exterior of the pedicle-valve

2 The interior of the brachial valve

3 An external cast of the pedicle-valve

4, 5 Pedicle and brachial valves. x2

6 The surface striations enlarged. x4

Chonostrophia complanata Hall

Page 50

7 Ventral view of a small specimen

8 Internal cast of a pedicle-valve of average size

9 The interior of the pedicle-valve

10 Internal cast of a pedicle-valve with somewhat more

elongate outline

11 Exterior of a pedicle-valve of a large individual

12 Enlargement of the surface. x5

13 Interior of a large pedicle-valve

Anoplia nucleata Hall

Page 51

14 Dorsal view of a specimen retaining both valves. x3

Orthothetes becraftensis sp. nov.

Page 51

15 The interior of a pedicle-valve

16, 17 Exteriors of pedicle-valves

18 The cardinal process of the brachial valve. x3

19 The exterior of a small brachial valve. x2

20 Exterior of a small pedicle-valve

21 The interior of a young pedicle-valve attached by the

substance of its shell to the surface of a M e r i -

stella. x2
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Flo.

22 The interior of an incomplete brachial valve showing
the cardinal process

23 Interior of the pedicle-valve showing the cardinal area

and deltidinm

24 Posterior view of a specimen bearing conjoined valves

and showing the elevated cardinal area

25 Cardinal process of the brachial valve. x3

26 A portion of the external surface enlarged
27 The cardinal area of the pedicle-valve showing the

deltidium. x3

Leptostrophia oriskania
sp. nov.

Page 53

28 An enlargement of the external surface. x5

29 Sculpture cast of the pedicle-valve

30, 32, 34 The external surface of pedicle-valves showing their va-

riations in outline and the undulated surface

31, 35 The exterior of brachial valves

Leptostrophia cf. magnifica Hall

Page 53

36 The exterior of the ventral valve of a small shell which

may represent this species

Stropheodonta lincklaeni Hall

Page 52

37 A specimen of the dorsal valve showing a portion of

the interior with cardinal process and also a part of

the external surface
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PLATE 8

Brachyprion schuchertanum
sp. nov.

Page 56
Bio.

1 The apical portion of the brachial valve showing the

coarse angular striae similar to those of Stropheo-
donta a rata Hall. x3

2 The exterior of the brachial valve

3 External cast of brachial valve

4 The exterior of an incomplete pedicle-valve

o The exterior of a brachial valve

6 An imperfect interior of the brachial valve

7 An enlargement of the external surface showing the

character of the ornament. x5

Brachyprion majus sp. nov.

Page 54

8 The character of the external surface. x5

9 The exterior of the pedicle-valve, the umbo of which

is made somewhat too conspicuous

10 The interior of the pedicle-valve

11 An internal cast of the pedicle-valve showing the

muscular impressions

12 The exterior of the brachial valve

13 The cardinal area of the pedicle-valve showing the short

rows of denticles on either side of the deltidium

Rhipidomella oblata Hall

Page 58

14, 15 Views of the exterior

Crania pulchella Hall and Clarke

Page 58

16 An incomplete specimen showing marks of attachment

17 A more complete example. x3

18 Two specimens exfoliated at the apex
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Crania cf. bella Billings

Page S3

Fio.

19 The upper valve

20 Profile view of a very young example showing the

regular conical form. xlO

Pholidops sp.

Page 59

21 The interior of one of the valves

22 The exterior. x5

Pholidops terminalis Hall

Page 5?

23 The exterior of the larger valve. x3

24 The interior showing the muscular scars. x3

25 A valve showing replacement of the shell by a series

of chalcedonies formed concentrically about centers of

silicification
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PLATE 9

Cladopora styphelia sp. nov.

Page 64
Fro.

1, 2 The exterior of branches of this species

Cladopora smicra
sp. nov.

Page 63

3-5 Branches of this coral, natural size

6 An enlargement of the exterior. x3

Vermipora streptocoelia sp. nov.

Page 63

7 Portion of the frond showing the character of the tubes

as they emerge on the surface. x2

8 The same species with the external silicified layer re-

moved showing the meandering character of the tubes

in the substance of the coral beneath the surface. x2

Hederella ramea
sp. nov.

Page 62

9 A characteristic colony showing the diffusely branching

frond, the whole being attached to a specimen of

Leptostrophia oriskania. x3

Hederella magna sp. nov. and Hederella graciliora sp. nov.

Page 61, 62

10 The surface of a brachiopod covered Avith fronds of

these species, the coarser frond with the larger tubes

being Hederella magna and the finer zoarium

H. e; r a c i 1 i o r a . x2& -

Hederella arachnoidea
sp. nov.

Page 61

11 The internal surface of the glabella of Dalmanites
stemmatus covered with the fine fronds of this

species. x2
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Edriocrinus becraftensis
sp. nov.

Page 62
Fin.

12, 13 Views of the calyx of this crinoid

Beyrichia sp. %

14 View from the anterior margin. xlO

15 View showing the outline and nodes of the valve. xlO
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explanation of plate, 1088-92
.

Cystids in the Helderbergian, 865
,
952

.
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Dalmanella perelegans, 573-582
.

subcarinata, 581
.

Dalmanites anchiops, 142
,
167

,
17 3

,
IS6

.

var. sobrinus, IS6
,

bisignatus, 198-205
.

explanation of plate, 1055
.

boothi, IS9
.

var. calliteles, IS9
.

calypso, IS6
.

dentatus, IT 3
,
IS9

,
203

.

diurus, 186
.

dolphi, 175
,
IS 9

.

(Pterygometopus) eboraceus, 18*.

intermedins, 184
.

macrops, 186
.

myrmecophorus, IS6
.

phacoptyx, 19 5
.

explanation of plate, 1057
.

pleuroptyx, 1G7
,
IT2

,
IS9

,
203

.

(Corycephalus) regalis, IT4
,
IS6

.

(Odontocephalus) selenurus, IT 3
, IS6

.

(Synphoria) stemmatus, 155-19 2
.

explanation of plate, 104 4
,
103 1

.

var. convergens, l!)
3

.

explanation of plate, 1053
.

verrucosus, 172
.

vigilans, IT2.

Dana, J. D., on geology of Becraft moun-

tain, T2.

Davis, W. M., on geology of Becraft

mountain, 72
.

Dawson, J. W., cited, 818
.

Description of fauna, 15 4-719
.

Devonic age of Helderbergian fauna, S23-

101 9
.

Devonic system, base, 823-1019
.

Diapborostoma desmatum, 297-30 3
.

explanation of plate, 1086.

lineatum, 303
.

ventricosum, 29s-305
.

explanation of plate, 109 3
.

Dictyonema crassum, G4S
.

splendens, 647
.

cf. splendens, G46
.

Didymograptus Sagittarius, 78
.

tenuis, 7s
.

Distribution of Oriskany fauna, 72 1-823
.

Eatonia medialis, 403
.

peculiaris, 405
.

Edriocrinus becraftensis, 626
.

explanation of plate, 1211
.

sacculus, G26
.

Ells. R. W., on fauna of Gasped limestones,

SO 3
.

Explanation of plates, 104-21.

Fauna, Oriskany, description, 15 4-719
;
of

Gaspe" limestones, 801-822
;

of Manlins

limestone, 9S5-101 9
.

Faunal values of Oriskany species, 6S5-

719
.

Favosites, 151
.

Fenestella (Unitrypa) acclivis, GO5
.

biseriata, 612
.

(Hemitrypa) columellata, 613
.

(Unitrypa) lata, GO3
.

Fistulipora, 152
.

Gaspe limestones, fauna, 801-S22
.

Gastropods, description of Oriskany

species, 2S 7-379
;
in tbe Helderbergian,

S52
,
S9 2

,
941

.
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Girty, G. H., on sponges and coelentrates

of Helderbergian, 842
.

Glenerie, Oriskany fauna, 747
.

Goniopkora sp.? 3o5
.

Grabau, A. W., study of Manlius lime-

stone of Erie county, 98s
,
1013

.

Graptolites in tke Helderbergian, 867
,
93 4

.

Hederella aracbnoidea, 617
.

explanation of plate, 1209.

filiformis, G23
.

graciliora, CI9
,
623

.

explanation of plate, 1207.

magna, 614
,
024

.

explanation of plate, 1207.

ramea, 621
.

explanation of plate, 1206
.

Helderbergian fauna, Devonic age, 823-

101 9
; limits, 846

;
Siluric characters, 847-

869
;
Devonic characters, 871-936

.

Hemitrypa columellata, 613
.

Hipparionyx proximus, 526
.

Homalonotus sp.? 261
.

major, 262
.

Hydrozoa, 646
.

Isotrypa, 611
.

Kayser, E., on Helderbergian faunas, S33
.

Kingston, Oriskany fauna, 78*.

Lamellibranchs, description of Oriskany

species, 314-379
;
in the Helderbergian,

853
,
896

,
92s

,
942

.

Leptaena? nucleata, 516.

rhomboidalis, 151
,
545

,
57 6

.

Leptocoelia acutiplicata, 432
.

flabellites, 427-433
.

explanation of plate, 113s .

Leptostrophia becki, 536
.

cf. becki, 53 7
.

blainvillii, of)
5
.

magnifica, 533
.

explanation of plate, 117 6
.

oriskania, 536-54s
.

explanation of plate, 1174
.

perplana, 537
.

Lichas pustulosus, 259
.

cf. pustulosus, 259
.

Lichenalia cf. crassa, 60 fi

.

Lingula rectilatera, 597 .

cf. rectilatera, 597 .

Logan, Sir William, on Gaspd limestones,

802
,
81s .

Lyriopecten sp. ? 345
.

Manlius limestone, fauna, 9S5-1019
.

Mather, W. W., on geology of Becraft

mountain, 68-72
.

Megalanteris ovalis, 401
.

explanation of plate, 1123
.

Megambonia bellistriata, 357
.

cardiiformis, 357
.

crenistriata, 3o 6
,
362

.

explanation of plate, 1111
.

lamellosa, 31 4
.

Meristella cf. laevis, 453
.

lata, 453
.

lenta, 44 1
.

lentiformis, 44 1-452
.

explanation of plate, 1144
.

(Pentagonia) unisulcata, 444
.

(?) vascularia, 455-462
.

explanation of plate, 1146
.

Metaplasia pyxidata, 487
.

Monotrypeila arbusculus, 644
.
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Nature and distribution of Oriskany

fauna, 721-823
.

Nomenclature of geologic formations, 86-

129
.

Odontocephalus selenurus, 151
,
173

,
188

.

Orange county, Oriskany fauna, 754-77 3
;

Oriskany strata, 756
.

Oriskania navicella, 384
.

sinuata, 381
.

explanation of plate, 1123
.

Oriskany fauna, description, 154-719
;

faunal values, 685-719
; vertical range,

GSMjS5
;
nature and distribution, 721-

823
; description of plates, 104-21.

Oriskany sandstone, original, 781-79 9
.

Orthis oblata, 5S3
.

cf. oblata, 583
.

perelegans, 57s
.

Orthonychia tortuosa, 30s
.

Ortkothetes arctostriata, 525
.

becraftensis, 517-526
.

explanation of plate, 11G7-17 3
.

deformis, 524
.

woolwortliana, 524
.

Pentagonia unisulcata, -II4.

Phacops, 142 .

anceps, 207
.

(Acaste) cf. anceps, 206-215
.

cf. bombifrons, 142
.

braziliensis, 211
.

correlator, 206-215
.

explanation of plate, 1056
.

cristata, 224
.

logani, 21«-22T
.

explanation of plate, 1044.

Phacops pipa, 217
,
224

.

rana, 225
.

Pkolidops sp.? 595
.

explanation of plate, 119 3
.

arenaria, 593
.

terminalis, 592
.

explanation of plate, 119 4
.

Plates, explanation of, 104-21.

Platyceras gebkardi, SO^l 1
.

cf. gebkardi, 309
,
311

.

explanation of plate, 109 4
.

nodosum, 312
.

tortuosum, 308
.

Pleurotomaria, 29 5
.

Plumulites sp. 203
.

Polypora, 609
.

separata, 607
.

Polyporella cf. compressa, 609
.

Port Jervis, fauna, 7C4
.

Proetus angustifrons, 254
.

clarus, 254
.

conradi, 251
.

explauation of plate, 1058
.

rowi, 254
.

Pterineasp.?31
4

Pterinopecten bellulus, 33s
.

proteus, 323-333
,
338

.

explanation of plate, HO 4
,

pumilus, 339-343
.

explanation of plate, HO 6
,

signatus, 334
.

explanation of plate, HO 3
,

subequilateralis, 317-322
.

explanation of plate, HO9
,

terminalis, 338
.
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Pteropods, description of Oriskany species,

2S 4

;
in the Helderbergian, 851

,
941

.

Pterygoinetopus eboraceus, IS4
.

(?) Ptyckonema helderbergiae, G31
.

Rafinesquina alternata, 554
.

Rensselaeria ovalis, 401.

ovoides, 39 8
.

explanation of plate, 1127
.

suessana? 401
.

Reteporina, 611
.

Rhipidornella oblata, 582.

explanation of plate, 118s
.

Rhombipora rhombifera, 599
.

Rhynchonella barrandii, 407
.

dryope, 413
.

Ries, Heinrich, report on geology of

Orange county, 756
.

Ruedemann, Rudolf, observations on

Kingston beds, 734
.

Schoharie county, Oriskany fauna, 773
.

Schuchert, Charles, on age of Helder-

bergian, 835
.

Spirifer antarcticus, 47s
.

arenosus, 46 3
.

arrectus, 46s
.

var. antarcticus, 479-481
.

capensis v. Buch, 4S2
.

chuquisaca, 481
.

cf. firabriatus, 484
.

gaspensis, 505
.

hawkinsi, 4S2
.

murchisoni, 467-483.

explanation of plate, 115s.

orbignyi, 481
.

pprforatus, 434
.

Spirifer pyxidatus, 48T.

raricosta, 146
.

saffordi, 483
.

explanation of plate, 1151.

varicosus, 15 1
.

Spirorbis assimilis, 269-272
.

explanation of plate, 1071 .

Spongiae in the Helderbergian, 925
,
955

.

Stictopora sp.? 601
.

granulata, 602
.

Stratigraphic structure of Becraft moun-

tain, 67-153
.

Streptorhynchus pandora, 151.

Stromatopora, 152
.

Stromatoporoids in the Helderbergian,
955

.

Stropheodonta, 549
.

demissa, 576
.

lincklaeni, 528-533
.

explanation of plate, 1177
.

cf. radiata, 569.

varistriata, 551
.

var. arata, 553
.

Strophodonta lincklaeni, 52s
.

magnifica, 534
.

Strophomena rugosa, var. ventricosa, 57s
.

Strophostylus expansus, 30 6
.

explanation of plate, 1092
.

Synphoria stemmatus, 155-192
.

Tentaculite limestone, 985
.

Tentaculites ? acus, 281
.

explanation of plate, 10S1.

elongatus, 276
,
281

.

explanation of plate, 1084.

cf. elongatus, 277
.
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Trematospira multistriata, 433
.

explanation of plate, 1141
.

perforata. 435
.

Trilobites, description of Oriskanv species,

lr^-LMr; in the Helderbergian, 848
,
872

,

92s
,
93s

.

Ulster county, Oriskanv fauna, 729-753
.

Unitrypa acclivis, 604
.

lata, 603
.

Van Ingen, Gilbert, observations on

Kingston beds, 73*.

Vermipora serpuloides, 635.

streptocoelia, 632
.

explanation of plate, 1204 .

Vertical range of Oriskanv fauna, 65M>8B.

Vertumnia, 321
,
343

.

Williams, S. G., on Lower Helderberg

rocks of Cayuga lake, 994
.

Zaphrentis, 146
,
151

.

sp. 628
.
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INTRODUCTION

The number of species added to the list of edible mushrooms of the

state the past season and herein described and illustrated is 14. In reports

49, 51 and 52, the last published as Bulletin of the New York state

museum, no. 25, vol. 5, 33 edible and one unwholesome species are

described and illustrated. In consequence of recent discoveries of varia-

tions in a few of the edible species described and illustrated in the three

reports mentioned, and of the great demand for these reports, it has seemed

desirable to revise the illustrations and descriptions where needful and to

incorporate the whole in the present memoir with that part of the state

botanist's report for 1899 relating to edible fungi. Accordingly an attempt

has been made to arrange both descriptions and illustrations as far as pos-

sible in harmony with their natural and generic relations to each other.

In doing this it has been necessary in many cases to change the number-

ing of the plates and to reproduce and rearrange some of the illustra-

tions on the plates. This memoir constitutes the second volume of descrip-

tions and illustrations of New York species of edible and unwholesome

mushrooms.
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EDIBLE FUNGI

Synoptic table of genera represented

Mushroom having a cap......... i

Mushroom without a cap . . . . . . . .14
1 Under surface of cap furnished with thin radiating plates or gills . 2

1 Under surface having pores or tubes .13
1 Under surface having slender, pointed spines . . . Hydnum
1 Under surface even or slightly wrinkled . . . Craterellus

2 Gills with the edge obtuse . . . . Cantharellus
2 Gills with the edge acute ........ 3

3 Gills free from the stem ........ 4

3 Gills attached to the stem at their inner extremity ... 6

4 Stem without a collar . . . . . . Amanitopsis
4 Stem with a collar ......... 5

5 Spores white . . . . . . . . .Lepiota
5 Spores brown . . . . . . . . Agaricus

6 Plant with a white or colored juice . . . . . Lactarius
6 Plant without a white or colored juice ..... 7

7 Gills of a soft, waxy texture . . . . .Hygrophorus
7 Gills not waxy ........ . . 8

8 Stem fleshy or externally fibrous ....... 9

8 Stem cartilaginous or externally cartilaginous . . C o 1 1 y b i a

9 Central substance of gills vesicular . . . . . Russula

9 Central substance of gills not vesicular .... . .10
10 Spores white .... ..... 11

10 Spores ferruginous, rusty brown or rusty ochraceous . . .12
10 Spores purplish brown . . . . . . Hypholoma

1 1 Gills sinuate, notched or excavated next the stem . Tricholoma
11 Gills adnate or decurrent, not notched . . . .Clitocybe

12 Stem with a collar . . . . . . . P hoi iota
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12 Stem without a collar . . . . . . Cortinarius
1 3 Tubes not easily separable from the cap . . . B o 1 e t i n u s

1 3 Tubes easily separable from the cap . . . . .Boletus
14 With short branches bearing slender, pendent spines . Hydnum
14 Without spines, spore surface even . . . . Clavaria

Amanitopsis strangulata (Fr.) Roze

Strangulated Amanitopsis

PLATE 44, Jig. I-IO

Pileus fleshy but rather thin, fragile, at first ovate, then broadly convex

or subcampanulate, finally nearly plane, warty, slightly viscid when moist,

deeply and distinctly striate on the margin, grayish brown or mouse color,

sometimes paler on the margin ;
lamellae close, free, broader toward the

outer extremity, white or whitish
;
stem equal or slightly tapering upward,

stuffed or hollow, floccose squamulose, white or whitish, the adherent remains

of the ruptured volva sometimes forming an imperfect or fragmentary annu-

lus near the base
; spores globose, .0004 to .0005 of an inch in diameter.

The strangulated amanitopsis resembles the livid variety of the sheathed

amanitopsis in color and size, but it is easily distinguished by the warts of

the pileus and by the fragmentary remains of the ruptured volva or wrapper
at the base of the stem. The spores also are a little larger than in that

species.

When the young plant first appears above the surface of the ground,

the cap is oval or somewhat egg-shaped, but it soon becomes more expanded
and finally nearly flat. In wet weather the margin sometimes curves upward,

making the cap appear concave above or centrally depressed. The warts

have a soft or somewhat woolly texture and are easily separable from the

cap. In the European plant they are represented as sometimes entirely

absent. In the American plant they are quite persistent on the center of

the cap, though they sometimes disappear from the thin plicate striate mar-

gin. They are represented in the figure of the species given by Fries in

his Icones as paler than the cap, but in our plant they are as dark as the cap

or sometimes even darker. The cap is grayish brown or mouse color, some-

times becoming paler or drab on the margin.
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The gills are white or whitish, free from the stem and broader as they

approach the margin of the cap. The intervening short ones are truncated

at the inner extremity.

The stem is neither bulbous nor distinctly annulate. It is white or

whitish and more or less mealy or scurfy. It is rather slender and sometimes

slightly tapering upward. Near the base it is often adorned with a few

transverse fragments of the wrapper, which are often so arranged as to

resemble an incomplete ring or collar. Occasionally two or even three of

these imperfect collars are formed. Fries represents the base of the stem of

the European plant as sheathed by a membranaceous wrapper, but such a

character is not well shown in the American plant. Neither does it show

the one or two swollen nodes near the base of the stem, as represented in

the figure in hones. I suspect these discrepancies are due to the failure of

the artist to represent these characters accurately, for Berkeley's figure

of Agaricus ceciliae B. and Br., which Fries, in Hymenomycetes

Europaet, places as a synonym of Agaricus strangulatus, well

represents our plant. It is also well represented in one figure of Agaricus
strangulatus as given by Saunders and Smith. They also represent

the spores as globose, but at the same time they quote the presumably incor-

rect description of them, which says that they are oval, .0006 inch long,

.00034 broad. Saccardo has also admitted this description of the spores in

Sylloge. We must either suppose this description is incorrect or else we

must suppose that all recent mycologic authors, including the illustrious

Fries himself, have confused two distinct species. The former supposition

seems to us to be the more reasonable. If, however, it should ever be

shown that Agaricus ceciliae B. and Br. is not the same as Agaricus
strangulatus Fr., then our American plant must bear the name

Amanitopsis ceciliae (B. and Br. ) instead of the name we have used.

The cap is 1.5 to 4 inches broad, the stem is 3 to 5 inches long and 3

to 6 lines thick.

The plants grow singly or in groups in or near the borders of woods.

They appear in July. The species is rare with us. It was first found by
me in 1869, near Greenport, Suffolk co. The second locality known to me
is near Gansevoort, Saratoga co., where it was found growing in a field but

near the borders of a piece of woods. Its edible character was tested, and
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it was found to be agreeable to the taste and perfectly harmless, but not

very highly flavored. It is much like the sheathed amanitopsis in this

respect. European authors do not appear to have included it among edible

species.

Lepiota americana Pk.

American Lepiota

PLATE 44, fig. U-16

Pileus at first ovate, then convex or expanded, umbonate, squamose,

white, the umbo and scales reddish or reddish brown
;
lamellae close, free,

white
;
stem somewhat thickened at or a little above the base, hollow, annu-

late, white
; spores subelliptic, uninucleate, .0003 to .0004 of an inch long,

.0002 to .0003 broad.

The American lepiota belongs to the same genus as the parasol

mushroom and the smooth lepiota. It has one character in which it

differs from all our other species of this genus. The whole plant when

fresh is white, except the umbo and the scales of the cap, but in drying it

assumes a dull reddish or smoky red color. By this character it is easily

recognized.

In the very young plant the cap is somewhat egg-shaped and nearly

covered by the thin, reddish brown cuticle, but as the plant enlarges the

cuticle separates and forms the scales that adorn the cap. On the central

prominence or umbo, however, it usually remains entire. The margin of

the cap is thin and is generally marked with short radiating lines, or stria-

tions. The gills do not quite reach the stem and are, therefore, free from

it. Sometimes they are connected with each other at or near their inner

extremity by transverse branches. They are a little broader near the mar-

gin of the cap than at their inner extremity. The stem affords a peculiar

feature. It is often enlarged toward the base and then abruptly nar-

rowed below the enlargement, as in the onion stemmed lepiota. In some

instances, however, the enlargement is not contracted below and then the

stem gradually tapers from the base upward. The stem is hollow and

usually furnished with a collar, but sometimes this is thin and may dis-

appear with advancing age. Wounds or bruises are apt to assume brownish

red hues.
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The caps vary in width from 1 to 4 inches
;
the stems are from 3 to 5

inches long, and 2 to 5 lines thick. Sometimes plants attain even larger dimen-

sions than these. The plants grow singly or in tufts in grassy ground or on

old stumps. They may be found from July to October.

In a European species, Lepiota badhami Berk., the plant turns

red when bruised, but according to the description of that plant its cap is

not white but brown or sooty brown, and its scales also are brown and small.

The margin of the cap is not striate and the stem is more or less bulbous at

the base.

Tricholoma terreum fragrans Pk.

Fragrant Tricholoma

PLATE 45, fig. 6-15

Pileus convex or nearly plane, dry, innately fibrillose or minutely floc-

cose squamulose, grayish brown or blackish brown
;
lamellae rather broad,

adnexed, whitish or cinereous
;
stem equal, solid or stuffed, rarely hollow,

whitish
; spores broadly elliptic, .00024 to .00028 of an inch long, .00016 to

.0002 broad.

The fragrant tricholoma has a distinct farinaceous odor and flavor. In

other respects it closely resembles the earth colored tricholoma, of which it

is considered a mere variety. The typical European plant is said to be

without odor or nearly so and has not been classed among the edible

species by European writers. But our variety, though not high flavored,

is fairly good and entirely harmless. Its cap varies considerably in color

but is some shade of gray or brown. Its center is without any prominence
or very bluntly prominent, and its surface is commonly very obscurely
marked with innate fibrils or in small plants, may have very small floccu-

lent tufts or scales. The flesh is whitish, as also are the gills, though
these sometimes assume a more decided grayish hue. They are rather

broad and loose and sometimes uneven on the edge or even split trans-

versely. They are usually deeply excavated next the stem and attached to

it by a narrow part. The stem is whitish or slightly shaded with the color

of the cap. It often has a few longitudinal fibrils, but never any collar.

It may be either solid, stuffed or spongy within or, in large specimens,
hollow. »
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The plants grow gregariously or sometimes in tufts on the ground
under or near trees or in thin woods, specially of pine, or in mixed woods.

The caps vary from 1 to 4 inches in breadth, and the stems from 1 to 3

inches in length, and from 2 to 6 lines in thickness. The plants occur in

autumn. In Europe there is a variety of this species which also has a far-

inaceous odor, but it differs from our plant in having reddish edges to the

gills. It is called variety orirubens.
One correspondent, in writing concerning the method of preparing this

mushroom for the table, says that, when steamed for 30 minutes, with the

addition of butter, pepper and salt, it makes a very good dish.

Tricholoma portentosum centrale Pk.

Central Tricholoma

PLATE 45, fig. 1-5

Pileus convex, sometimes slightly umbonate, viscid, virgate with innate

blackish fibrils, sooty brown in the center, pale yellow or greenish yellow

elsewhere, flesh white
;
lamellae moderately broad and close, emarginate,

white or yellowish ;
stem equal, solid, white

; spores broadly elliptic, .0003

of an inch long, .0002 broad.

This variety of the dingy tricholoma, T. portentosum, is well

marked by the colors of the cap, which is pale yellow or greenish yellow

except in the center, where it is sooty brown or blackish brown. Minute

brown or blackish lines or fibrils radiate from the center toward the margin.

When fresh or moist the surface of the cap is viscid. The flesh is white

arid the taste mild.

The gills are white or yellowish, rather broad and rounded at the end

next the stem, to which they are narrowly and slightly attached. Sometimes

they are transversely striated or streaked by lighter lines. The stem is

nearly equal in thickness in all its parts. It is solid and white or whitish

both externally and internally. The cap is from 1 to 3 inches broad
;
the

stem 1.5 to 3 inches long, 3 to 5 lines thick. The plants are gregarious and

inhabit thin woods. They may be found in autumn. This is a fairly good
edible mushroom, but not superior in any respect to many others that are

more abundant. The typical form of the species, Tricholoma p o r t e n-
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tosu m, has the cap of a uniform sooty brown color. Saunders and Smith

figure a variety which occurs in England and which has the cap greenish

yellow with a sooty brown center almost exactly like our plant. The brown

color of the central part of the cap is very conspicuous and is suggestive of

the name we have given to this variety.

Clitocybe clavipes (Pcrs.) Fr.

Club stemmed Clitocybe

PLATE 46, Jig. 1-6

Pileus broadly convex or nearly plane, very thick and fleshy, almost

obconic, soft, glabrous, brown or sooty brown
;
lamellae subdistant, decur-

rent, white or barely tinged with yellow, stem tapering upward, solid, col-

ored like the pileus; spores .00025 to .0003 of an inch long, .00016 to .0002

broad.

The club stemmed clitocybe may easily be recognized by its peculiar

shape and colors. The cap may be compared to a very broad and short

inverted cone and the stem to a very narrow elongated cone, the apices of

the two being united. Between the brown upper surface of the cap and the

similarly colored stem the white gills intervene as if to separate them.

The upper surface of the cap is generally nearly flat and even, but

sometimes it may be a little depressed in the center, and sometimes it is

furnished with a small umbo. Its margin is at first involute, but spreading
when mature. It varies in color from grayish brown to a dark sooty brown,

with the center occasionally darker than the margin. The flesh is white

and in mature plants is rather soft. The flesh of the stem is also white and

somewhat soft and spongy, but elastic. The color may sometimes be a little

paler than though similar to that of the cap. In shape it is commonly

tapering from the base upward, but in some cases the base is more abruptly

enlarged, making it almost bulbous. Its surface may be adorned with a few

fibrils.

The pileus is 1 to 3 inches broad
;
the stem 1 to 2.5 inches long and 3

to 4 lines thick at the top, but much thicker at the base. The plants grow
in a scattered manner or rarely tufted, and are specially fond of pine woods.

They occur from August to October.
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Fries says that this species is not edible on account of its spongy tex-

ture, but I find it pleasant-flavored and digestible and see no reason why it

may not be utilized if taken when dry. After heavy rains it is apt to

be water-soaked. It differs from the intermediate clitocybe, Clitocybe
media, in its thicker obconic cap, its more decurrent gills and in its longer

upwardly tapering stem.

Clitocybe monadelpha Morg.

Clustered Clitocybe

PLATE 46, fig. 7-12

Pileus fleshy, convex becoming nearly plane or somewhat depressed, at

first glabrous or nearly so, then squamulose or virgate, variable in color,

honey color, pale reddish brown or reddish, the margin even, flesh white or

whitish
;
lamellae moderately close, distinctly decurrent, whitish or pale flesh

color; stem long, solid, crooked, fibrous, tapering at the base, shining, pallid

or brown
; spores subelliptic, .0003 of an inch long, .0002 broad.

The clustered clitocybe is a rare species in our state and has been found

by me in one locality only. It is apparently more plentiful farther west.

It resembles the honey colored armillaria in size and general appearance, but

it may be distinguished by the entire absence of a veil and a collar, by its

decidedly decurrent gills and by its solid stem. The cap in the typical

western form is at first smooth but it finally becomes scaly. In the eastern

form it is smooth or nearly so when young, but it is soon adorned with

minute tufted fibrils or fibrillose scales in the center and with darker lines or

closely pressed fibrils toward the even margin. The color in our specimens
is a pale reddish brown, a little darker than isabelline and approaching
russet. The western form varies from honey color to reddish brown. The

gills are whitish or pallid and they run down on the stem, gradually tapering

to a point. The stems are densely clustered and united at the base, form-

ing tufts of many individuals. They are more or less irregular, twisted,

crooked and tapering toward the base. They have a fibrous texture exter-

nally and are smooth and somewhat shining. In our specimens they are

brown and darker than the cap.

The cap is 1 to 2.5 inches broad
;
the stem is 3 to 4 inches long and 2 to

4 lines thick.
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The plants grew under trees and appear in September. In Ohio the

typical form is said to grow from spring till late autumn and to form clusters

of 20 to 50 individuals.

A gale form is shown in figure 9.

Clitocybe multiformis Pk.

Multiform Clitocybe

PLATE 47, fig. 1-q

Pileus thin, convex or nearly plane, often lobed or irregular on the mar-

gin, glabrous, hygrophanous, whitish, yellowish or grayish when moist, paler

when dry, flesh white when dry ;
lamellae thin, narrow, close, adnate or

slightly decurrent, white
;
stem equal, solid, glabrous, white

; spores elliptic,

.0002 to .00024 of an inch long, .00016 broad.

The multiform clitocybe commonly grows in tufts of many plants,

which are often so crowded that the caps are closely pressed against each

other and in this way become very irregular. When they grow separately,

the caps are much more regular. They vary in color as well as in shape.

When young and fresh or after rain, they have a moist appearance, but after

the moisture has disappeared they are paler. In some specimens the caps
are whitish, in others, yellowish, and in another form they are grayish, and

then they are often smoky brown in the center. In specimens wholly dried

the color changes to a grayish brown, which is quite unlike the color of the

fresh whitish or yellowish fungus.

The gills are narrow and closely placed side by side. They are attached

to the stem by the entire width of the inner extremity, which is sometimes

slightly prolonged downward on it. They are white or whitish.

The stem is about as thick as a pipe stem when well grown, but it is

often crooked or compressed or irregular. It is whitish, smooth and solid.

The cap is 1 to 3 inches broad
;
the stem 1 to 2 inches long and 2 to 3

lines thick. This mushroom appears late in the season and grows in low,

damp places in woods. Its mode of growth is similar to that of Clito-

cybe multiceps Pk., but it is a much smaller and thinner species, and

the caps are more irregular when growing in tufts. Though not highly

flavored, it is quite tender and good, and, growing as it does in large tufts,

it is easy to obtain in satisfactory quantity for the table.
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Collybia platyphylla Fr.

Broad gilled Collybia

PLATE 49, Jig. I-S

Pileus thin, fragile, convex, innately fibrillose, grayish brown or black-

ish brown, flesh white
;
lamellae broad, subdistant, commonly deeply emar-

ginate, adnexed, white
;
stem stout, equal, fibrillose striate, stuffed or hollow,

white or pallid, sometimes with branching strands of white mycelium at the

base
; spores subglobose or broadly elliptic, .0003 to .0004 of an inch long,

.00024 to .0003 broad.

The broad gilled collybia is a comparatively large species, with a stem

much thicker and more fleshy than is usual in this genus. The cap is very
broad but rather thin and fragile. It is at first somewhat conic or egg-

shaped but it soon expands, till it is convex or nearly flat, and occasionally
it becomes concave or saucer-shaped by the elevation of the margin. In

such cases the margin is often split. The surface is minutely marked by

closely pressed or innate fibrils. It varies in color from whitish to dark

brown, but it is commonly grayish brown. The center is sometimes darker

than the rest. The gills are broad and usually deeply excavated at the stem

end. They are often transversely striate and sometimes split transversely in

several places. They are white. The stem is stout and fleshy but with a

fibrillose and slightly tough or cartilaginous exterior. It is sometimes

stuffed, sometimes hollow. Its white color contrasts well with the grayish
brown of the cap. Its thick, fleshy character often misleads the inexperi-

enced mycologist to think the species belongs to the genus Tricholoma.
White branching strands of mycelium are sometimes found at the base of

the stem, and such forms, having a hollow stem, have been by some con-

sidered a distinct species and named Collybia repens, the creeping

collybia, but they appear to me to be a mere form of the broad gilled col-

lybia. Sometimes this species emits a faint but agreeable odor resembling
that of anise, but in decay the odor is very disagreeable and the plants

loathsome. Insects are fond of this mushroom, and it is not always easy to

find specimens free from their attacks. Their eggs are often found attached

to the surface of the cap, where they have been deposited by the parent
insect.
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The plants grow in thin woods or open places, about stumps and old

prostrate trunks or on much decayed wood, and may be found in wet seasons

from spring to fall. The caps are 3 to 5 inches broad
;
the stems 3 to 5

inches long and a half-inch or more thick. In very wet weather or after

heavy rains the caps are apt to have a moist appearance, but they are not

truly hygrophanous. Distorted and irregular forms are sometimes found.

If the plants are left to dry without pressure, the margin becomes strongly

involute.

Collybia radicata {Relh.) Fr.

Rooted Collybia

PLATE 48, fig. I-14

Pileus thin, convex or nearly plane, glabrous, viscid when moist, gray-
ish brown or smoky brown, flesh white

;
lamellae broad, subdistant,

adnexed
;
stem long, slender, firm, generally slightly tapering upward,

stuffed, whitish or colored like or a little paler than the pileus, ending below

in a long root-like prolongation, which penetrates the earth deeply; spores

elliptic, with a slight oblique apiculus at one end, .0006 to .0007 of an inch

long, .0004 to .0005 broad.

The rooted collybia is a common species and one easily recognized if

notice is taken of the lower part of the stem. This is like a long, slender

tap-root, tapering downward and generally penetrating the earth to a depth
about equal to the length of the stem above the surface.

The cap is broadly convex or nearly flat, and sometimes is slightly

raised or umbonate in the center. In well developed specimens the central

part is generally rugose or radiately wrinkled. In wet weather it is viscid

or even glutinous, but in dry weather the viscidity is scarcely noticeable.

Notwithstanding this tendency to viscidity, the cap is usually clean and

attractive.

The gills are broad, thick, well separated from each other and excava-

ted or notched at the end next the stem. The point of attachment is there-

fore much more narrow than the middle part of the gill. The gills are white

or slightly tinged with yellow.

The stem is generally thickest at the surface of the ground and tapers

slightly from this point in both directions. In the typical form it is smooth,
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but a variety is common in which it is minutely scurfy. This is named

variety furfuracea. There is also a small form, called variety p u s i 1 1 a,

in which the cap is about i inch broad. All these have the root-like pro-

longation of the stem which is suggestive of the specific name. The color

of the stem is either whitish or similar to the color of the cap but paler. In

the scurfy-stemmed variety it is often darker colored than in the typical

form. Specimens are sometimes found in which the stem is white and

occasionally both cap and stem are white. The spores are white when fresh,

but after long exposure they sometimes assume a yellowish color.

The cap is from i to 4 inches broad and the stem from 2 to 8 inches

long above the surface of the ground, and from 2 to 3 or rarely 4 lines

thick.

In one specimen in the state herbarium the subterranean or root-like

prolongation of the stem is a little more than 10 inches long. The plants

grow singly or sparsely scattered in woods or recent clearings and may be

found from June to October. The caps are somewhat tough but agreeable
in flavor, and the species is classed as an edible one without any hesitation.

Collybia velutipes (Curt.) Fr.

Velvet stemmed Collybia

PLATE 47, fig. IO-/J

Pileus rather thin, convex or nearly plane, obtuse, glabrous, viscid, red-

dish yellow or tawny; lamellae broad, subdistant, rounded behind, slightly

adnexed, white or tinged with yellow; stem firm, externally cartilaginous,

stuffed or hollow, brown or tawny brown, velvety hairy when mature
; spores

narrowly elliptic, .0003 to .00036 of an inch long, .00016 broad.

The velvet stemmed collybia is one of the few mushrooms that appear

very late in the season. It may be found after nearly all others have yielded

to the severity of the weather. It has even been called a winter mushroom,

because it is possible to find it in prolonged, mild, thawing weather in win-

ter. It sometimes develops in spring also. It is easily recognized by its

viscid, tawny cap, its velvety stem and tufted mode of growth. Sometimes

the cap is wholly yellowish or yellowish on the margin and darker on the

central part.
• Because of the crowded mode of growth the caps are some-

times very irregular. The gills are rounded or deeply notched next the
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stem, so that they are slightly attached to it. They are whitish or white

tinged with yellow. In very young
;

plants the stem is whitish, but it soon

becomes tawny or tawny brown from the development of the dense coat of

velvety hairs. It is generally hollow. The caps are generally about i inch

broad in large tufts, but in smaller and looser clusters or in scattered or sin-

gle growths they are often larger. The stems vary from i to 3 or 4 inches

long and from 1 to 3 lines thick. The plants grow on dead trunks of trees

either standing or prostrate or on old stumps or decaying wood.

Its edible qualities are not inferior to those of the preceding species.

Its flesh is more tender and quite as agreeable in flavor. It is well to peel

the caps before cooking in order to free them from adhering particles of dirt

or other objectionable matter.

Hygrophorus flavodiscus Frost

Yellow disked Hygrophorus

PLATE 50. fig. 1-6

Pileus fleshy, convex or nearly plane, glabrous, very viscid or glutinous,

white, pale yellow or reddish yellow in the center, flesh white
;
lamellae

adnate or decurrent, subdistant, white, sometimes with a slight flesh-colored

tint, the interspaces sometimes venose
;
stem subequal, solid, very viscid or

glutinous, white at the top, white or yellowish elsewhere
; spores elliptic,

white, .00025 to .0003 of an inch long, .00016 to .0002 broad.

The yellow disked hygrophorus scarcely differs from the sooty hygro-

phorus in any respect except in color. It is sometimes found growing with

it in pine woods. Both appear late in autumn. The cap is rather thick

and fleshy in the center but thin at the margin. It is so very viscid or

glutinous that when dry its surface is smooth and shining as if varnished.

The color of the disk is yellowish or reddish yellow but the margin is white.

The interspaces between the gills are distinct and sometimes are marked

by cross veins. The gills are white or nearly white and are attached to the

stem or run down on it.

The stem is solid and externally glutinous except a short space at the

top.

The cap is 1 to 3 inches broad
;
the stem 1 to 3 inches long and from

3 to 6 lines or more thick.
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Hygrophorus fuligineus Frost

Sooty Hygrophorus

PLATE SO, Jig. -J-12

Pileus convex or nearly plane, glabrous, very viscid or glutinous, gray-

ish brown or fuliginous, the disk often darker or almost black
;
lamellae sub-

distant, adnate or decurrent, white
;
stem solid, viscid or glutinous, white or

whitish
; spores elliptic, .0003 to .00035 °f an mcn l°n

-?>
.0002 broad.

The sooty hygrophorus resembles the club stemmed clitocybe in the

color of its cap but in nearly every other respect it is different. When moist

the cap is covered with an abundant gluten which when dry gives it a shin-

ing appearance as if varnished. The color varies from grayish brown to a

very dark or sooty brown with the central part usually still darker or almost

black, but never with an umbo. The flesh and the gills are white. The

stem also is white or but slightly shaded toward the base with the color of

the cap. It is variable in length and shape, being long or short, straight or

crooked, everywhere equal in thickness or tapering toward the base. It is

glutinous and unpleasant to handle.

The cap is 1 to 4 inches broad
;
the stem 2 to 4 inches long and 4 to 8

lines thick. The plants grow either singly or in tufts. In the latter case

the caps are often irregular from mutual pressure.

The plants occur in October and November in pine woods or woods of

pine and hemlock intermixed.

This mushroom is tender and of excellent flavor, but its cuticle with its

sticky and often dirty covering should be peeled away before cooking.

Hygrophorus laricinus Pk.

Larch Hygrophorus

PLATE $1,fig. 1-12

Pileus fleshy, convex or nearly plane, viscid when moist, reddish, tawny

red or grayish red, flesh white, slightly yellowish under the adnate cuticle
;

lamellae distant, adnate or slightly decurrent, whitish
;
stem equal, firm,

hollow, white; spores elliptic, .00024 to .0003 of an inch long, .00016 to

.0002 broad.
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The larch hygrophorus grows under tamarack trees in a gregarious

manner and sometimes in great abundance. The cap in the young plant is

very broadly conic or convex, but it expands with age till it is nearly or

quite flat. It sometimes has a small central prominence or umbo. Under

a lens the surface has a slightly silky appearance. The color is some shade

of red and may be rusty red, tawny red or grayish red. The extreme mar-

gin is sometimes white, and in some specimens a reddish brown incircling

line or narrow band is seen near the margin. Occasionally the margin is

yellow. The flesh is white, slightly tinged with yellow under the insep-

arable cuticle. It is tender and, though slightly disagreeable when raw, is

agreeable and well flavored when cooked. The gills are white and not

closely placed side by side. They are broadly attached to the stem or

slightly decurrent on it. The stem is white, stuffed or hollow and rather

short. It is 1 to 2 inches long and 2 to 3 lines thick. The cap rarely

exceeds 1 inch in diameter. It has been found near Warrensburg only. It

appears in October.

Hygrophorus chlorophanus Fr.

Sulfury Hygrophorus

PLATE SI, fig: 13-20

Pileus thin and fragile, convex becoming nearly plane, often irregular

with the margin split or lobed, glabrous, viscid, striate on the margin, yel-

low, sometimes tinged with red in the center
;
lamellae rather broad, subdis-

tant, thin, ventricose, emarginate, adnexed, pale yellow ;
stem equal or

nearly so, glabrous, viscid when moist, shining when dry, hollow, yellow ;

spores elliptic, .0003 of an inch long, .0002 broad.

The sulfury hygrophorus has a thin cap, which is easily broken unless

handled with care. It is very viscid when moist and adorned with marginal
striations. Its color is a beautiful pale yellow, but sometimes there are red-

dish tints in the center. The gills are rather broad and moderately wide

apart. They are notched at the end next the stem, to which they are

slightly attached. In our plant they are pale yellow, but a form of the

European plant is said to have white gills.

The stem is rather long, slender, fragile and viscid when moist. On
account of its viscidity, it is not easily plucked from its place of growth
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without crushing. It is yellow and smooth. The plants grow in damp or

mossy places in woods and may be found from July to September. The cap
is 10 to 20 lines broad

;
the stem 1.5 to 3 inches long and about 2 lines

thick. The waxy hygrophorus, H. ceraceus, resembles this species but

may be separated from it by the character of its gills, which are not notched

at the stem end.

Hygrophorus speciosus Pk.

Showy Hygrophorus

PLATE 51, fig. 21-28

Pileus broadly convex, often with a small central umbo, glabrous, very

viscid or glutinous when moist, yellow, usually bright red or scarlet in the

center, flesh white, yellow under the thin, separable pellicle ;
lamellae dis-

tant, decurrent, white or slightly tinged with yellow; stem rather long,

nearly equal, solid, viscid, slightly fibrillose, whitish or yellowish ; spores

elliptic, .0003 of an inch long, .0002 broad.

The showy hygrophorus is a beautiful mushroom. It grows under or

near tamarack trees and may be found in September and October. The cap

is smooth, quite regular and very viscid when moist. It often has a slight

central and rather acute umbo or prominence. Sometimes this alone is red,

sometimes .all except the margin, but the red color is apt to disappear

entirely with age, and even the bright yellow sometimes fades in old speci-

mens. The flesh is white except under the thin, separable pellicle, where it

is yellow. The gills, as is usual in this genus, are wide apart. They are

decurrent on the stem and white or yellowish. The stem is rather long,

specially when the plants grow among mosses, solid and nearly equal in

diameter in all its parts. It is whitish or pale yellow.

The cap is 1 to 2 inches broad
;
the stem 2 to 4 inches long and 2 to 4

lines thick.

This species closely resembles the European Hygrophorus
aureus, from which it differs in its place of growth, its solid stem, the

absence of any trace of an annulus and of any tawny hues. H. bresa-

d o 1 ae is another closely allied species, but it also is said to have a stuffed

or somewhat hollow stem and a distinct annulus or collar.
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Hygrophorus puniceiis Fr.

Red Hygrophorus

PLATE 52, fig. I-J

Pileus thin, fragile, conical or campanulate, becoming expanded and

oiten wavy or lobed, glabrous, viscid, bright red, paler when old
;
lamellae

broad, thick, distant, yellow, often reddish
;
stem equal or somewhat ventri-

cose, hollow, yellow or red and yellow, usually white at the base; spores

elliptic, .0003 to .0004 of an inch long, .0002 broad.

The red hygrophorus is a rather large but very tender, fragile species.

Its bright red cap makes it a beautiful and conspicuous object. It is, how-

ever, often irregular and lobed or split on the margin. Its color is apt to

fade to yellow when old. The whole plant is so fragile that it must be

handled with care to prevent its breaking in pieces.

The gills are rather broad and moderately distant from each other.

Their color is yellow or red and yellow and their attachment to the stem

slight. The stem is rather thick and sometimes narrowed toward each end.

It is hollow, at least when mature, and is usually yellow at the top, red in

the middle and white at the base. The cap is i to 3 inches broad
;
stem 2

to 3 inches long, 4 to 6 lines thick.

It grows in damp or mossy places both in woods and open grounds
and appears from July to September. It surpasses our other bright red

species in size. It may be separated from the carmine hygrophorus, H.

coccineus, by its larger size, the narrow attachment of the gills to the

stem and the white color of the base of the stem. From the vermilion

hygrophorus, H. m i 11 i a t u s, it is distinguished by its glabrous, viscid cap.

All of these species are edible, and no harm would come to the eater if one

should be mistaken for either of the others. The red hygrophorus is very

tender and sapid and may be classed as an excellent though not an abundant

mushroom.
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Hygrophorus virgineus (Jl'i///.) Fr.

White Hygrophorus

PLATE 52, fig.
S-I2

Pileus fleshy, convex, often becoming plane or centrally depressed,

sometimes irregular or wavy on the thin margin, moist, white, flesh white,

taste mild; lamellae thick, distant, decurrent, white; stem firm, smooth,

solid, equal or tapering downward, white
; spores elliptic, .00025 to .0003

of an inch long, .0002 broad.-

This species is white in all its parts and when regular and well formed

is a pretty mushroom. But the large specimens are apt to be irregular.

The cap is thick and fleshy except at the margin, and, though it ma)' be

moist, it is not viscid. In the European plant its surface sometimes cracks

into small areas and becomes floccose when dry, but I have not seen these

features in the American plant. The spores in our plant are generally a

little smaller than those of the European plant.

The stem is sometimes thickened upward and enlarges as it enters the

cap. The cap is 1 to 3 inches broad
;
the stem 1 to 2 inches long, 3 to 5

lines thick. It is found in grassy ground and pastures in wet weather from

July to October. It sometimes occurs in meadows, where it is overshadowed

by tall grass. I know of no other wholly white indigenous hygrophorus
that grows in such places. Its flesh is less tender than that of the preceding

species, but it is a good mushroom and one that would be more useful if

more abundant, and more eagerly sought if better known.

Lactarius chelidonium Pk.

Celandine Lactarius

PlsStTE 53, fig. 1-6

Pileus convex, becoming nearly plane and umbilicate or centrally

depressed, grayish yellow or pale tawny, sometimes with a few narrow zones

on the margin, assuming bluish green tints or stains when old
;
lamellae

narrow, close, adnate or slightly decurrent, grayish yellow, milk saffron

color, scanty, mild
;
stem short, nearly equal, hollow, colored like the pileus;

spores yellowish, globose, .0003 of an inch in diameter.
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The celandine lactarius is closely related to the delicious lactarius, from

which it may be separated by its smaller size, shorter stem, paler color, nar-

row gills and saffron colored milk. The cap is either broadly convex, nearly

plane or depressed in the center. Sometimes the central depression is small

like an umbilicus. The color is grayish yellow or pale tawny, and in some

instances there are two or three narrow bands or zones near the margin.

When old, its cap becomes bluish green or is marked by bluish green

stains.

The narrow gills are close together and are attached to the stem by their

entire breadth or are slightly decurrent. They are at first of a peculiar

grayish yellow or dingy cream color, but when old they are generally whit-

ish pruinose. In some specimens they are wavy or forked at the inner

extremity. The milk is scanty and paler than in the delicious lactarius. It

is nearly a saffron color and is mild.

The stem is short and cylindric or nearly so, glabrous, hollow and colored

like the cap. It is sometimes spotted or stained with bluish green when

old, but I have not seen it with such permanent depressed colored spots as

often adorn the stems of the allied species, L. d e 1 i c i o s u s
,
L subpur-

p u reus and L. indigo. The cap is 2 to 3 inches broad
;
the stem 1 to

1.5 inches long, 4 to 6 lines thick. It grows in light, sandy soil under or

near pine trees and occurs from July to September. Its edible qualities are

similar to those of the delicious lactarius.

Lactarius distans Pk.

Distant gilled Lactarius

TLATE 53, fig. 7-11

Pileus firm, broadly convex or nearly plane, umbilicate or slightly

depressed in the center, with a minute velvety pruinosity, yellowish tawny
or brownish orange ;

lamellae rather broad, distant, adnate or slightly decur-

rent, white or creamy yellow, the interspaces venose, milk white, mild
;
stem

short, equal or tapering downward, solid, pruinose, colored like the pileus ;

spores subglobose, .00035 to -00045 °f an inch broad.

The distant gilled lactarius is similar to the orange lactarius in color, but

in other respects it is quite distinct. The short stem, widely separated gills
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and pruinose surface of the cap are distinctive features. The cap is broadly

convex and often has a small central depression or umbilicus. In some

cases it becomes nearly plane or even slightly funnel-shaped by the spread-

ing or elevation of the margin. The surface, specially in young and in well

developed specimens, has a soft pruinose or almost velvety appearance to

the naked eye, and, when viewed through a magnifying glass, it is seen to

be covered with minute, persistent granules. The surface is sometimes

wrinkled and frequently it cracks in such a way as to form small angular or

irregular areas. The color is a peculiar one, varying somewhat in shade,

but with tawny hues prevailing. It has been described as yellowish tawny
and brownish orange. The flesh is white or whitish and has a mild taste.

The gills are wide apart, somewhat arched in specimens having a convex

cap and slightly decurrent in those with fully expanded or centrally

depressed caps. Their color is white or creamy yellow and in old and

dried specimens they have a white pruinosity as if frosted by the spores.

The milk is white and mild.

The stem is short, rarely more than an inch long, and is cylindric or

tapering downward. It is solid and colored and clothed like the cap.

The cap is 1 to 4 inches broad
;
the stem is usually about 1 inch long,

4 to 8 lines thick. It is found in thin woods, bushy places and pastures

from July to September. It is similar to the orange lactarius, L. vole-

mu s. in its edible qualities. It has several features in common with Lac-

tarius hygrophoroides B. and C. and L. calceolus Berk. My
reasons for considering it distinct are given in the report for 1898.

Lactarius gerardii Pk.

Gerard's Lactarius

PLATE 53, fig. 12-16

Pileus broadly convex or nearly plane, sometimes slightly depressed

and rugosely wrinkled, sooty brown, flesh white, taste mild
;
lamellae rather

broad, distant, adnate or slightly decurrent, white or whitish with venose

interspaces, milk white, mild
;
stem short, equal or tapering downward,

stuffed or hollow, colored like the pileus; spores globose, .00035 to -00045

of an inch broad.
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This lactarius closely resembles the preceding in size and shape, but it

differs decidedly in the color of its cap and stem, and in having the latter

hollow. It resembles the sooty lactarius, L. lignyotus Fr., in color,

but differs from it in having the stem short, the gills wide apart and wounds

not changing color. In some specimens the center of the cap is furnished

with a small umbo or papilla and the surface is wrinkled. It also has an

unpolished appearance caused by a pruinosity similar to that of the preced-

ing species, but of a sooty brown color. The margin is thin and often wavy
or somewhat lobed. The gills are so nearly like those of the preceding

species that they need no farther description. The plants grow in woods

and open places from July to September. In flavor and edibility the

species is very similar to the distant gilled lactarius. In nearly all the

species of this genus that I have tried, the flesh is firm but brittle and

the flavor not of a high order.

Russula roseipes (Secr.)Bres.

Rosy stemmed Russula

PLATE 54, fig. 1-7

Pileus convex, becoming nearly plane or slightly depressed, at first

viscid, soon dry, becoming slightly striate on the thin margin, rosy red, vari-

ously modified by pink, orange or ochraceous hues, sometimes becoming

paler with age, taste mild
;
lamellae moderately close, nearly entire, rounded

behind and slightly adnexed, ventricose, whitish becoming yellow ;
stem

slightly tapering upward, stuffed or somewhat cavernous, white tinged with

red
; spores ochraceous yellow, globose or subglobose, .0003 to .0004 of

an inch broad.

The rosy stemmed russula is a good example of the close relation that

exists between some species of this genus, and of the difficulty of assigning

satisfactory limits to species. This russula was first described by Secretan,

who considered it a variety of Russula a 1 u t a c e a and named it Rus-
sula alutacea roseipes. It was afterward raised to specific rank by
Bresadola and was accepted as a good species by Saccardo in Syllogc. Still

later it was reduced again to varietal rank by Massee, who considered it a

variety of Russula p u e 1 1 a r i s, and named it Russula p u e 1 1 a r i s

roseipes. Though having points of resemblance to both R. alutacea
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and R. p u e 1 1 a r i s, it seems better to us to retain it as a distinct species.

It is not common in our state, having been collected in Albany and Saratoga

counties only. Its distinguishing characters are its mild taste, its rosy

cap, which is commonly dry but slightly striate on the margin, its

gills changing from whitish to yellow or subochraceous and being slightly

attached to the stem, and its stem which is slightly stained with rosy red.

From R. alutacea it may be separated by its smaller size, more narrow

and slightly attached gills and by its less highly colored gills and spores.

From R. puell aris, which it resembles in size, it may be distinguished by

not having the center of the cap more highly colored than the rest and by

the rosy tint of the stem. In the European plant the stem is said to be

sprinkled with a rdsy mealiness or pruinosity, but in our plant the color

appears to be in the stem itself.

The cap is i to 2 inches broad
;
the stem is 1.5 to 2 inches long and 3 to 4

lines thick. The plants grow in woods of pine and hemlock and have been

collected in July and August. The flesh is tender and agreeable in flavor.

Russula ochrophylla Pk.

OCHEKV GILLED RUSSULA

PLATE 54. A'- 8-14

Pileus firm, convex, becoming nearly plane or slightly depressed in the

center, even or rarely very slightly striate on the margin when old, purple

or dark purplish red, flesh white, purplish under the adnate cuticle, taste

mild
;
lamellae entire, a few of them forked at the base, subdistant, adnate,

at first yellowish, becoming bright, ochraceous buff when mature, dusted by

the spores, the interspaces somewhat venose
;
stem equal or nearly so, solid

or spongy within, reddish or rosy tinted, paler than the pileus ; spores

bright, ochraceous buff, globose, verruculose, .0004 of an inch broad.

The ochery gilled russula is a large, fine species but not a common one.

It differs but little in color and size from the European pungent russula,

Russula cl r i m e i a, but it is easily distinguished from it by its mild taste.

The cap is dry, 2 to 4 inches broad, convex or a little depressed in the

center, purple or purplish red, the white flesh purplish under the cuticle,

which, however, is not easily separable.
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The gills are nearly all entire, extending from the stem to the margin

of the cap. They are therefore much closer together near the stem than at

the margin. They are at first yellowish, but a bright, ochraceous buff when

mature. They are then dusted by the similarly colored spores.

The stem is stout, nearly cylindric, firm but spongy in the center and

colored like the cap but generally a little paler. There is a variety in which

the stem is white and the cap deep red. In other respects it is like the

typical form. Its name is R u s s u 1 a o c h r o p h y 1 1 a a 1 b i p e s.

This mushroom has an agreeable flavor but the flesh is rather firm.

Unless peeled before cooking it imparts a purplish hue to the milk or other

liquid in which it is stewed. Its edible qualities appear to me to be similar

to those of the greenish russula, R u s s u 1 a virescens, Both are fairly

good but neither seems to be highly flavored. No mild flavored russula is

known to be deleterious
;
and two or three of my correspondents assert that

even the very acrid Russula emetica loses its acridity in cooking and

has been eaten by them without any harm. But there are so many mild

species that there is no need of running any risks by eating the acrid ones.

The ochery gilled russula grows in groups under trees, specially oak trees,

and should be sought in July and August.

Cantharellus cinnabarinus Schw.

Cinnabar Chaxtarelle

PLATE 55, fig. I-S

Pileus firm, convex or slightly depressed in the center, often irregular

with a wavy or lobed margin, glabrous, cinnabar red, flesh white
;
lamellae

narrow, distant, branched, decurrent, red
;
stem equal or tapering down-

ward, glabrous, solid or stuffed, red
; spores elliptic, .0003 to .0004 of an

inch long, .00016 to .0002 broad.

The cinnabar chantarelle is readily recognized by its color. It is

externally red in all its parts, the interior only being white. It is a small

species but often quite irregular in shape. Small specimens are more

likely to be regular than large ones. Sometimes the cap is more fully

developed on one side than on the other. This makes the stem eccentric

or in some cases almost lateral. The color is quite constant, but in some
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instances it is paler and approaches a pinkish hue. It is apt to fade or even

disappear in dried specimens. The gills are blunt on the edge as in other

species of this genus. They are forked or branched, narrow and decurrent.

The stem is small, smooth and usually rather short. It is generally

solid, but in the original description it is characterized as stuffed. The cap

is 8 to 1 8 lines broad; the stem 6 to 12 lines long and 1 to 3 broad. It

grows gregariously in thin woods and open places and may be found from

July to September. It sometimes occurs in great abundance, which adds to

its importance as an edible species. The fresh plant has a tardily and

slightly acrid flavor, but this disappears in cooking. In Epicrisis, Fries

referred this species to the genus H y g r o p h o r u s, and in Sylloge also it

is placed in that genus, but it is a true Cantharellus and belongs in the

genus in which Schweinitz placed it.

Cantharellus floccosus Sclnv.

Floccose Chantarelle

PLATE 55, fig. Q-13

Pileus firm, rather thin, elongated funnel-form or trumpet-shaped,

deeply excavated, floccose squamulose, yellowish or subochraceous
;
lamellae

thick, narrow, close, repeatedly forked, branched or anastomosing, very

decurrent, ochraceous yellow ;
stem short

; spores ochraceous, elliptic, .0005

to .0006 of an inch long, .0003 broad, with an oblique apiculus at one end

and usually uninucleate.

The floccose chantarelle is a large and very distinct species. There is

nothing with which it can easily be confused. When young it is narrowly

club-shape or almost cylindric, but by the expansion of the upper part it soon

becomes trumpet-shaped. The cavity extends even into the stem. The

surface of the cap is somewhat floccose or scaly, but the scales may be

thick and persistent or thin and evanescent. The color is yellowish inclin-

ing to ochraceous, but the inner flesh is white. The flesh is so thin that

the weight of the whole plant is less than might be expected, judging from

the size.

The gills are narrow, thick and blunt on the edge. They are so much

branched and connected by cross veins that much of the hymenial surface

has a coarsely reticulated appearance. Both the gills and the interspaces
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are ochraceous or yellow ochraceous. The stem is very short and may be

either glabrous or hairy. In some cases it is elongated and somewhat curved

or rlexuous and extended like a horizontal root among fallen leaves. The

cap is 2 to 4 inches broad at the top, and 3 to 6 inches long. The plants

are gregarious and grow in woods from July to September. My trial of its

edible qualities was very satisfactory, and I consider it a very good mush-

room for the table.

Cantharellus lutescens Fr.

Yellowish Chantarelle

PLATE 56, fig. I-S

Pileus thin, convex, becoming nearly plane and umbilicate, nearly regu-

lar, pale orange or yellow when moist, paler and slightly virgate when dry ;

lamellae narrow, distant, forked or branched, decurrent, pale orange or

yellow ;
stem equal or slightly tapering upward, glabrous, hollow, pale

orange or yellow ; spores broadly elliptic, .0004 of an inch long, .0003

broad.

The yellowish chantarelle occurs in woods and shaded places, growing

among mosses, about old stumps or in soil well filled with decomposed vege-

table matter. It may be sought in July and August. It has been regarded

by some writers as a variety of the trumpet chantarelle, Cantharellus
tubaeformis Fr., from which it may be distinguished by its more regular

convex and umbilicate cap and by its more regular stem, which is equal or

slightly tapering upward, not compressed, irregular and tapering downward

as in that species. It is intermediate in character between that species and

the funnel form chantarelle. It is somewhat variable in the color of the

cap and seems to be commonly paler than the European form, which is

described as having its cap brownish yellow. In the young plant the cap is

not always umbilicate but it becomes so with age, and sometimes the umbili-

cus opens into and becomes continuous with the cavity of the stem. A
wholly yellow form sometimes occurs, and generally the color of the cap, gills

and stem is nearly alike in this species, so far as we have observed it. The

gills are very narrow and forked or slightly branched. They do not become

pruinose or dusted so conspicuously by the spores in maturity or in drying
as do the gills of the funnel form chantarelle, and sometimes they remain
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entirely naked. As in all the species of this genus, they are blunt on the

edge.

The cap is about 1 inch broad
;
the stem 1 to 2 inches long and about

2 lines thick. The plants sometimes grow in tufts or clusters. They are

not often found in abundance, and this, with their rather small size, detracts

from their importance as an edible species.

Cantharellus infundibuliformis (Scop.) Fr.

Funnel form Chantarelle

PLATE 56, fig. 9-16

Pileus thin, broadly convex when young, becoming umbilicate or funnel-

form with age, often pervious, frequently lobed, wavy or irregular on the

margin, hygrophanous, sooty brown, brownish yellow or dingy yellow when

moist, grayish, grayish yellow or grayish brown and slightly floccose or

fibrillose when dry ;
lamellae narrow, distant, decurrent, irregularly or

clichotomously branched, yellowish or subcinereous, becoming pruinose with

age or in drying ;
stem slender, glabrous, hollow, yellow or yellowish ; spores

broadly elliptic or subglobose, .00035 to -00045 °f an ' ncn ' on &> .0003 to

.00035 broad.

The funnel form chantarelle grows gregariously, or sometimes in

tufts, in damp woods or mossy, shaded swamps. It may be found from

June to October. It is quite common and variable in color. Its cap is

more highly colored when moist and becomes paler with the loss of moist-

ure. When dry, the surface is slightly uneven and obscurely marked with

brown fibrils, which are sometimes collected in small tufts or scales. The

cap is broadly convex even in the young plant, but with advancing age it

becomes fully expanded or assumes a funnel shape by the elevation of the

margin. This is so excessively developed in some specimens that it becomes

very wavy, much folded or lobed and presents a very irregular appearance.

The gills are narrow, variously forked or branched, rather wide apart and

sometimes connected by transverse veins in the spaces between them. They
are generally yellowish or grayish yellow and are sometimes tinged with

lilac. They appear in maturity as if frosted or covered with a minute, whit-

ish dust or mealiness. This is one of the characters distinguishing this

species from the yellowish chantarelle, and is probably due to the develop-
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ment and partial retention of an abundant crop of spores. The stem is

smooth, hollow, rather slender and variable in color, but nearly always some

shade of yellow.

The cap is i to 2 inches broad
;
the stem 1 to 4 inches long, 1.5 to 2.5

lines thick.

For edible purposes the separation of the funnel form chantarelle and

the yellowish chantarelle is not of much importance. In tenderness and

flavor they are very similar.

The yellowish craterellus, Craterellus lutescens (Pers.) Fr., is

similar to these in color, size and shape, but may be distinguished from

them by the absence of gills.

Pholiota praecox (Pcrs.) Fr.

Early Pholiota

PLATE 57, fig. I-11

Pileus convex or nearly plane, soft, nearly or quite glabrous, whitish,

more or less tinged with yellow or tan color
;
lamellae close, adnexed, at

first whitish, then brownish or rusty brownish
;
stem rather slender, mealy

or glabrous, stuffed or hollow, whitish
; spores elliptic, rusty brown, .0004 to

.0005 of an inch long, .00024 to .0003 broad.

The early pholiota is a small but variable species. From other simi-

larly colored species that appear in grassy ground early in the season, the

collar on the stem will generally distinguish it. Its cap is usually convex

when young but nearly flat in the mature plant. It is rather pale in color

but not a clear white, being tinted with yellow or pale tan colored hues.

The gills are whitish when the cap first opens, but they soon change to a

rusty brown hue in consequence of the ripening of the spores. They are

excavated at the inner extremity and slightly attached to the stem. They
are ventricose when the cap is fully expanded. The stem is rather slender,

nearly or quite straight and soon smooth and hollow. It is pale or whitish,

and usually furnished with a small collar. Sometimes the collar is slight

and disappears with age, and sometimes the fragments of the veil remain

attached to the margin of the cap, leaving nothing for a collar.

The cap is 1 to 2 inches broad ;
the stem 1.5 to 3 inches long, 2 to 2.5

lines thick.
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The plants usually grow in grassy ground, lawns and gardens and

appear from May to July.

Variety minor Batt. is a small form having the cap only about i inch

broad and the remnants of the veil adherent to the margin of the cap. It

is represented by figures 6 to 8.

Variety sylv.estris Pk. has the center of the cap brownish or rusty

brown, and grows in thin woods. It is represented by figures 9 and 10.

Pholiota temnophylla and P. vermiflua are closely related

species. The former is distinguished by its dingy yellow or ochraceous cap
and its very broad gills, which are obliquely truncate at the inner extremity ;

the latter by its larger size, white and often areolate cap and later appearance.

Pholiota adiposa Fr.

Fat Pholiota

PLATE 57, fig. 12-17

Pileus fleshy, firm, at first hemispheric or subcorneal, then convex,

very viscid or glutinous when moist, squamose, yellow, flesh whitish
;

lamellae close, adnate, yellowish, becoming ferruginous with age ;
stem

equal or slightly thickened at the base, squamose below the slight, radiating,

floccose annulus, solid or stuffed, yellow, generally ferruginous at the base
;

spores elliptic, .0003 of an inch long, .0002 broad.

The fat pholiota is a showy species. Its tufted mode of growth, rather

large size, yellow color and rusty brown scales make it a noticeable object.

The stem is somewhat and the cap very viscid when moist, and this viscidity

when dry gives it a shining appearance. The scales of the cap become

erect or reflexed and sometimes appear blackish at the tips. They some-

times disappear with age. The flesh is firm and white or whitish. The

gills when young are yellow or pale yellow, but when mature they assume a

ferruginous or rusty color, like that of the spores. The stem is similar in

color to the cap but paler or nearly white at the top and usually reddish

brown or rusty brown at the base. The collar is slight and often scarcely

noticeable in mature specimens.

The cap is 2 to 4 inches broad
;
the stem 2 to 4 inches long and 4 to 6

lines thick. The plants commonly grow in tufts on stumps or dead trunks
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of deciduous trees in or near woods. They may be found from September

to November. It is well to peel the caps before cooking. This species is

not classed as edible by European authors, but I find its flavor agreeable

and its substance digestible and harmless. The most closely related species

is the lemon yellow pholiota, P hoi iota limonella. It is a smaller

plant with a thinner, more expanded cap and with the gills of the young

plant whitish instead of yellow. The color of the cap and stem is also a

paler yellow. Its habitat and mode of growth are the same as those of the

fat pholiota, but the plant is rare.

Cortinarius corrugatus Pk.

Corrugated Cortinarius

PLATE 58, Jig. S-IJ

Pileus fleshy, broadly campanulate or very convex, viscid when moist,

coarsely corrugated, bright yellow, reddish yellow, tawny or ochraceous,

flesh white
;
lamellae close, pallid when young, becoming tawny with age ;

stem rather long, equal, hollow, bulbous, pallid or yellowish, the bulb viscid

and usually colored like the pileus ; spores broadly elliptic, rough, .00045

to .00055 °f an m°h l° n &> .0003 to .0004 broad.

The corrugated cortinarius is a well marked and easily recognized

species, quite distinct from its allies. Though the color of the pileus is

variable, its viscid, corrugated surface and the viscid bulb of the stem afford

distinctive and easily recognized characters. Sometimes the corrugations or

wrinkles anastomose with each other in such a way as to give a reticulated

appearance. The color varies from yellow to reddish tawny or reddish

ochraceous. The margin in young plants is incurved.

There is a variety in which the cap is adorned with darker colored spots

or scales. This bears the name, variety subsquamosus. In all other

respects it is like the typical form of the species.

The gills are closely placed side by side. They are at first of a pale hue

but assume a darker and more definite tawny color with age. They are

usually minutely uneven or eroded on the edge and transversely striate on

the sides. They are slightly narrowed toward the stem.

The stem is generally a little longer than the width of the cap. It is

commonly smooth, but sometimes sprinkled near the top with minute, yel-
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lowish particles and adorned below with a few fibrils. It is hollow and has

a distinct viscid, bulbous base, the viscidity of which is a peculiar feature.

This bulb in the very young plant is even broader than the young cap, that

at this stage of development appears to rest on it. The color of the bulb is

usually like that of the cap, but the stem is commonly paler than either.

The cap is 2 to 4 inches broad
;
the stem 3 to 5 inches long, 3 to 8 lines

thick. The plants are gregarious in woods and bushy places and may be

found from June to September. They sometimes grow in considerable

abundance, and as an edible species are not to be despised.

Cortinarius evernius Fr.

Well grown Cortinarius

PLATE 58, fig. 1-7

Pileus thin, fragile when old, ovate or subcorneal, becoming expanded
or broadly convex, umbonate, hygrophanous, purplish brown or bay brown

when moist, much paler and somewhat shining when dry, the margin in the

young plant often whitened by the silky fibrils of the veil
;
lamellae broad,

distant, adnexed, somewhat violaceous when young, becoming reddish

brown and finally cinnamon
;
stem long, more or less crooked or flexuous,

equal or narrowed downward toward the base, stuffed or hollow, silky fibril-

lose, violaceous, varied by the white fibrils of the veil
; spores elliptic, .0004

to .0005 of an inch long, .0002 to .00024 broad.

The well grown cortinarius is an inhabitant of swamps and damp places

in woods, often growing among mosses. It occurs in August and Septem-
ber. It is not specially attractive in appearance, nor in flavor when raw,

but when cooked it makes a very agreeable dish. The cap of the young

plant resembles an egg in shape, but it soon expands, becoming broadly

convex or umbrella-shaped, and then generally has a prominent umbo in the

center. White, silky fibrils often adorn it when young, specially on the

margin. The stem also is more or less whitened or varied by them, though
its own color is primarily violaceous. The color of the cap is dark chestnut

or bay brown when young or moist, but the moisture soon disappears in dry

weather and then the cap is much paler, inclining to grayish. The gills of

the young plant are somewhat violaceous, soon changing to bay brown or
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purplish brown and finally to a cinnamon hue, which is due to the color of

the spores by which they are dusted. The stem is rather long and often

somewhat curved or flexuous. It is hollow in the mature plant. When

growing among mosses, it is often attenuated toward the base. The spe-

cies is rare with us. I have found it in an extensive swamp only in Rens-

selaer county.
Agaricus abruptus Pk.

Abrupt Mushroom
PLATE 59, fig. S-14

Pileus ovate when young, becoming convex or nearly plane, rather thin

and fragile, smooth or slightly silky, shining, white, usually becoming tinged
with yellow in drying, flesh white

;
lamellae narrow, close, thin, free, white

or whitish when very young, soon pinkish, finally brown or blackish brown
;

stem long, equal or slightly tapering upward, stuffed or hollow, terminating
below in an abrupt, flattened bulb, white, the annulus usually ample but

variable, flabby, entire or lacerated, tomentose and yellowish on the lower

surface, thin next the stem
; spores brown, elliptic, .00024 to .0003 of an inch

long, .00016 broad.

The abrupt mushroom is very closely related to the forest mushroom,

A. s i v i c o 1 a, from which it may be separated by the abrupt, flattened bulb

of the stem and the tomentose character of the collar. It is also liable to

be confused with the field mushroom, A. arv e n s is, but from this also it

may be distinguished by its peculiar bulb, by its thinner and more fragile

cap and by its place of growth. It is found in thin woods or along their

borders and occurs from July to September. It is either solitary, gregarious
or cespitose in its mode of growth.

Its cap is generally quite regular and well formed though rather thin

and fragile. Its surface is smooth or slightly silky fibrillose, white when

fresh but apt to assume a yellowish hue in old or dried specimens. The

flesh is white. The gills are rather narrow and commonly a little broader

in the middle than at either end. They are free from the stem and are so

closely placed by the side of one another that they might almost be described

as crowded. In the very young or button state they are whitish, but on

exposure they soon become pink and finally assume the dark brown or black-
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ish brown color common to the mature gills of all the species of this group.

The stem is long, furnished with a collar and terminates at the base in an

abrupt flattened bulb. This bulb is suggestive of the specific name and is

a very available character by which to separate this mushroom from closely

allied species. The stem is smooth or minutely flocculent or mealy, stuffed

or hollow, equal or slightly tapering upward and white. Its collar is gen-

erally large and flabby, softly flocculent or woolly on the lower surface, which

is yellowish, rather thick toward the margin and thinner toward the stem.

Sometimes it separates readily from the margin of the cap as the latter

expands, in which case it adheres to the stem as an entire but flabby collar.

In other cases it adheres more firmly to the margin of the cap and becomes

torn by- its expansion, leaving a partial or lacerated collar on the stem and

ragged fragments attached to the margin. The woolly layer of the lower

surface sometimes separates in flakes of radiating patches, as in the field

mushroom. Because of this character and other points of resemblance

between the two species, this mushroom was considered a variety of the field

mushroom in report 48, p. 141, and named variety abruptus. In report

36, p. 47 it was confused with Agaric us silvicola, with which it agrees

very closely, but from which it may be separated by the flattened bulb of its

stem and the double character of its collar. The cap is 2 to 4 inches broad;

the stem 3 to 5 inches long, 3 to 6 lines thick.

Its flavor is considered inferior to that of the common mushroom, A.

cam pester, but it is worthy of acceptance as a fairly good mushroom.

Agaricus silvicola Vitt.

Forest Mushroom

PLATE 59, fig. 1-7

Pileus convex or expanded, smooth or slightly silky, white, flesh white
;

lamellae thin, close, rounded behind, free, pinkish when young, becoming

darker with age, finally brown or blackish brown
;
stem long, equal, smooth,

stuffed or hollow, bulbous, white
; spores elliptic, .0003 of an inch long,

.00016 broad.

The forest mushroom has been regarded by some mycologists as a

variety of the common mushroom, from which it is easily distinguished by
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its longer, hollow bulbous stem and by its place of growth. It is more

closely allied to the abrupt mushroom, from which it is separated by its

simple collar and by the oval bulb at the base of the stem. It grows in

woods and groves and appears in August and sometimes as late as Septem-
ber. Its cap is white and smooth, often shining and sometimes with a slight

yellowish tint, specially when old or dry. The flesh is rather thin and white.

In the European plant it is said to assume a slight, reddish tint on exposure
to the air, but I have not verified this character in our plant. In size and

mode of growth it is very similar to the abrupt mushroom.

Hypholoma incertum Pk.

Uncertain Hypholoma

plate 60, Jig. i-g

Pileus thin, fragile, at first ovate or subcampanulate, then broadly con-

vex, hygrophanous, whitish, often tinged with yellow, commonly white when

dry, the thin margin often wavy, lobed or irregular and in the young plant

adorned with fragments of the white, floccose, fugacious veil, flesh white
;

lamellae thin, narrow, close, adnate, at first whitish, then purplish brown
;

stem equal, hollow, easily splitting, white or whitish
; spores elliptic, .0003

of an inch long, .0002 broad.

The thin fragile cap is sometimes split on the margin. It has a moist

appearance when young and fresh, but this is lost with age and in dry
weather. The prevailing color is white, but a yellow tint is often added,

specially in the center. The surface is occasionally slightly radiately wrinkled.

The margin is sometimes curved upward, and a faint purplish tint, apparently

clue to the color of the mature gills, is sometimes seen. In the young

plant floccose fragments of the ruptured veil adhere to it, but these soon

disappear.

The gills when young are nearly white, but they become darker with

advancing age and when fully mature are purplish brown. They are

attached to the stem by their entire width.

The stem is slender, cylindric, hollow and white. The cap is 1 to 2.5

inches broad
;
the stem 1 to 3 inches long, 1 to 3 lines thick. It grows in

groups or in clusters in lawns, gardens, copses and pastures and may be found
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throughout the season if the weather is sufficiently wet. Its flesh is ten-

der but not highly flavored, yet it may well be regarded as a very good
mushroom.

It bears such a close external resemblance to Candolle's hypholoma,
H. c an d o 1 1 e a n u m , that it has been thought by some to be a variety of

it. This close similarity is suggestive of the specific name. It differs from

that species in having the young gills white or whitish instead of violaceous

and in the gills being adnate instead of adnexed. In the color of the gills

and in the character of their attachment to the stem the species makes an

approach to a similarity with the appendiculate hypholoma, H. a p p e n d i c -

u latum, so that it really holds a place intermediate between this and

Candolle's hypholoma. Its paler color and more even dry cap separate it

from the appendiculate hypholoma. Its habitat is also different, and it is

not so apt to grow in tufts.

Hypholoma perplexum Pk.

Perplexing Hypholoma

ii \ i E (in, Jig. 10-17

Pileus convex or nearly plane, glabrous, sometimes broadly and slightly

umbonate, reddish or brownish red, fading to yellow on the margin, the

flesh white or whitish
;
lamellae thin, close, slightly rounded at the inner

extremity, at first pale yellow, then tinged with green, finally purplish brown
;

stem nearly equal, firm, hollow, slightly fibrillose, whitish or yellowish above,

ferruginous, reddish or reddish brown below
; spores elliptic, purplish brown,

.0003 of an inch long, .00016 broad.

The perplexing hypholoma has received this name because it is one of

a group of five or six very closely allied species, whose separation from each

other is somewhat difficult and perplexing. Of these six species three have

a decidedly bitter, unpleasant flavor, and three are mild, or not decidedly

bitter, if we may rely on the published descriptions of them. The three

bitter ones, also, have no purplish tints to the mature gills ;
but two of the

mild ones have. By using these and other distinguishing characters, the

six species may be tabulated and their several peculiarities more clearly

shown.
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Taste bitter '

Taste mild or not clearly bitter 3

1 Stem solid or stuffed, flesh whitish, gills whitish, then sooty olive . . sublateritium

1 Stem hollow, flesh yellow
2

2 Cap yellow or tinged with tawny, stem yellow, gills yellow, becoming

greenish
fasciculare

2 Cap brick red, stem ferruginous, gills green, becoming olive e 1 a e o d e s

3 Cap red or brick red, with a yellow margin; gills yellow, then greenish, finally

purplish brown perplexum
3 Cap yellow, or slightly tawny on the disk only 4

4 Gills gray, becoming purplish brown capnoides
4 Gills yellow, becoming gray, neither green nor purplish epixanthura

Probably, in general appearance, the perplexing- hypholoma most

nearly resembles the brick red hypholoma, H. sublateritium; but it

has often been mistaken for the tufted hypholoma, H. -fasciculare.

From this it may be separated by the more red cap, the whitish flesh, the

purplish brown color of the mature gills, and the mild flavor. From

H. sublateritium it is distinguished by its usually smaller size, more

slender hollow stem, the yellow greenish and purplish tints of the gills, and

the absence of a bitter flavor.

Its cap is 1 to 3 inches broad
;

its stem 2 to 3 inches long and 2 to 4

lines thick. It commonly grows in clusters, though sometimes singly, on

or about old stumps or prostrate trunks of trees, in woods or open

places. The caps of the lower ones in a cluster are often defiled and

apparently discolored by the spores that have lodged on them from the

upper ones. It appears in autumn, and continues till freezing weather

stops its growth. It is a very common species, as well as a late one,

and may often be gathered in large quantity. Its flavor is not first quality,

but with good preparation it makes a very acceptable dish. It has been tested

by myself and correspondents several times, and has been proved harmless.

A correspondent communicates the following recipe for its preparation :

Put one dessert spoonful of vinegar in a quart of water. Soak the

mushroom caps in this mixture 20 minutes. Then take them out and stew

slowly for half an hour in a covered vessel, adding butter, pepper and salt

to suit the taste. A small quantity of onion is thought by some to improve
the flavor, and a thickening of flour and milk just before serving is an

improvement.
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Boletinus pictus Pk.

Painted Boletinus

['LATE 6l, fig. /-J

Pileus convex or nearly plane, at first covered with a red, fibrillose

'tomentum, soon spotted with red, fibrillose scales, flesh yellowish ;
tubes

tenacious, adnate, pale yellow, becoming darker or ochraceous with age,
their mouths rather large, angular; stem cylindric, solid, slightly and evan-

escently annulate by the remains of the fibrillose or webby veil, yellow and

glabrous above the annulus, clothed and colored like the pileus below it
;

spores ochraceous, .00035 to -00045 °f an hich l° ng, .00016 to .0002

broad.

The painted boletinus is a beautiful and easily recognized species. The

cap of the young plant is wholly covered by a red, fibrillose tomentum, which

soon separates into tufts or scales and reveals the yellowish color of the sur-

face beneath. In the very young plant the tomentum of the cap is continu-

ous with that of the stem and conceals the young tubes. This connecting

part of the tomentum is usually of a paler or grayer color than the rest.

With the expansion of the cap it separates from the margin and clings to

the stem, forming a kind of fibrillose or webby collar around it. This collar

is apt to disappear with age. The flesh of the cap is yellowish, and when
cut or broken and exposed to the air it sometimes slowly assumes a dull red-

dish color.

The tubes of the young plant are pale yellow, but when mature they
are ochraceous. Their mouths are angular, and the edges of the dissepi-

ments are uneven: The stem is cylindric or sometimes slightly thicker at

the base than at the top. It is yellow at the top but colored and clothed

like the cap below the slight collar. The cap is 2 to 4 inches broad
;
the

stem 1.5 to 3 inches long, 3 to 6 lines thick. The species inhabits woods

and mossy swamps. It is most often found under or near pine trees and

occurs from July to September. The tubes near the margin of the cap do

not separate easily from it, and in preparing the caps for cooking it is not

necessary to reject the tubes. The plants do not retain their color well in

drying.
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Boletinus grisellus Pk.

Grayish Boletinus

PLATE 52, fig. 13-ig

Pileus convex, becoming nearly plane, dry, slightly hairy squamulose,

whitish or grayish, flesh whitish
;
tubes adnate or slightly decurrent, grayish,

becoming darker with age, the mouths rather large, angular ;
stem equal or

slightly tapering upward, solid, whitish or pallid ; spores ferruginous brown,

oblong or elliptic, .0003 to .0004 of an inch long, .00016 to .0002 broad.

The grayish boletinus grows under or near tamarack trees and occurs late

in the season. Our specimens were found in October. They were associated

with the showy boletus and the Elba boletus. The cap is dingy white or

grayish, sometimes tinged with yellow. The surface is not at all viscid and

is nearly naked, its adornments consisting only of a few hairdike fibrils or

hairy squamules. The flesh is white and unchangeable in color on exposure
to the air. The tubes are at first grayish or grayish white, but they become

brown with age. The stem is short, solid, whitish or pallid and often

slightly reticulated at the top by the decurrent walls of the tubes. When

young, there are traces of a slight, webby or fibrillose collar near the top,

but these soon disappear. The cap is i to 3 inches broad
;
the stem 1 to 2

inches long, 3 to 5 lines thick. The plants are apparently very scarce, and,

though very good as an edible mushroom, they are not likely to be found

often or in great abundance.

Boletus subaureus Pk.

Pale golden Boletus

PLATE 6l
, fig. 6-1J

Pileus broadly convex or nearly plane, glabrous, viscid, pale yellow,

flesh pale yellow ;
tubes nearly plane in the mass, adnate or slightly decur-

rent, pale yellow becoming dingy ochraceous, their mouths small, subangular ;

stem short, stout, equal, solid, glandular dotted, yellow ; spores oblong or

subfusiform, .0003 to .0004 of an inch long, .00016 broad.

The pale golden boletus belongs to a group of closely related species,

in which the specific distinctions are not strongly marked, but no dangerous

species is known among them, though not all are agreeably flavored. They
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are of medium size, with viscid caps, yellow or ochraceous tubes and glan-

dular dotted sterns. The species now under consideration has a yellow, vis-

cid cap which when young usually has a few flakes or fragments of the pale

woolly veil on the margin. Sometimes it becomes spotted by the drying of

the viscid substance on it. The flesh is pale yellow, and the tubes are at

first pale yellow with small mouths, but they become darker or dingy ochra-

ceous with age, and their mouths become larger and angular. The stem is

nearly cylindric, short, stout, solid, collarless, glandular dotted and yellow
both externally and internally. The dots are generally brown or yellowish
and brown intermingled, and they are sometimes arranged in an obscurely
reticulated manner. This boletus grows under or near pine trees or in

places formerly occupied by them. It may be found in suitable weather

during July and August. The caps are 2 to 4 inches broad; the stem 1.5

to 2.5 inches long, 4 to 6 lines thick. It most resembles the American

boletus, B. americanus, from which it may be separated by its thicker

stem and cap, smaller and brighter colored tubes and more agreeable flavor.

On account of its disagreeable flavor when raw, I have hesitated to test the

edibility of the American boletus, though it is a common species in pine

regions. Possibly its disagreeable flavor would be destroyed by cooking.

Boletus clintonianus Pk.

Clinton's Boletus

PLATE 63, fig. I-S

Pileus convex, very viscid or glutinous, glabrous, golden yellow, reddish

yellow or chestnut color, flesh pale yellow or whitish, tubes adnate, their

mouths small, angular or subrotund, pale yellow when young, ochraceous

when mature, changing to brown or purplish brown where bruised
;
stem

equal or slightly thickened at the base, annulate, solid, yellow above the

annulus, colored like the pileus below, the annulus thick, persistent, white or

whitish
; spores brownish ochraceous, .0004 to .00045 °f an mcn l°n&> .00016

to .0002 broad.

Clinton's boletus is variable in color. In the typical form the color is

reddish brown or chestnut, but specimens occur in which it is reddish yel-

low or even golden yellow. The surface of the cap is very viscid when
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moist, smooth and shining when dry. The flesh is whitish or pale yellow,

but it is apt to fade or become dingy by exposure to the air. The taste is

mild.

The tubes are at first concealed by the thick veil. This soon separates

from the margin of the cap and forms a thick, persistent collar on the stem.

When first exposed the tubes are pale yellow, but they become ochraceous

or dingy ochraceous in the mature plant. Their mouths are small and

nearly round.

The stem is stout, solid and nearly equal in thickness in all its parts.

It may be straight or flexuous. It is yellow above the collar and colored

like the cap below it. Sometimes the extreme apex is slightly reticulated

by the decurrent walls of the tubes, but it is not dotted. The cap is 2 to 5

inches broad
;
the stem 2 to 5 inches long, 4 to 9 lines thick. This boletus

grows in woods and in open places and is generally found under or near

tamarack trees. It is specially fond of damp, mossy places, and occurs from

July to September. Because of their viscidity, the caps are often soiled by

adhering dirt or fragments of leaves. It is well therefore to peel them in

preparing them for the table and to remove the tubes. It is excellent in

flavor and is a fine addition to our list of edible species.

Boletus spectabilis Pk.

Showy Boletus

PLATE 62, fig. I-J

Pileus at first hemispheric, covered by a red, tomentose veil, becoming

broadly convex or nearly plane and squamose by the breaking up of the

tomentum, viscid when moist, red, sometimes fading to yellow, flesh pale

yellow ;
tubes adnate, pale yellow when young, becoming dingy ochraceous

with age, their mouths at first small, then larger and angular ;
stem equal or

nearly so, solid, annulate, red below the annulus, yellow above and within
;

spores purplish brown, .0005 to .0006 of an inch long, .00025 to .0003

broad.

The showy boletus is an attractive species, but it is not very common.

It grows in swamps and wet places under or near tamarack trees, and occurs

from July to October. It is northern in its range and till the present season
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was not known to occur in our state south of the Adirondack region. It has

recently been found in Albany county, in the swamps near the eastern base

of the Helderbergs.

The cap when young is covered with a woolly coat, or veil, which

soon separates and forms wart-like scales, revealing the red surface of the

cap, which is viscid when moist. In the young plant the tubes are con-

cealed by a filmy membrane, but this soon separates from the margin of

the cap and forms a collar on the upper part of the stem. With advanc-

ing age the cap expands till it is broadly convex or nearly flat, and some-

times its color fades to yellow, either wholly or on the margin only. The
scales also sometimes lose their color and become paler than the cap, and

sometimes they are yellowish even in young specimens. The flesh is pale

yellow, but sometimes a little brighter next the tubes. The tubes are nearly

plane at first, pale yellow and with small mouths, but when mature the color

is a dark ochraceous, and the mouths are rather lar^e and anyular. An
obscure radiating structure is perceptible, as if the tubes were formed by

radiating gills connected by numerous transverse partitions. The stem is

cylindric or tapering upward, solid and firm and adorned with a thick collar

near the top. It is red below the collar and yellow above and within. The
collar is somewhat viscid and apt to become blackish when old.

The cap is 2 to 5 inches broad
;
the stem 2 to 5 inches long, 4 to 6

lines thick. In the raw state the flavor of the flesh is slightly disagreeable,

but when cooked the disagreeable flavor wholly disappears, and the species

may be regarded as an excellent addition to the list of edible mushrooms.

It is a well marked species and not liable to be confused with any other. It

is said to be plentiful in some places in Canada.

Boletus subglabripes Pk.

Smoothish stemmed Boletus

PLATE 64, fig. I-IO

Pileus convex or nearly plane, glabrous, reddish, sometimes inclining to

pale chestnut color, flesh white or yellowish, unchangeable ;
tubes adnate,

nearly plane in the mass, pale yellow, becoming convex and darker or

greenish yellow with age, the mouths small, subrotund
;
stem equal, solid,
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furfuraceous, pale yellow ; spores oblong or subfusiform, .0005 to .0006 of

an inch long, .00016 to .0002 broad.

The smoothish stemmed boletus is well marked by its cylindric, minutely

scurfy stem, which is colored like the tubes. Its cap is smooth and nearly

always some shade of red or bay. Specimens occur occasionally in which it

approaches grayish brown or wood brown. The flesh is white or yellowish,

and unchangeable when cut or broken.

The tubes at first have a nearly plane surface but this becomes somewhat

convex with age, and slightly depressed around the stem. The tube mouths

are small and nearly round. The color of the tubes is at first a beautiful

pale yellow but it becomes darker or slightly greenish yellow with age.

The stem is colored very nearly like the tubes, but sometimes it has a

slight reddish tint toward the base. Its peculiar feature consists of the

minute, branny particles on it. They are so small and pale that they are

easily overlooked.

There is a variety in which the cap is corrugated or irregularly pitted

and wrinkled. Its name is Boletus subglabripes corrugis Pk.

The cap is 1.5 to 4 inches broad
;
the stem is 2 to 3 inches long and 4

to 8 lines thick. The plants are found in woods in July and August.

Boletus edulis clavipes Pk.

Club stemmed Boletus

PLATE 65,7%'. I-S

Pileus fleshy, convex, glabrous, grayish red, bay red or chestnut color,

flesh white, unchangeable ;
tubes at first concave or nearly plane, white and

stuffed, then convex, slightly depressed around the stem, ochraceous yellow ;

stem mostly obclavate and reticulate to the base
; spores oblong fusiform,

.0005 to .0006 of an inch long, .00016 to .0002 broad.

The club stemmed boletus is so closely related to the edible boletus and

so closely connected by intermediate forms that it seems to be only a variety

of it, but one worthy of illustration. It differs in the more uniform color of

the cap, in having the tubes less depressed around the stem and less tinted

with green when mature and in having the stem more club-shaped and com-

monly reticulated to the base. The lower reticulations are usually coarser
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but less permanent than the upper. The cap is more highly colored when

young and is apt to become paler with age, but the margin does not become

paler than the central part, as it so often does in the edible boletus. Indi-

viduals sometimes occur in which the stem is nearly cylindric and reticulated

only on the upper part. These connect so closely with the edible boletus

that we have considered this to be a mere variety of it. In size and in edible

qualities it is very similar to that species.

Boletus brevipes Pk.

Short stemmed Boletus

TLATE 66, fig. 1-6

Pileus convex, covered with a thick, tough gluten when young or moist,

dark chestnut color, sometimes fading to dingy tawny with age, the margin

inrlexed, flesh white or tinged with yellow ;
tubes short, adnate, small, sub-

rotund, at first whitish, then dingy ochraceous
;
stem short, solid, not dotted

or sometimes with a few very minute, inconspicuous dots at the apex, whitish
;

spores subfusiform, .0003 of an inch long, .00012 broad.

The short stemmed boletus is a near relative to the granulated boletus,

B. granulatus, from which it differs specially in the darker color of the

cap, the more copious gluten, the shorter stem and the absence of any con-

spicuous dots or granules from the stem. Its cap is commonly 1.5 to 2.5

inches broad
;

its stem .5 to 1 inch long and 3 to 5 lines thick. It grows in

sandy soil under or near pine trees or in pine groves or woods and appears
late in autumn. The stems are so short that the cap seems to rest directly

on the ground. It is usually defiled by dirt, sticks and leaves which adhere

tenaciously to the gluten.

The caps should be peeled and the tubes removed before cooking.

Boletus affinis Pk.

Related Boletus

PLATE 66, fig. J-14

Pileus convex above or nearly plane, subglabrous, reddish brown or

chestnut color, fading to tawny or dingy ochraceous with age, flesh white
;

tubes plane or convex, adnate or slightly depressed around the stem, at first

white and stuffed, then glaucous yellow or subochraceous, changing to rusty
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ochraceous where wounded
;
stem subequal, even, glabrous, colored like or

paler than the pileus ; spores rusty ochraceous, .00035 to -0005 of an inch

long, .00016 to .0002 broad.

The related boletus belongs to the tribe of boleti known as Edules because

of their specially esculent character, but it differs from the general character

of the tribe in having its tubes not at all or but slightly shortened around

the stem and in its stem not being thickened or bulbous at the base. The

species is quite variable in the color of the cap, which is generally darker

in young plants, paler in old ones. It may be brown, reddish brown or

blackish brown when young, but is more or less tinged with tawny or ochra-

ceous when old. It is smooth and even or minutely tomentose and some-

times slightly rugose. In wet weather the margin of the cap sometimes

curves upward, giving a very convex surface to the tubes. Sometimes the

wounded flesh slowly assumes a yellowish hue. The peculiar rusty ochra-

ceous hue of the spores is also seen sometimes in the tubes of old specimens.
As in many species, the flesh of old plants is more soft than that of young
ones. The stem is quite variable and is often narrowed downward. It is

sometimes very obscurely reticulated at the top.

The cap is generally 2 to 4 inches broad
;
the stem 1.5 to 3 inches long,

4 to 8 lines thick. The plants are found in thin woods or in bushy places in

July and August.

Variety maculosus Pk. differs from the type simply in having a few

yellowish spots scattered over the cap.

While not as high flavored as some boleti, this is, nevertheless, a fairly

good and perfectly safe one.

Hydnum albidum Pk.

Whitish Hydnum

PLATE 67, fig. 1-7

Pileus fleshy, thin, broadly convex or nearly plane, subpruinose, white,

flesh white
;
aculei short, white

;
stem short, solid, central or eccentric, white

;

spores subglobose, .00016 to .0002 of an inch broad.

The whitish hydnum is uniformly colored. It grows in groups or in

clusters. In the latter case the caps are sometimes irregular, because of the

crowded mode of growth, and the stems are occasionally eccentric. It is a
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small species, not liable to be mistaken for any other except possibly for

very small, pale forms of the spreading hydnum. But wholly white

examples of this species have never been seen by me.

The caps are 1 to 2 inches broad, and the stems are generally about 1

inch long and 3 to 5 lines thick.

The plants grow in thin woods or in open bushy places and appear in

June and July. It is not a common species and, though well flavored, it is

not of very great importance as an edible mushroom because of its scarcity

and small size.

Hydnum caput-ursi Fr.

Bear's head Hydnum

I'LATE 67, fig. S-I2

Fleshy, tuberculiform, immarginate, pendulous, lateral or erect, white,

the surface everywhere emitting short branches, which are clothed with

branchlets and subulate, deflexed aculei
; spores globose or subglobose, .0002

to .00024 of an inch broad.

The bear's head hydnum is intermediate between the coral-like hydnum,
H. coralloides, on one hand, and the hedgehog hydnum, H. er in ace us,

and the medusa's head hydnum, H. caput- medusae, on the other. By-

reason of the numerous short branches of its surface it is classed with the

branching species of the tribe Merisma, but on account of its thick, fleshy,

tuberculiform body it shows a close connection with the unbranched tuber-

culiform species. The American fungus is not always pendulous, and in

this respect it differs from the typical form described by Prof. Fries.

When it grows from the upper side of a prostrate trunk, it is erect or nearly

so. When it grows from the side of a standing or of a prostrate trunk, it

may be either ascending or pendulous, or it may develop in both directions.

The solid body is sometimes elongated and narrow, sometimes short and

thick. Its branches are often scarcely more than tuberculiform projections

or processes, and the general outline of the whole fungus sometimes bears a

striking resemblance in size and shape to the heart of an ox. The spine-

like teeth vary much in length. They are generally from 4 to 12 lines long,

and point downward. They are longer than in the coral-like hydnum and

shorter than in the hedgehog hydnum. The whole plant is white and
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beautiful when fresh and young-, but with age and in drying it assumes

creamy white, yellowish or pale alutaceous hues. It has sometimes been

referred to H y d n u m c a p ut-medusae by American mycologists, but its

branching character and the entire absence of grayish or cinereous colors

forbid such a reference.

It usually forms masses from 2 to 6 inches thick and high, but it some-

times greatly exceeds these dimensions. It grows on dead or decaying

wood of deciduous trees, specially of beech and birch, and is mostly found in

woods in summer and autumn.

This species is not classed among the edible mushrooms by European

mycologists, and Prof. Fries says that its substance is tough and dry, and

that he would scarcely think it edible. My own experiments with it lead me

to think it less tender and savory than the coral-like hydnum, still it is agree-

able, digestible and harmless and much better than some species that are

generally considered very good. Its great mass of firm flesh, free from

larvae, clean, white and attractive, gives it value and importance which it

would not otherwise have. It may be made specially useful to parties camp-

ing in the Adirondack wilderness, who may have become tired of the ordi-

nary fare of the camp or who may be running short of supplies. By cutting-

it in thin slices it can easily be dried and preserved for future use.

Craterellus cantharellus (Sc/itv.) Fr.

Chaxtarelle Craterellus

PLATE i(>, _/'/,'. iy-2'

Pileus fleshy, firm, convex, often becoming centrally depressed or infun-

dibuliform, glabrous, yellow or pinkish yellow, flesh white
; hymenium nearly

even, slightly wrinkled, yellow ;
stem glabrous, solid, yellow ; spores subel-

liptic, .0003 to .0004 of an inch long, .0002 to .00025 broad.

The chantarelle craterellus resembles the true chantarelle so closely in

size, shape and color that it might at first sight easily be thought to be an

imperfectly developed form of it. The color is yellow as in that plant, but

sometimes there is a slight pinkish tint to the cap, and a faint shade of

salmon or orange to the spore bearing or under surface of the cap. Its

chief distinctive feature is found here, for, instead of the blunt-edged, branch-
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ing gills of the chantarelle, it presents an even surface or one rendered

slightly uneven by a few longitudinal wrinkles. The plant is more fre-

quently tufted in its mode of growth and this often causes the margin of the

cap to be wavy, irregular or lobed. The color of the spores, when collected

on a white background, is yellowish or pale salmon.

The cap is 1 to 3 inches broad
;
the stem 1 to 3 inches high and 3 to 5

lines thick. The plants are found in copses or thin woods in August and

September. They are less common than the chantarelle. The flesh of this

plant is perhaps a little more tough than that of the chantarelle, but its

flavor is scarcely less agreeable.

Clavaria pistillaris umbonata Pk.

Umbonate Clavaria

I'l.ATE 66, fig. rj-IJ

Club simple, large, thick, fleshy, solid, glabrous, umbonate, ochraceous

buff, the umbo reddish brown, flesh white
; spores elliptic, .0004 to .0005 of

an inch long, .0002 to .00024 broad.

The umbonate clavaria is doubtless a mere variety of the large club

clavaria, C. pistillaris, from which it is separated by the peculiar bay
brown prominence at the apex of the thick, fleshy club. The few specimens
seen are about 4 inches long and 1 inch thick in the broadest part. They
bear a slight resemblance to a dumb-bell in shape, being thicker near each

end than in the middle, but the swelling of the upper part is larger than that

at the base. The surface is smooth and the color ochraceous buff, except the

umbo. The flesh is firm, white and agreeable in flavor when raw as well as

when cooked. It grows in thin woods and was found in September. The

species itself is rare with us and somewhat variable in size and shape. The

variety is doubtless still more rare, as I have met with it but once. On this

account both may be regarded as a table luxury.
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UNWHOLESOME FUNGI

Clitocybe illudens Schw.

Deceiving Clitocybe

PLATE 68, Jig. 1-J

Pileus convex or nearly plane, sometimes depressed in the center,

umbonate, glabrous or obscurely virgate, often irregular, bright golden or

saffron yellow ;
lamellae close, decurrent, concolorous

;
stem rather long,

firm, glabrous, solid, commonly narrowed at the base, colored like the pileus ;

spores globose, .00016 to .0002 of an inch broad.

The deceiving clitocybe is an attractive fungus, forming large tufts or

even patches on or about old stumps or decaying wood or roots buried in

the ground. It is wholly of a deep, rich, golden yellow or saffron yellow

color approaching orange, except that the flesh within is white or yellowish.

Its cap is fleshy in the center, where there is often a small umbo, but thin

toward the margin, which from its tufted mode of growth is often lobed,

wavy, irregular or split. The gills are numerous, narrowed toward each end

and some of them are apt to be forked. They run down on the stem and

in old or partly dry specimens they are inclined to become discolored on

the edge. The stems are rarely equal and regular. Being crowded

together, they are more or less compressed, flexuous or crooked and nar-

rowed below to a pointed base, where they are sometimes tinged with

brown. They are usually solid, though it is possible to find them stuffed or

even hollow in very large or old specimens. Sometimes they are attached

eccentrically to the cap. The spores are white and are in some instances

shed in such abundance as to whiten the leaves, ground or whatever may
be beneath or around the clusters of plants. A strong odor is often per-

ceptible in the presence of large clusters and the flavor of the flesh is not

very agreeable.

The caps are usually from 3 to 6 inches broad and the stems 3 to 6

inches long and 3 to 6 lines thick, but sometimes these dimensions are

exceeded. Examples have been found having a cap 10 inches across and a

stem 10 or 11 inches long. The plants occur from August to October. The
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large, bright clusters are easily seen at considerable distances, and the fresh

caps appear as if they might be edible, but, according to the experience "I

two or three of my correspondents, whose courage was greater than their

discretion in testing the edibility ot this plant, it produces sickness, nausea

and vomiting ;
but it is not danyerous, for, as soon as the unwholesome

material is rejected, the system recovers its usual tone.

One correspondent has written me that by parboiling in saltwater,

then rinsing well and stewing in cream, butter and seasoning, he has been

able to eat this mushroom without evil consequences.

The fresh plants are phosphorescent. If placed in a dark room or

viewed in the night, the phosphorescent light is plainly perceptible.
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Plate 44

J^Miii0Mm*
M 1 ' ' iff,' JV

1
"• <%^-» <* J*

C.H. PECK, d
C FAUSEL, UITM.

Fm. 1 to 10 AMANITOPSIS STRANCULATA Cm.) roze

STRANGULATED AMANITOPSIS
Fio. 11 to 16 LEPIOTA AMERICANA pk.

AMERICAN LEPIOTA
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PLATE 45
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Tricholoma portentosum centrale Pk.

Central Tricholoma
CURB

i Young plant

2, 3 Two mature plants

4 Vertical section of the upper part of a plant

5 Four spores x 400

Tricholoma terreum fragrans Pk.

Fragrant Tricholoma
6 Young plant

7, 8 Two mature plants

9 Vertical section of the upper part 01 a young plant

10 Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant with an umbonate

cap
1 1 Cluster of three plants of small size

1 2 Small plant with cap partly expanded

13 Small plant with cap full)
-

expanded

14 Vertical section of the upper part of a small but fully matured plant

15 Four spores x 400
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C.H. PECK, d
C. FAUSEL, LITH.

Fio. 1 to 5 TRICHOLOMA PORTENTOSUM CENTRALE p

CENTRAL TRICHOLOMA

MES B.LYON iTATE PBI^TFR

Fig. 6 to 15 TRICHOLOMA TERREUM FRACRANS pk

FRAGRANT TRICHOLOMA
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FIGUR B

Clitocybe clavipes [Pers. i Fr.

Club stemmed Clitocybe

l Young plant
1

4 Three mature plants, one with an umbonate cap

5 Vertical section of the upper part of a plant

6 Four spores x 400

Clitocybe monadelpha Morg.

Clustered Clitocybe

7 Cluster of five plants, two of them with scales and fibrils on the cap

•S Large mature plant

9 Cluster of three plants with pale caps

10 Vertical section of the upper part of a small plant

1 1 Vertical section of the upper part of a large plant

u Four spores X 400
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C.H. PECK, de
C FflUSEL, LITH

M£i B LfOf* STI

Fig. 1 to 6 CLITOCYBE CLAVIPES (Pens.) Fb.

CLUB STEMMED CLITOCYBE

Fig. 7 to 12 CLITOCYBE MONADELPHA mohg.

CLUSTERED CLITOCYBE
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Clitocybe multiformis Ph.

Multiform Clitocybi

1 Cluster of seven plants

2 Single plant

3, 4 Two plants with yellowish caps

5, 6 Two plants with whitish caps having a dark center

7, 8 Vertical section of the upper part of two plants

9 Four spores X 400

Collybia velutipes {Curt.) ]>.

Velvet stemmed Cullvuia

Cluster of seven young plants

Cluster of four mature plants

12 Cluster of six plants, two of them immature

13 Single mature plant

14 Vertical section of the upper part of a plant

1 5 Four spores X 400

10

1 1
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C.H. PECK, d:

JAMES B. LYON STAT[

f,o. 1 to 9 CLITOCYBE MULTIFORMIS ppc.

MULTIFORM CLITOCYBE
Fio. 10 to 15 COLLYBIA VELUTIPES (curt.) fr.

VELVET STEMMED COLLYBIA
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Collybia radicata (Re/A. 1 Fr.

Ri ii
1 1 1

) (i iLLYBIA
. .1 11

1 Young plant

2 Mature plant with cap umbonate and radiately wrinkled in the center

3 Plant with a white cap

4, 5 Vertical sections of the upper parts of two plants

6, 7 Transverse section of two stems, one stuffed, the other hollow

8 Four spores. X 400

var. furfuracea Pk.

1 Plant with cap partly expanded, umbonate and centrally wrinkled

jo Plant with cap fully expanded
1 1 Four spores X 400

var. pusilla Pk.

12 Plant with cap partly expanded

13 Plant with cap fully expanded
1

1
Four spores X 400
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C.H. PECK, de
C FAUSEL, LITh

STATE PHtNTCR

COl.LYBIA RADICATA irelh.) m.
ROOTED COLLYBIA
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[
I

.
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Collybia platyphylla Fr.

Broad gilled Collybia

I, 2 Two immature plants

3,4 Two mature plants, one with cap umbonate and centrally blackish

5 Mature plant with cap fully expanded and darker in the center

6 Vertical section of the upper part of an immature plant

7 Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant

8 Four spores X 400
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C.H.PECK d

COLLYBIA PLATYPHYLLA fr.

BROAD GILLED COLLYBIA
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Hygrophorus flavodiscus Frost

Yellow disked Hygrophorus
I [CURE

i Young plant

2-4 Mature plants

5 Vertical section of the upper part of a plant
6 Four spores x 400

Hygrophorus fuligineus Frost

Soi >ty Hygrophorus
7 Immature plant

8-10 Mature plants, one with cap centrally blackish

1 1 Vertical section of the upper part of a plant
12 Four spores x 400
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Plate 50

C.H PECK, del

Fio. 1to6 HYCROPHORUS FLAVODISCUS f r

YELLOW DISKED HYGROPHORUS

AMES 8 ETON STATE PRINTER

f,g 7 to 12 HYCROPHORUS FULICINEUS frost
SOOTY HYGROPHORUS
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Hygrophorus laricinus Pk.

Larch Hygrophorus
FIGURE

i Young plant

2, 3 Mature plants, one with umbonate cap

4 Young plant with reddish band near the margin of the cap

5, 6 Mature plants with a reddish band on the caps, one with umbonate cap

7, 8 Plants with caps yellowish on the margin

9, 10 Vertical sections of the upper parts of two plants

1 1 Transverse section of a stem

12 Four spores X 400

Hygrophorus chlorophanus Fr.

SULFURY HYGROPHORUS

13—15 Three plants of different degrees of development
16 Mature plant with margin of cap curved upward

17 Vertical section of the upper part of a young plant

18 Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant

19 Transverse section of a stem

20 Four spores x 400

Hygrophorus speciosus Pk.

Showy Hygri iphorus

21, 22 Two plants of different si/.e

23, 24 Two mature plants with caps umbonate

25 Mature plant with cap wholly yellow

26, 27 Vertical sections of the upper parts of two plants

28 Four spores X 400
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C.H. PECK, del. C FAUSEL.LITH

JAMES O l")N STATT PRINTER

Fio. 1-12 HYGROPHORUS LARICINUS pk Fio 13-20 H YCROPHOR'JS CHLOROPHANUS Fr.

LARCH HYGROPHORUS SULFURY HYGROPHORUS

Fn. 21-28 HYCROPHORUS SPECIOSUS pic.

SHOWY HYGROPHORUS
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Hygrophorus puniceus Ft.

Red Hygrophorus
FIGURE

i Young plant

j Two mature plants, one showing the yi lis

4 Vertical section of the upper part of a young plant

5 Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant

6 Transverse section of a stem

7 Four spores X 400

Hygrophorus virgineus (Wulf.) />.

White Hygrophorus

8-10 Three plants showing three forms of cap
1 1 Vertical section of a cap

12 Four spores X 400

Boletinus grisellus /'/-.

Grayish Boletinus
13 Young plant

14 Immature plant

15, 16 Mature plants, one small but with cap fully expanded

17 Vertical section of the upper part of an immature plant

18 Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant

19 Four spores X 400
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c.H. peck, der

Fio. 1 to 7 HYCROPHORUS PUNICEUS fr

RED HYGROPHORUS

l*l IES b LVON bi,\

Fig. 8 to 12 HYCROPHORUS VIRGINEUS fr.

WHITE HYGROPHORUS

Fio. 13 to 19 BOLETINUS GRISELLUS pk.

GRAYISH BOLETINUS
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Lactarius chelidonium Pk.

Celandine Lactarius
IKE

i Young plant with maiginal zones on the cap

2 Mature plant with marginal zones on the cap

3 Mature plant without marginal zones

4 Old plant with cap fully expanded

5 Vertical section of a plant

6 Four spores X 400

Lactarius distans Pk.

Distant gilled Lactarius

7 Young plant

8 Mature plant with convex cap

9 Mature plant with cap fully expanded
10 Vertical section of a plant

1 1 Four spores x 400

Lactarius gerardii Pk.

Gerard's Lactarius
12 Young plant

13 Mature plant with convex cap

14 Mature plant with cap full}- expanded

15 Vertical section of a plant

16 Four spores X 40Q
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10
\

\J

. --^

C.H. PECK, del. C FAU5EL, LITH.

JAMES B LYON &t*te >RINTER.

Fig . 1 to 6 LACTARIUS CHELIDCNIU M pk Fia. 7 to 11 LACTARIUS DISTANS pk.

CELANDINE LACTARIUS DISTANT GILLED LACTARIUS

Fig. 12 to 16 LACTARIUS CERARDII p«

GERARD'S LACTARIUS
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Russula roseipes (Sccr.) Bres.

Rosy stemmed Russula
FIGURE

i Young plant

2, 3 Two plants with caps partly expanded

4 Mature plant with cap fully expanded

5, 6 Vertical sections of the upper parts of two plants

7 Four spores X 400

Russula ochrophylla Pk.

OCHERY GILLED RUSSULA

8 Young plant

9. 10 Two mature plants

1 1 Vertical section of the upper part of a plant

var. albipes Pk.

12, 13 Two plants having the stem white and the cap paler

14 Four spores X 400
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C H- PECK, de
C FAUSEL, LITH

JAMCS B. LYQ*. STATE PHIMTER.

F,u 1-7 RUSSULA ROSEIPES bres.

ROSY STEMMED RUSSULA

Fra. 8-14 RUSSULA OCHROPHYLLA pk

OCHERY GILLED RUSSULA
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FIGURE

Cantharellus cinnabarinus Schw.

Cinnabar Chantarelle

i Cluster of three plants

2, 3 Two plants with caps partly expanded

4, 5 Two plants with caps fully expanded and slightly faded

6, 7 Vertical sections of two plants, one irregular

8 Four spores x 400

Cantharellus floccosus Schw.

Floccose Chantarelle
9 Young plant

10, 1 1 Two mature plants unequal in size

12 Vertical section of a small plant

13 Four spores x 400
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C H. PECK, del

:'>*'' ' ""-'P~' r ~~?"~"~-'
r~'

,

12

W
C F/MJStl , LITh

Fpq. 1-8 CANTHARELLUS CINNABARINUS Sohv

CtNNABAR CHANTARELLE

Fio. 9-13 CANTHARELLUS FLOCCOSUS Schw

FLOCCOSE CHANTARELLE
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Cantharellus lutescens Fr.

Yll I 0\\ [SH Chantarelle
I I. .1 f I

i Cluster of three young moist plants

2, 3 Two mature plants with caps paler from loss of moisture

4, 5 Two plants paler in color

6 Vertical section of the upper part of a plant

7 Transverse section of a stem

8 Four spores X 400

Cantharellus infundibuliformis {Scop.) Fr.

Funnel form Chantarelle

9 Young moist plant

10, 1 1 Two mature moist plants

\2, [3 Two mature plants with caps paler from loss of moisture

14 Vertical section of the upper part of a plant

15 Transverse section oi a stem

16 Four spores X 400

Craterellus cantharellus (Sc/rzv.) Fr.

Chantarelle Craterellus

17 Cluster of lour plants

18 Small plant

19 Plant with the cap split on the margin and depressed in the center

20 Vertical section of a plant

2 1 Four sprues 400
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CH PECK, del
C. FAUSEL, LITH.

Fig. 1 to 8 CANTHARELLUS LUTESCENS Fr

YELLOWISH CHANTARELLE

ES Et LtON, ST*T"E PRINTER

Fig. 9 to 16 CANTHARELLUS INFUNDIBULIFORMIS (Scop.) Fn.

FUNNELFORM CHANTARELLE
Fig. 17 to 21 CRATERELLUS CANTHARELLUS Scmw.

CHANTARELLE CRATERELLUS
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FIGURE

Pholiota praecox (Pers.) Fr.

Early Pholiota

var. sylvestris Pk.

i Immature plant

2 Mature plant

3 Vertical section of the upper part of an immature plant

4 Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant

5 Transverse section of a stem

var. minor Batt.

6, 7 Immature plants

8 Mature plant

g Immature plant

10 Mature plant

1 1 Four spores x 400

Pholiota adiposa Fr.

Fat Pholiota
12 Cluster of three plants

13 Single immature plant

14 Single mature plant

15 Vertical section of the upper part of an immature plant

]('> Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant

\~ Four spores X 400
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Fio. 1 to 11 PHOLIOTA PRAECOX (pers.) fp

EARLY PHOLIOTA

Fio. 12 to 17 PHOLIOTA ADIPOSA fr.

FAT PHOLIOTA
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Cortinarius evernius Fr.

Well grown Cortinarius
FIGURE

i Young plant

2 .Mature moist plant

5
Mature plant with cap pale from loss of moisture

4 Vertical section of the upper part of a young plant

5 Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant
6 Transverse section of a stem

7 Four spores X 400

Cortinarius corrugatus Pk.

Corrugated Cortinarius

8 Very young plant, showing cap and bulb of stem

9 Young plant after elongation of stem

10 Mature plant

var. subsquamosus

11,12 Two immature plants

13 Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant

14 Transverse section of a stem

15 Four spores x 400
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C H. PECK, a. C FAUSEL, LITH

JAMES B.LYON. STATE PRINTER.

Fig. 1-7 CORTINARIUS EVERNIUS fb.

WELL GROWN CORTINARIUS

Fit 8-15 CORTINARIUS CORRUGATUS pk.

CORRUGATED CORTINARIUS
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Agaricus silvicola Vitt.

Forest Mushroom

i Young plant

2 Immature plant

3 Mature plant

4 Vertical section of the upper part of an immature plant

5 Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant

6 Transverse section of a stem

7 Four spores X 400

Agaricus abruptus Pk.

Abrupt Mushroom
8 Young plant

9 Immature plant

10 Mature plant with cap fully expanded
1 1 Vertical section of the upper part of an immature plant

12 Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant

13 Transverse section of a stem

14 Four spores X 400
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C-H. PECK, d C f AUSEL, LITH-

JAMJS b LVON. STATE PRINTER

Fig. 1 to 7 ACARICUS SILVICOLA vitt.

FOREST MUSHROOM
Fio 8 to 14 ACARICUS ABRUPTUS pic.

ABRUPT MUSHROOM
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Hypholoma incertum Pk.

Uncertain Hypholoma

i Cluster of three young plants

2 Immature plant, showing fragments of the veil on margin of cap

3-5 Three mature plants

6 Vertical section of the upper part of an immature plant

7 Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant
8 Transverse section of a stem

9 Four spores X 400

Hypholoma perplexum Pk.

Perplexing Hypholoma

10 Cluster of six plants

1 1. 12 Two mature plants, one with cap fully expanded

13-15 Vertical sections of the upper parts of three plants, showing variation in

color of the gills according to age
16 Transverse section of a stem

17 Four spores x 400
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C.H. PECK, de C TAU5EL, LITH.

'AMES 3.LYQN. STATE PftlNTEf

Fig. 1 to 9 HYPHOLOMA INCERTUM pk.

UNCERTAIN HYPHOLOMA
Fia. 10 to 17 HYPHOLOMA PERPLEXUM pk.

PERPLEXING HYPHOLOMA
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Boletinus pictus Pk.

Painted Boletinus
I IGl RE

i Young plant

2, 3 Two mature plants

4 Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant

5 Four spores x 400

Boletus subaureus Pk.

Pale golden Boletus
6 Young plant

7 Immature plant

8 Mature plant

9 Mature plant with cap fully expanded and spotted by the drying of the

gluten

10 Vertical section of the upper part of a young plant

II, 12 Vertical sections of the upper parts of two mature plants, one with margin
of cap curved upward

13 Four spores X 400
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C H PECK. J.I, C FAUSEL, LITH.

Fig 1-5 BOLETINUS PICTUS pk

PAINTED BOLETINUS

MES B.IYON STATE PRINTER

Fio. 6-13 BOLETUS SUBAUREUS pk

PALE GOLDEN BOLETUS
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Boletus spectabilis Pk.

Showy Boletus

i Young plant

2 Immature plant

3 Mature plant

4 Plant with margin of cap yellow

5 Plant with cap wholly yellow
6 Vertical section of the upper part of a plant

7 Four spores X 400
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Boletus clintonianus Pk.

Clinton's Boletus
FIGURE

i Young plant

2 Immature plant

3 Mature plant

4 Mature plant with reddish yellow cap

5 Mature plant with yellow cap

6, 7 Vertical sections of the upper parts of two plants

8 Four spores X 400
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Boletus subglabripes Pk.

Smoothish stemmed Boletus
31 1. 1

i, 2 Two young plants

3 Immature plant

4 .Mature plant with stem reddish toward the base

5 Vertical section of the upper part of an immature plant

6 Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant

7 Four spores X 400

var. corrugis Pk.
8 Immature plant

9 Mature plant with stem reddish toward the base

10 Vertical section of the upper part of a plant
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BOLETUS SUBGLABRIPES p.

SMOOTHISH STEMMED BOLETUS
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Boletus edulis clavipes Pk.

Club stemmed Boletus
CURE

i, 2 Two young plants, one showing the lower surface of the cap
3 Immature plant

4 Mature plant of small size

5 Mature plant of large size with stem reticulated at the top only
6 Vertical section of the upper part of a young plant

7 Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant
8 Four spores X 400
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Boletus brevipes Pk.

Short stemmed Boletus
t'RE

i Young plant

2 Immature plant

3 Mature plant with cap fully expanded
4 Vertical section of the upper part of an immature plant

5 Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant
6 Four spores X 400

Boletus affinis Pk.

Related Boletus

7 Young plant with stuffed tubes

8 Immature plant

9 Mature plant with cap fully expanded
10 Vertical section of the upper part of a young plant
1 1 Vertical section of the upper part of a mature plant

var. maculosus Pk.
12 Immature plant

13 Mature plant with convex cap

14 Four spores X 400

Clavaria pistillaris umbonata Pk.

U Mm inate Clavaria
15 Mature plant

[6 Vertical section of a plant

17 Four spores X 400
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C H. PECK, de

•

ME5 fi. LYON

Fiq. 1-6 BOLETUS BREVIPES pk. Fig . 7 . 14 BOLETUS AFFINIS pk.

SHORT STEMMED BOLETUS RELATED BOLETUS

Fig. 15-17 CLAVARIA PISTILLARIS UMBONATA pk

UMBONATE CLAVARIA

C FAUSE.L, LITH
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Hydnum albidum Pk.

White Hydnum
GURE

i Group of four plants

2 Plant of medium size

3 Plant having the cap wavy on the margin

4 Plant having the stem eccentric

5, 6 Vertical sections of the upper parts of two plants, one with the stem

eccentric

7 Four spores x 400

Hydnum caput-ursi /•>.

Beak's head Hydnum

8 Small plant of vertical growth

9 Plant of lateral growth
10 Vertical section of a plant of upright growth
1 1 Vertical section of a plant of lateral growth, showing both upward and

downward development
u Four spores X 400
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Clitocybe illudens Sckw.

Deceiving Clitocybe
FIGURE

i Cluster of five plants, two of them having an umbonate cap
2, 3 Small plants of regular form

4 Irregular plant with umbonate cap

5 Vertical section of the upper part of a small plant
6 Vertical section of the upper part of a large plant

7 Four spores X 400
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Agaricus abruptus, i63'-o 4
"

explanation of plate. 214

silvicola, i64
7

-65
3

explanation of plate, 214

Amanitopsis strangulata, i34
J

-36
2

explanation of plate, 184

Boletinus grisellus, 169
1

explanation of plate, 200

pictus, 168 1

explanation of plate, 218

Boletus affinis, 174
8—

75'

explanation of plate, 228

brevipes, 174'

explanation of plate, 228

clintonianus, 170'—71
5

explanation of plate, 222

edulis clavipes, 1 73
1 —

74'"

explanation of plate, 226

spectabilis, 1 7 i
s—

72
1

explanation of plate, 220

subaureus, i69
1

-7o
5

explanation of plate, 218

subglabripes, 1 72'-73
5

explanation of plate, 224

Cantharellus cinnabarinus, i55
6

-s6
4

explanation of plate, 206

floccosus, 156
5—
57

2

explanation of ula^e, 206

infundibuliformis, 1 r

explanation of plate, 208

lutescens, 15 7
9—
58°

explanation of plate, 208

ace on the page in ninths
;

e. g. 221 3 means

page, i. e. about one third of the way down*.

Clavaria pistillaris umbonata, 178
1

explanation of plate, 22S

Clitocybe clavipes, i39
s-4o

s

explanation of plate, 18S .

illudens, 179'

explanation of plate, 232

monadelpha, 140 (
1

explanation oT plate, 188

multiformis, 141
9

explanation of plate, tg

Collybia platyphylla, i42'-43''

explanation of plate, 194

radicata, i4j
::

-44
5

explanation of plate, 192

velutipes, 144-45"

explanation of plate, 190

Cortinarius corrugatus, 16]

explanation of plate, 212

evernius, i62
4

-63
;

explanation of plate, 212

Craterellus cantharellus, 177 ''—7 S
3

explanation of plate, 208

Edible fungi, 133-78

Fungi, edible, 133-78

unwholesome, 179-80

Hydnum albidum, 1 75"-7<j
3

explanation of plate, 230

caput-ursi, 1 7O
3—

7 7

explanation of plate, 230

Hygrophorus chlorophanus, 147
|

explanation of plate,
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Hygrophorus flavodiscus, 145
4

explanation of plate, 196

fuligineus, 146'

explanation of plate, 196

laricinus, i46'-47
4

explanation of plate, 198

puniceus, 149
1

explanation of plate, 200

speciosus, 148
s

explanation of plate, 198

virgineus, 150'

explanation of plate, 200

Hypholoma incertum, i65
3-66 4

explanation of plate, 216

perplexum, i66°-67
9

explanation of plate, 216

Lactarius chelidonium, i^o'-si*

explanation of plate, 202

distans, i5i
1

-52'
1

explanation of plate, 202

gerardii, iS2
,

-53'

explanation of plate, 202

Lepiota americana, I36'-37
S

explanation of plate, 184

List of plates and species, 1S0-81

Pholiota adiposa, i6o
j

-6i
3

explanation of plate, 210

praecox, i59
4-6o3

explanation of plate, 210

Plates and species, list of, 180-81

Russula ochrophylla, l54
6

-55
3

explanation of plate, 204

roseipes, i53
6

-54
s

explanation of plate, 204

Species, list of, 1S0-S1

Tricholoma portentosum centrale, i3S
J

-39
!

explanation of plate, 186

terreum fragrans, i37
3

-38
3

explanation of plate, 186

Unwholesome fungi, 179-S0
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